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PREFACE 

This monograph focuses on the environmental and agricultural marketing 

implications of Ghana's structural adjustment program, and suggests areas in need of 

further query as well as expressing some concern and support for various components of 

the program. The monograph is largely based on a review of official documents and 

studies of the Ghanaian economy, and from the experience of other countries as they 

pertain to the Ghanaian situation. 

The monograph is divided into two parts. Part I is the main body of the 

monograph. It has six sections. Following the introduction, Section 2 outlines the 

main characteristics of inward-oriented policies pursued prior to 1983, explores the 

constraints imposed on the economy by these policies, and highlights the major economic 

reforms implemented after 1983. Then, the macroeconomic imbalances existing in spite 

of economic reforms, and actions to correct for them are discussed. Section 2 

concludes with a discussion of the environmental implications of the reforms on health, 

productivity, and the degradation of natural resources. 

Section 3 describes the agricultural marketing system; attention is directed to 

marketing channels and the marketing services of time (storage), space (transportation) 

and form (quality, variety of goods and inputs). The interactions among institutions 

involved in marketing activities and how they relate to agricultural input and output 

markets are also discussed. In particular, the effects of economic reforms on 

marketing (market structure, conduct, and performance) are examined by focusing on (i) 

the linkages between public and private marketing agents and (ii) the cost structure of 

marketing. 

Until recently, environmental impact analysis was primarily based upon the direct 
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effects of structural adjustment policies. Therefore, in Section 4, we emphasize the 

need for a more detailed analysis of environmental degradation at the sub-sectoral 

level and discuss the indirect environmental effects of economic reforms undertaken in 

1983. Section 4 also explores a number of potential interactions between ten sub

sectors of the economy. The production activities of these sub-sectors are related to 

each other using a "policy matrix" approach in order to suggest the dominant sources of 

degradation. Moreover, we discuss the possible environmental effects of trade and 

investment policies (TIP) designed to encourage non-traditional agricultural exports 

(NT AE). This section underlines the developments in fishery, forestry, salt mmmg, 

and commercial agriculture sub-sectors which seem to have potential to increase export 

revenues. Section 5 extends Sections 3 and 4, and discusses the pathways through which 

economic reforms simultaneously influence the environment and agricultural marketing, 

i.e., emphasis is placed on the interactions between environment and marketing 

activities. Finally, Section 6 concludes Part I of the monograph by suggesting areas 

in need of further query. 

Part II of the monograph has two Appendices. Appendix I has six sections. Its 

purpose is to survey the literature on the impacts of adjustment policies on 

agricultural marketing and environment. Hence, this material supports and provides 

input or "data" to the more evaluative nature of the material in Part I. Following the 

introduction, Section 2 highlights the key features of the Ghanaian economy by 

underlying the main macroeconomic policies and sectoral developments. Section 3 

introduces the marketing approaches utilized in understanding the different dimensions 

of marketing activities. Section 4 classifies key policy issues pursued as a remedy to 

overcome the economic crisis stemming mainly from implementing inward-oriented 

policies. Section 5 discusses the weaknesses in agricultural input and output markets 

and the various constraints to the expansion foreign trade in agricultural goods. In 
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particular, regarding input markets, it summarizes studies on the developments in 

marketing institutions, credit markets, infrastructure, and scale and efficiency; 

developments in output markets are discussed in the context of time-space-form of 

markets. Section 6 draws attention to studies on direct and indirect environmental 

effects of policy reforms. The health and productivity effects of environmental 

degradation are discussed in some detail. 

Appendix II in Part II introduces the "policy matrix" methodology that is used in 

Part I to explore the sub-sectors that contribute to the environmental degradation the 

most. Because designing policies requires the determination of the sources of 

degradation, this methodology contributes to an understanding of the information 

structure prevailing between sub-sectors and suggest the type of information needed for 

environmental monitoring. 
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EXECUTIVE SU1\11\1ARY 

Ghanaian reform and accompanying structural adjustment policies to increase 

sustained per capita GDP have impacted agricultural marketing activities and the 

environment. A key component of reform is directed toward reducing the country's 

dependency on cocoa exports by contracting the government's direct participation in 

areas where markets otherwise function well and expanding the private sector's 

production of non-traditional exports (NTEs). The incentives reform provides to 

producers in the NTEs sector are seen as a major measure to help reduce the risk and 

variance in foreign exchange earnings and augment the availability of foreign capital 

and technology to the Ghanaian economy. 

With essentially this strategy in mind, the USAID supported Trade and Investment 

Program (TIP) is designed to increase and diversify export growth through increasing 

private sector NTEs. The TIP aims at providing an enabling environment for private 

sector activities through strengthening public sector institutions involved m 

investment and export promotion. It supports private sector associations and firms to 

improve their capacity to export and to obtain export financing. 

The reform program, and the TIP in particular, may have two major weaknesses. 

The first is the perceived need for balance of payments support that, in our view, 

should proceed on the conditionality that additional reforms to alleviate the 

underlying cause of the balance of payments and inflation be undertaken. The TIP 

entails a cash grant totaling approximately $60 million as balance of payment support 

which can be counter-productive if treating the symptoms of an over valued cedi and 

trade deficit alleviates pressures to tackle their fundamental causes. The second 

weakness is that neither the TIP nor the IBRD's program, in our view, provide 
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sufficient incentives for the Ghanaian economy to attract foreign savmgs, and foreign 

or multi-national firms. 

Privatization of state fertilizer enterprises and their distribution channels 

were effective in lowering (i) the increase in cost of devaluation for imported 

agricultural inputs, namely imported fertilizers, and (ii) the negative impacts of 

exchange and fertilizer rationing on small scale producers. Areas that lack a serious 

effort in measuring the likely economy-wide impacts of reform include identifying (i) 

those resource, policy and institutional constraints in the economy that are most 

likely to "run counter" to the fundamental forces of supply and demand that reform 

induces and hence the most efficient allocation of the country's resources, (ii) those 

natural resources whose demand is likely to rise and commensurate opportunity costs (or 

shadow prices) to assure their husbandry and long-run sustainability, (iii) the likely 

changes in the incidence of environmental degradation that reform engenders, and (iv) 

the kinds and levels of environmental policy instruments that are "consistent" with 

Ghanaian capacity to implement and minimize the externalities that reform can induce on 

the environment. 

Based on the literature reviewed and our assessment of it, the agricultural 

marketing implications of policy reform appears to have weaknesses in four areas: (i) 

the lack of attention and emphasis to the design of policies and strategies/programs 

for their implementation that take into account the special and unique role of women 

and their participation in marketing activities as middle-women and as agents in 

primary production activities; (ii) the lack of encouragement and support for 

increasing agricultural productivity through the development of public institutions 

whose mission is to develop, adopt and adapt new chemical, biological and mechanical 

technologies, and the extension - communication of these technologies to farmers and 

marketers of agricultural inputs and outputs, (iii) the development of well defined and 
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enforceable property rights, and the development of more efficient and decentralized 

capital markets with consideration given to ways of lowering the transactions costs of 

providing credit to a larger number of small holders (this does not include the 

interest subsidies), and (iv) to better enable business involved in foreign trade to be 

made more aware of the information and supporting services required to take advantage 

of foreign market opportunities. While components of the TIP are in the "spirit" of 

addressing these weaknesses, we feel these issues should receive more emphasis in terms 

of both resources and understanding. 

To fully employ the country's human resources and ease the country's adjustment 

to reform and economic adjustment from other sources, women need equal access to 

education (which needs to be upgraded for all) and their special role in marketing 

should be better understood so that the process of reforming capital markets, property 

rights etc., does not inadvertently "disenfranchise" them from new economic 

opportunities. 

As reform provides incentives for the traded goods sectors of the economy to 

expand production (in particular. agriculture), the value of sector specific resources 

(e.g., land) should, in principle, rise in value thus increasing the collaterized 

capacity of the sector, provided property rights are well defined and enforced. Hence, 

environmental considerations aside, the need is to proceed rapidly with the 

establishment of these rights. 

Constraints in the financial system hinder the mobilization of resources to 

support investment. National savings and investment rates are insufficient for 

sustainable growth, at least in the intermediate run. These constraints can be 

ameliorated by policies which encourage foreign capital inflows, and by addressing 

domestic structural constraints and policy deficiencies that limit the mobilization of 

savings, and the expansion of credit, particularly to those for whom transactions costs 
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are high. Credit inadequacies can be attributed to non-performing loans , managerial 

and institutional deficiencies in the financial sector. These inefficiencies in the 

financial system contribute to low agricultural productivity m the following ways. 

First, poor access to credit has hampered effective demand for new technology and 

purchased inputs, particularly for small holders. Second, the insufficient flow of 

institutional credit lead small holders to borrow in informal credit markets at high 

interest rates. Measures to rectify these problems largely require encouraging 

institutional-capital market reforms and training programs that, among other effects, 

lower loan transactions costs for small holders. 

Another issue tightly connected to weak credit institutions is the inadequate 

supply and distribution of inputs. Moreover, the privatization of agricultural input 

markets and removal of input subsidies are policy reforms expected to "rebalance" the 

former income transfers to large relative to small holders. 

Inward oriented policies tended to provide disincentives to the creation of 

storage capacity in agriculture and fisheries. Reform is ·expected to increase 

incentives for increasing capacity. However, in the case of fisheries products, 

economies may exist for the public provision of storage (for a service fee), or storage 

provided by a association of producers; in either case subsides per se should not be 

provided. That fisheries is an important source of income for small scale harvester 

should be taken into consideration in efforts to make market forces effective. 

Perishability of sea products is a crucial factor that influences their supply, 

preservation, and marketing. The lack of regulations, and m particular the 

enforcement capabilities of either government or an association of "fishery harvesters" 

threatens to cause over-exploitation of sea products. The development of an 

internationally competitive shrimp-prawn industry is also hindered by the externalities 

of effluent discharge from gold processing and human wastes. 
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While opening the economy to world markets should encourage the inflows of new 

agricultural technologies, cooperation between public and private sector research 

institutions, and the CGIAR should be further encouraged. Delays in the use of new 

technologies (chemical, biological, mechanical) by small holders and inefficiency in 

the existing credit institutions will lower the multiplier effects of reform on income 

growth. Therefore, a macroeconomic policy package should consider this strong 

complimentarity between new technology and credit supply. 

The major environmental problems encountered in Ghana are deforestation, soil 

degradation, water pollution, and air pollution. Policies to encourage the entry of 

foreign firms should also be accompanied by laws and regulations to assure their 

compliance with established environmental standards and husbandry of natural resources. 

For instance, reductions in subsidies, a competitively priced cedi, and the reduction 

of trade barriers induce foreign and local firms to be more competitive which in turn 

tends to increase the price (or social opportunity costs) of natural resources. 

Therefore, to better assure their husbandry , a strong legal system and an enforcement 

mechanism needs to be in place so that the replacement cost of these resources are 

fully reflected in the decisions of individual firms. Again, this emphasizes the need 

for property rights and a sense for the true opportunity costs of natural resources. 

An improvement in agriculture's terms of trade and increasing migration to 

villages and cities will tend to have some positive and some negative implications for 

the country's natural resources (land, forest, and soil fertility). Deteriorating soil 

fertility is expected to place more importance on new technology and the efficient use 

of inputs, which in turn places demand on agricultural research and extension services 

to assist farmers in sustaining the productivity of fragile lands. Empirical case 

studies show that economic growth is the driving force of internalizing some health 

effects (those referred to as embodied) of environmental degradation. Other health 
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effects (referred to as disembodied) are less self correcting with growth than the 

former. 

This observation implies that as per capita income growth occurs, Ghanaians are 

expected to spend an increasing portion of their income on activities to correct for 

some of the ill health effects of environmental qegradation, while other adverse 

effects will require public intervention including sanitation, environmental controls, 

and disposable facilities for solid and gaseous industrial effluent. This brings about 

the issue of designing a national environmental policy as an indispensable component of 

a sound macroeconomic policy reform. In addition to mentioned need for policy which 

husbands, in a socially optimal way, the country's natural resources, the general 

objective of a national environmental policy should be to encourage economic activity 

that increases the economy's production of "Goods" which augment well-being and 

decreases its production of "Bads" which otherwise decrease well-being. 

In order to identify technologies and activities that decrease the environmental 

impacts of economic growth, sector specific studies should be conducted to collect data 

and determine those activities that lead to unsustainable use of the environment. 

Furthermore, the linkages between foreign firms and environment-natural resource use 

need to be identified so as to determine how much environmental degradation occurs 

owing to policies that encourage the foreign investment. 

As noted reform, if successful, will drastically alter incentives of what, where 

and when to produce and consume. While it is clear that reform will provide increased 

incentives for the traded goods sector of the economy (both for export and import 

competing goods, factors and services) to expand production relative to the home goods 

sector, it remains unclear which of the traded goods sectors, in relative terms, will 

expand and which will contract, which resources (including various human skills) will 

become relatively more scarce and hence act as a constraint to further expansion. 
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Moreover, it is also clear that reform will alter the incidence of environmental and 

natural resource degradation. Since Ghana is relatively natural resource rich, a risk 

exists of over exploitation so that growth cannot be sustained without appropriate safe 

guards. Further, it is likely that the livelihood of the low income quartile of the 

population is more dependent on natural resources than are those in higher income 

profiles. It is also true in many other countries that the environmental impacts on 

health are more deleterious for low income households. An economy-wide analysis of 

these key linkages are required to identify and guide domestic and supporting donor 

policy to deal with these key issues and bottlenecks to attainting a more efficient and 

sustainable growth path. Studies of this type are now fairly common. They draw upon 

the so called computable general equilibrium methodology, and a number are based on a 

country's "green accounts," i.e., national accounts that take into consideration a 

country's stock of natural resources and their rate of degradation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The events leading to Ghana's Economic Recovery Program (ERP) in 1983 included a 

precipitous decline in real GNP, a fall in agricultural productivity, increasing budget 

and trade deficits, fall in private capital formation, and virtual lack of liquidity to 

engage in foreign transactions (Clark and Lofchie, 1993). A consequence was the 

government's inability to deliver basic services and mobilize the returns from public 

investments, Alderman (1991). Switching from inward-oriented 1 to outward-oriented 

policies as well as increased reliance on market mechanism required several fundamental 

changes in the government's policies. Efforts to remove subsidies, liberalize the 

country's trade and payments regime and the privatization of state-owned companies 

received high priority in the reform program. 

This monograph consists of two parts. Part I is the main body of the monograph 

that focuses on the environmental and agricultural marketing implications of structural 

adjustment program pursued by the Ghanaian government. First, we outline major policy 

reforms and then discuss their direct and indirect effects on environment and 

marketing. Special emphasis is given to sub-sectoral analysis of environmental factors 

and the implications of reforms on the activities taken place in input and output 

markets. Part I is concluded by indicating areas that need further research. Part II 

consists of two appendices. Appendix I aims at providing a more detail discussion of 

reviewed studies. Appendix II introduces a methodology which helps establish a 

structure of environmental factors at sub-sectoral level to determine the dominant sub-

sectoral activities that contribute degradation the most. 

1This terminology is largely due to Bala Balassa (1986) and refers to policies that 
protect an economy from foreign competition, and thus tend to decrease the share of the 
economy involved in foreign trade. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

The following section analyzes the performance of the Ghanaian economy before and 

after the 1983 reforms. Here we discuss the major constraints imposed on the economy 

by the inward-oriented strategy and the consequences of outward-oriented policies 

designed to open the economy to the world market. This discussion provides insights 

into the consequences of pre 1983 policies on the economy, the consequences that reform 

seeks to undo, and its success to date. 

2. 1. Overview of Economic Performance: 1955-1985 

The deleterious consequences of import-substitution industrialization (ISI) 

policies pursued before 1983 brought the Ghanaian economy to a near crisis. Some of 

general consequences of ISI policies include: (i) low returns to resources in the 

production of agricultural tradables, (ii) a concentrated and capital-intensive 

industrial structure, (iii) narrow marketing margins that tended to discourage the 

private sector from agricultural marketing activities, (iv) rural-to-urban migration, 

(v) biasedness in the distribution of public goods between urban and rural sectors, and 

(vi) an industrial structure that made an inefficient use of the country's 

environmental and natural resources, Trite! and Thoumi (1986), Roe (1993) and IMF 

( 1993). The distortions created in the economy by the ISI policies lead to additional 

government interventions. These interventions include subsidies, capital market 

controls, and import quotas. 

The basic economic indicators of Ghana's economic performance during the period 

of 1955-1985 is provided in Table 2-1 (a). Government interventions at levels that 

exceeded its capacity to balance its budget began in the early 1960s, and grew to 

crises proportions in the mid I 980s. Government expenditures exceed fiscal revenues by 

an average of 22 percent from about 1960 through 1972, reaching an average high deficit 

of 73 percent of revenues during the "oil shock" decade 1973-1983. 
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Table 2-l(a): Economic Indicators, 1955-1985 (millions of cedis) 

% of Surplus 1972= 100 Annual 
Nominal Govt. Govt. Govt. Rate of 

Period GDP Rev. Exp. Surplus Govt. Rev GDP CPI Inf. (%) 

1955-57 695 122 99 23 14 3 38 3 

1958-66 1,083 182 225 - 44 -22 -4 50 8 

1967-72 2,130 365 442 - 77 -22 -4 83 5 

1973-83 42,393 2,632 4,564 -1,931 -73 -6 2,980 62 

1984-85 321,772 30,210 36,229 -6,019 -21 -2 21,262 25 

Stryker (1991) p . 88-90. 

These expenditures in excess of revenues emanate from a host of interventions that are 

most easily typified as those associated with countries pursuing policies of import 

substitution industrialization (ISI) accompanied by efforts to maintain low prices for 

food staples. Associated with these policies was the creation ·of a host of state and 

quasi-state owned enterprises. These enterprises were created rn response to two 

general forces. They were created as part of the structure needed to implement the ISI 

policies, and they were created in response to pressures of special interests whose 

support was sought by the public sector. 

The inevitable result was a number of macro economic imbalances that further 

exacerbated the direct effect of the ISI distortions on the economy. Inflation rose to 

62 percent and 25 percent, respectively for the periods 1973-83 and 1984-85 (Table 2-

1 (a)). The resulting appreciation of the real exchange rate lead to sizable trade 

imbalances (Table 2-1 (b )) as producers of the export goods sectors of the economy were 

implicitly taxed, consumers of these commodities and services subsidized, and resources 

were pulled from the production of export goods and pushed into the production of non-

traded goods and into the production of import - competing goods. Since the 
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agricultural 

Table 2-l(b): Current Account Balance, Actual and Equilibrium Exchange 

Rates, 1958-85 

Current Nominal Exchange Rate 
Account --
Balance Act ual Equ 
(millions 

Period of dollars) Official Black Mk PPP 

1958-66 -87.0 0.71 0.83 0.97 
1967-72 -46.3 1.01 1.70 1.38 
1973-83 -135.5 1.97 20.20 19.17 
1984-85 -238.7 44.70 147.50 125.90 

PPP, purchasing pow~r parity 

(a) Estimated using u simulation moud: (b) does not include 1985 

Stryker (1991) p. 88-90. 

(NC) 

ilibrium 

Model(a) 

1.29 
1.46 

18.15 
107.47(b) 

sector of the Ghanaian economy is a major producer of traded goods, policy 

discriminated against resources in this sector. Stryker' s estimates (p. 104) of the 

level of total nominal dis-protection of cocoa producers range from an average of 42 

percent of relative boarder prices during the 1973-83 period to 59 percent during 1984-

85. 

Listing some of the key negative effects that these policies appear to have had 

on the Ghanaian economy is useful because the list suggests the types of activities and 

policies that need to be encouraged in order to undo them. An overview of this list is 

provided in Figure 1. 

First, in the absence of other distortions and resource transfers to agriculture, 

the results provided by Stryker and others (Bates & Krueger, 1993) suggest that: (i) 

the returns to resources in agriculture were more adversely affected by macro-economic 

policies and policies pursued to benefit the urban industrial sector than they were by 
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policies within the sector alone and (ii) policy has served to decrease the returns to 

resources employed in the production of export commodities, i.e., in commodities where 

returns to resources are relatively high, compared to the resources employed in the 

production of import competing commodities. 

Non-traded commodities also are affected by the distortions in traded 

commodities. The ISi policies tend to cause the ratio of the prices of non-traded to 

traded agricultural commodities to rise (although, the prices of non-traded commodities 

may fall in absolute terms) in the presence of an over valued currency. Consequently, 

the implicit taxes imposed on traded commodities can be expected to "push" more 

resources into the production of non-traded sector. Second, protection of the import

competing industrial sector tends to lead to a concentrated and capital intensive 

structure, with small relatively high-cost plants unable to compete in world markets. 

Scale economies are limited to the domestic market, so that agriculture tends to suffer 

an additional source of taxation. The intermediate factors of production that 

agriculture obtains from protected industries tend to be of inferior quality and often 

more costly than those available in world markets, while prices of agriculturally 

produced goods sold to these industries tend to be under priced relative to the world 

market. 

This is not an unusual outcome. In the case of Brazil for example, Brandao and 

Carvalho ( 1991) report that the farm gate prices of soybeans were lowered by export 

taxes placed on soybeans to encourage the domestic milling of oil; Intal and Power 

(1991) report that the Philippines banned the exports of copra to encourage the 

domestic processing of oil. If inputs are subsidized, then part of the burden is 

passed to the government, although poor quality and problems of timely delivery can be 

viewed as an increase in the real prices of inputs to producers. 
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Third, the narrowing of the marketing margins that intervention m selected 

agricultural input and output marketing activities often implies generally leads to an 

exodus of the private sector from these activities2 • Effectively, the public sector 

assumes many of the functions of resource allocation over time (storage), space 

(transportation) and form (processing). While these interventions tend to lower 

temporal variation in prices, the result is inefficiencies in both public and private 

sector resource allocations and the emergence of parastatel fiscal deficits that are 

eventually funded through domestic resource transfers, money creation, or foreign 

borrowing. 

Fourth, prospects of relatively high real wages in urban areas tends to induce a 

rural-to-urban migration. Migration is further induced as these policies tend to draw 

more resources into the production of non-traded goods produced in urban areas. In 

spite of the migration into urban areas, the absorptive capacity of urban labor markets 

is limited because of the mentioned industrial structure that import substitution 

policies tend to induce. Labor, that for numerous reasons finds it difficult to 

migrate, tends to get "locked" in agriculture. In the presence of high population 

growth rates, the absence of technological change and increased capital inputs, land-

labor ratios can fall leading to a decline in the real wage in agriculture. These 

outcomes often create the illusion of economic problems in agriculture when the actual 

problem lies with the industrial sector of the economy. 

Fifth, since protection makes the industrial sector appear profitable relative to 

agriculture, agriculture is forced to compete for resources that are artificially made 

more dear. This includes peak seasonal demand for labor and credit. Agriculture must 

also compete for public investments. If the analyses of the net social value of public 

2for specific examples, see Yon Braun and de Haen (1983), and Greene and Roe (1989) for 
the case of Egypt and the Dominican Republic, respectively. 
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investments by authorities does not adequately take into consideration the artificially 

induced profitability of returns to investments in the protected sectors, then public 

investments in the rural economy (education, health, physical infrastructure (Schuh, 

Roe, and Godoy (1994)), and agricultural technology in particular, are likely to be 

less then they would be in the absence of protection. As Braverman and Kanbur (1987) 

have shown, countries pursuing inward-oriented policies experience an urban bias in the 

allocation of public goods. An urban bias is particularly harmful to agriculture since 

its supply response is sensitive to the provision of public goods (Binswanger, 1989). 

Sixth, while the provision of public goods may have an urban bias, the total 

level of public goods provided tends to fall below the level which would otherwise 

prevail in the absence of inward oriented policies3 • Consequently, it is often the 

case that even the capital and/or regional administrative centers may have an 

inadequate provision of public goods to attract industries that could otherwise draw 

upon the country's most abundant factors of production. This lack of urban development 

further diminishes the opportunities for employment outside of agriculture and to 

concentrate employment in a few major cities. 

Ghana's traditional exports (timber, cocoa, gold) are largely based on its 

endowment of natural resources. Since the ISi policies tended to tax the production of 

traded goods, the opportunity costs of these resources were almost surely biased 

downward. At the same time, the focus on market interventions, as in other countries 

pursuing similar policies, tends to retard the development of institutions and the 

definition and enforcement of property rights that can lead to a better husbandry of 

these resources, as we discuss in more detail in Section 5 of Part I. 

3For a discussion of these issues, see George S. Tolley and Yinod Thomas, eds.,The 

Economics of Urbanization and Urban Policies in Developing Countries, A World Bank 

Symposium, 1987. 
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The challenge facing reform is to reverse the effects of previous policy on the 

economy, while redirecting intervention into those areas where markets typically fail 

to optimally allocate society's resources; namely, areas which lower the transactions 

costs of market activities, and correct for the externalities that waste the country's 

environmental and natural resources. 

2. 2. Overview of Economic Performance: 1985-1993 

The Economic Recovery Program (ERP) aimed at switching from direct intervention 

and controls toward increased reliance on market mechanisms. Financial and trade 

payments reforms were also implemented with the intention of opening the economy to the 

world market in order to bolster the competitiveness and increase the efficiency of 

domestic economic activities. Policy reforms regarding the efficient production, 

processing, and marketing of agricultural commodities targeted increasing productivity 

through the adoption of new technologies, the provision of efficient and reliable 

financial services, and rehabilitation of infrastructure. Among other objectives, the 

reforms are designed to raise rural incomes, improve efficiency in resource use, 

promote food security, increasing export revenues, and reduce balance of payments and 

budget deficits. 

More specifically, the measures to achieve these objectives included trade 

liberalization, removing restrictions . on internal trade, disseminating price 

information, restructuring public and banking sectors, encouraging cooperatives to 

participate in agricultural input markets, reducing input subsidies, and simplifying 

the export licensing system. Reforms also include the devaluation of the cedi after a 

long period of a constant nominal value (and hence an appreciating real rate), the 

adjustment of the price paid to cocoa farmers by the Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board, 

redeployment of labor in the public sector to increase productivity, undertaking such 
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programs as building roads, railways, health, and education programs to address the 

problems resulting from a biased distribution of public goods in favor of urban sector. 

Interest rates were gradually raised reaching positive real levels by 1985. Reforms in 

fiscal management . were centered on the elimination of various subsidies and 

mobilization of new resources through improved tax collection. 

In their review of these measures, Sarris and Shams (1991) conclude that the 

government has made significant strides toward realigning exchange and interest rates, 

providing an environment in which producers and consumers interacted on the basis of 

market signals, rehabilitating the social infrastructure, and restoring fiscal and 

monetary discipline. Fiscal revenues were also increased following reform of revenue 

collection and sales tax regulations. 

These policies have resulted m a maJor improvement m Ghana's economic and 

financial performance since 1983. In particular, growth in real GDP recovered, 

inflation declined, and the overall balance of payments position switched from deficit 

to surplus. Devaluation of the cedi sharply reduced the black market premium and 

discouraged smuggling of the main export products. Reform improved the terms of trade 

for the non-agricultural component of the export competing sector of the economy and 

reoriented capital flows to the sector with a resulting increase in its output. 

Following reform, the industrial and service sectors have grown more rapidly than 

agriculture, while the flexible exchange rate policy and the associated gains m 

external competitiveness have contributed to an expansion in the volume of exports at 

an average annual rate of 10 percent during 1983-90. 

The country's Transport and trade sectors, which are keys for the marketing of 

agricultural and manufacturing output, significantly contributed to the growth of 

agricultural sector. In 1987, agriculture contributed about 75 percent of total 

foreign exchange earnings, derived mainly from cocoa and timber. With increased 
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output, cocoa foreign exchange earnmgs increased thus contributing to a steady 

improvement in the country's balance of payments position (IMF (1991) and Sarris and 

Shams (1991)). 

The objective of diversifying agricultural export and export promotion in general 

were not judged particularly successful. Therefore, in spite of the mentioned 

favorable adjustments, the strain on the balance of payments remained an important 

barrier in meeting external debt obligations. 

Prior to 1983, emphasis was tended to be placed on large-scale, capital-intensive 

modes of agricultural production over small-scale farm units. An inevitable result of 

this biasedness in scale and factor intensitivity was the tendency to restrict 

resources and commercial opportunities to some farmers at the expense of small holders. 

This policy tended to decrease the multiplier effects from investments relative to the 

effects that would otherwise result when economic activity is linked to a larger number 

of independent enterprises. The absence of an agricultural policy to address this bias 

was clearly evident. For this reason, m 1986, a more scale neutral policy was 

undertaken. Its objectives include self-sufficiency in the production of food and 

industrial raw materials, improving storage, processing, and improvements in the 

distribution systems to lower post-harvest losses, increasing production of 

exportables, ensuring adequate returns to middlemen to strengthen the channels between 

producers and consumers, and improving existing institutions and facilities, such as 

the agricultural research centers, credit facilities, marketing facilities, etc. 

Even though economic reforms under the ERP have been successful in realigning 

relative prices, improving fiscal and monetary prudence, enhancing the private sector 

investment climate, and initiating the rehabilitation of key infrastructure, many 

constraints to establishing sustained growth, increasing foreign and domestic 

investment and expanding exports still remam. In the context of the ERP, the 
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following obstacles to expand economic growth remain (USAID (199lz): 

I. a persistent inflation due to a combination of excess liquidity, a poor 

harvest in 1990, and exogenous shocks to the economy such as 1990-1991 Persian 

Gulf crisis; 

II. trade deficit; 

111. low mobilization of domestic resources to support investment; 

1v. low accountability of business risks due to a weak legal framework; 

v. speeding-up the divestiture of state-owned enterprises to make 

additional resources available for infrastructure, health, education, etc.; 

VI. constraints in agricultural sector include enhancing aggregate income 

growth, agricultural exports, and market access and integration (infrastructure 

such as the ports, harbors, feeder and major roads, railroads, telecommunication 

networks); and 

vii. numerous constraints in private sector relate to private sector led export 

growth. 

Issues relaring to the design of policies to encourage foreign 
investment as a way to augmellf domestic savings are not 
addressed in USAID (1991z), nor does it appear that explicit 
emphasis has been given elsewhere (such as in the IBRD 
documentation) to these types of policies/strategies which 
attract foreign savings, and foreign or multi-national fim1s. 
One of the major successes of Mexico's refomi program was the 
artracring of foreign savings4 • Ghanaian policy makers need to 
design policies thar place more emphasis on attracting foreign 
capiral. 

4See the Special Issue of The Norrh American Journal of Economics and Finance, 3(2), 
"NAFTA: Economic Effects on Agriculture, Capital Markets and Selected Environmental 
Outcomes," 1992:83-185 for a discussion of Mexico's reform policies and their affects 
on capital flows. 
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The survey of the literature on the above policy reforms pursued in Ghana focuses 

on (i) problems due to import substitution strategy and (ii) reforms to correct these 

problems and open the Ghanaian economy to the external world. Some of the studies this 

report examined, in this respect, include Tabatabai (1989), Hutchful (1985), IMF 

Occasional Paper ( 1993), and Bates and Krueger (1993). The main policy reforms 

implemented under the structural adjustment program are examined by Tabatabai (1986), 

the UNDP (1989), Srtryker and at. all. (1990), UNCED (1991), Jebuni, Sowa, and Tutu 

(1991), Goldman, Roemer and et al. (1992), Sarris (1992), World Bank (1993), IMF 

Occasional Paper (1993), USAID (1992a, 1992b, 1993) and Younger (1993). These studies 

are reviewed in detail in Sections 2, 4, and 5 of Appendix I. They also discuss the 

implications of such reforms as (i) liberalization of exchange rate, (ii) 

rehabilitation of the industrial, agricultural, and mining sectors, (iii) restoration 

of the infrastructural base of the economy, (iv) implementation of fiscal and monetary 

policies to achieve and sustain reasonable economic growth, and implications for 

government budget management, sectoral incentives, and international competitiveness. 

The effects of reforms on consumers' welfare. food security~ producers' profit margm, 

and government's ability to implement policies are discussed in the following studies; 

Sarris ( 1992) measures the direct effects of reforms on the household welfare; Sarris 

and Shamas (1991) investigate the reasons why the rural food terms of trade 

dramatically declined after 1984; Alderman, Canagarajah, and Younger (1993) address 

the indirect effects of policy reforms such as redeployment of civil service staff on 

the government's ability of implementing policies. Sarris ( 1992a) discusses policies 

to alleviate food insecurity and the effect of growth on food security. His results 

show that food insecurity can be substantially reduced through increases in the incomes 

of all the groups, especially of the poor. Furthermore, growth policies that favor the 

poor or rural groups and agriculture, which provides a large source of income for the 
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poor, were found more effective at reducing food insecurity than growth policies that 

favor the non-poor or the urban sector in general. 

Exchange rate policy which is the main tool m international competitiveness is 

examined by Kyereme (1991), Ghartey (1987), Ghartey and Rao (1990), Sherbourne (1986), 

and Pinto (1984, 1989). Chhibber and Shafik (1990) model active parallel market and 

show that in the presence of an active parallel market, official devaluation does not 

cause inflation because prices have already adjusted to the parallel exchange rate. 

Sherbourne (1986), Pinto (1984, 1989) analyze the implications of the unification of 

black and official exchange markets for the export sector. They investigate the 

relationship between (i) exchange rate, prices, and output, and (ii) devaluation and 

correcting the balance of payments deficits. We provide more detail on these studies 

in Sections 2 and 4 of Appendix I. 

The main area in which the government's efforts are not succeeding is in managing 

fiscal deficits. The effects of large fiscal deficits and an over valuing exchange 

rate on the cocoa sector, which is the main source of government revenue, is studied by 

Sherbourne (1986), Islam and Wetzel (1987), and Catsambas and Pigato (1992). 

Furthermore, they study the inter-relationship between the fiscal deficit, the real 

interest rate, the real growth rate, and the real exchange rate and find the conditions 

under which Ghana's debt-to-GDP ratio is stabilized. 

2. 3. Ghana's Macroeconomic Imbalances 

The Trade and Investment Program (TIP) of USAID for delivery in FY 93-94 seeks to 

support and be "consistent with" support from other countries and the programs of the 

IBRD and IMF5. Approximately $80 million in outlays is planned over the five year life 

3See the various USAID documents, in particular the Project Assistance Approval 
Document - Ghana Trade and Investment Program and the accompanying documents and 
appendixes. 
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of the program (TIP document, p. 1). While it is not our purpose to review, evaluate 

and assess the details of this program, we highlight here its major thrust, and leave 

to other sections of this monograph the details of the program on specific sectors, and 

agricultural marketing and exports in particular. As with any program, some gaps seem 

to exist, and some assumptions upon which the program is based may not be valid. We 

provide more detail on these general concerns in this section. 

The general objectives of TIP are to: (a) increase the nominal value of the 

country's non traditional exports (NTE)6, (b) increase the number of firms directly 

engaged in NTE activities, (c) increase real per capital income, and (d) to create at 

least 60,000 new full-time NTE related employment opportunities by the end of the 

program7• The strategy for accomplishing these objectives are to: (i) improve the 

enabling environment, and (ii) increase the capacity of the private sector to export. 

The enabling environment includes improving the country's ability to establish 

and develop a "policy framework," to reduce regulatory and administrative transactions 

costs, and to improve public sector export support services. · These efforts include 

lowering the disincentives exporters now face in licensing regulations, making of 

export taxes and other regulatory activities more transparent and less discriminatory, 

developing a more uniform codification of commodity exports and imports, and more open 

and transparent legal structures. Efforts to increase the capacity of the private 

sector to export include training, technical and marketing assistance to business firms 

and business associations . Technical assistance will focus on helping the private 

sector to increase production volume, productivity, improve quality and uniformity, 

6Non traditional exports include: wood products, sheanut and kolanut, aquacultural 
products, horticulture and handicrafts. Traditional exports include cocoa, gold, 
timber and electricity which have accounted for about 87 % of export earnings. 

7This material is taken form the Agency's Project Assistance Approval Document. 
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sector to increase production volume, productivity, improve quality and uniformity, 

timeliness of product delivery, and the sourcing of materials, equipment, and services. 

Marketing assistance will seek to establish business associations to ease communication 

and contact with foreign firms and markets. 

Hence, the program seeks to increase the level and rate of real growth by 

addressing those constraints that prevent or slow market forces from reorienting the 

allocation of resources in the economy in the direction of the traded goods sector, 

namely in the direction of NTE. Increasing NTE will also address the problem of 

increasing the country's foreign exchange earnings that in turn will be needed to 

recapitalize the country's obsolete, and in some case, misplaced plant and equipment. 

Since, as mentioned and summarized in Figure 1, previous policy implicitly taxed and 

thus retarded the growth of the export competing sectors of the economy, the overall 

thrust of the TIP seeks, correctly so, to redress these deficiencies by helping the 

Ghanaian government to provide public goods (broadly defined) , to lower the 

transactions costs faced by producers and marketers of NTE, and to provide interim 

support to alleviate foreign exchange shortages. 

The TIP and IBRD documents note that the country continues to incur a trade 

imbalance in goods and services, an unacceptably high inflation rate, and concern with 

the capacity of domestic savings to meet investment needs commensurate with attaining 

real rates of per capita GNP growth in the neighborhood of 5 percent. The persistence 

of these macro economic imbalances suggests that policy induced distortions which 

threaten the country's adjustment to a more balanced growth path. 

The causes of these imbalances are poorly understood and in need 
of farther srudy. Our review suggests rhar rhe counrry 's trade 
imbalance and persisrenr inflarion rares cannor be explained by 
the inflow of capital alone. Consequemly, in real terms, the 
country's currency appears to be over valued (over priced in 
tenns of foreign exchange). 
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This inference may seem odd when a "free" market exists for the currency, so that 

a value of the currency is obtained which, for all practical purposes, causes markets 

for exchange to clear. However, even though currency markets clear, the currency can 

become over valued when policy "shifts" or distorts the underlying demand and supply 

schedules for the currency. Distortions in the economy that almost surely contribute 

to the over valued cedi include: the financing of state enterprise deficits, the 

numerous non-tariff barriers which constrain exports, and the foreign payments regime 

which induces high transactions cost to carry out foreign trade. These distortions 

alter the supply and demand for foreign exchange such that the "free" currency market 

clears at an over valued price of the cedi relative to other currencies. An over 

valued cedi induces and perpetuates the types of economic distortions seen during the 

1970's and early 1980s, including implicit taxes on producers in the traded goods 

sectors of the economy, trade and invariably fiscal deficits. We suggest that the TIP 

should place even more emphasis on alleviating these distortions. 

The structure of the country's capital markets also contributes to the over 

valuation of the cedi. Current policy, which entails the need to finance the country's 

fiscal deficits, tends to crowed out private investment in spite of fairly high real 

interest rates. Due to the structure of capital markets, these rates are not 

attracting the level of domestic savings needed to finance capital investments and to 

dampen domestic demand for goods and services. Since, "too much" of the economy is 

still focused on the production of home goods (non-internationally traded goods), the 

growth in demand causes their prices to rise. 

The rise in home good prices is the primary cause of 
inflation. The rise in these prices "pulls" resources away 
from the production of traded goods, while at the same time, 
increasing demand for foreign goods,' thus, a persistent. trade 
imbalance even though the market for the cedi clears. 
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It is likely that capital inflows (including donor assistance) are also 

contributing to the increased demand for the cedi, and thus contributing to its over 

valuation. To counter this effect, a program which seeks to sterilize the effects of 

the capital inflows on the value of the domestic currency should be considered. The 

over-valuation due to demand pulls from money creation and credit supply, should be 

countered by policy that dampens the demand for goods and services and encourages 

saving and investment. 

This discussion rises another concern wirh the straregy of the 
TIP. A cash grant toraling approximately $60 million is 
foreseen as balance of payment support. This supporr can be 
counter-productive if treating the symptom of an over valued 
cedi alleviates pressures to undertake the mentioned refonns 
that cause it to be over valued. 

As mentioned, more emphasis should be placed on attracting foreign capital. The 

inflow of capital not only substitutes for domestic savings, it also alleviates 

government (public) debt, transfers liability to the private sector, and decentralizes 

investment decisions. While the TIP focuses on developing Ghanaian entrepreneurial 

capabilities, particularly in the NTE sector, too little emphasis, in our view, is 

given to providing incentives for multinational firms to enter the economy. Ahiakpor 

(1986) and World Bank (1991), in this respect, discuss the profitability of investments 

of foreign firms. 

Refonns in properry rights sysrem and financial marker were also 
indispensable to correct the distortions in land markets. 
Fwthermore, the direct effects of weak properry rights system on 
investment decisions of both domestic and foreign investors 
severely contributed to declining agricultural productivity as well 
as weak private R&D investments Brown (1986), Sirleaf and Nyirjesy 
(1990), Dapaah and Oteng (1992). Well defined property rights 
sysrem is expecred ro encourage invesrments in particular foreign 
investment. 
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These firms, as is well known, are attracted by "cheap" human and primary resources 

relative to other countries. Their presence in the Ghanaian economy not only pays 

returns to Ghanaian resources, they also provide capital, technology and expertise of 

world caliber, and perhaps most importantly, they also provide a learning environment. 

Empirical evidence from other countries clearly shows that learning Jzy doing is a major 

source of human capital accumulation and economic growth, not only within a sector 

where foreign firms are present, but also by the "spinning off" of new firms by 

employees that have learned new skills from employment in foreign firms8• 

2. 4. Policy Reform and the Environment 

The environment, broadly defined to include renewable and non-renewable 

resources, impacts on well-being in three distinct ways; it impacts directly by 

environmental impacts on health, and on amenities, and indirectly through the 

degradation of resources. The degradation of natural resources typically increases the 

cost of their extraction, the remaining natural resources are often of lower quality, 

and the decline in their quantity and quality tends to lower the productivity of the 

labor and capital with which they are combined to produce goods and services for final 

consumption. Hence, the degradation of natural resources tends to lower productivity 

and income, therefore causing well-being to fall. An economy tends to under produce 

"Goods" and over produce "Bads" when markets do not exist and/or fail to induce 

individuals to incorporate into their resource allocation and consumption decisions the 

negative consequence of their actions on others. Under these circumstances, private 

benefits and costs of economic activities depart from their social benefits and costs. 

8The USAID documents reviewed for this report noted the results from surveys of firms 
involved in foreign trade. A survey of foreign firms to obtain insights into the 
disincentives they face should also be considered. · 
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Effectively, under these circumstances. free markets do not succeed in attaining 

the highest possible levels of well-being. Then, collective action by individuals 

whether through private associations, cooperatives, municipalities or national 

governments, can, in principle, intervene by using policy instruments to correct for 

these failures and induce the economy to increase its production of "Goods" and 

decrease its production of "Bads." thus raising the citizenry's level of well-being9 • 

When countries pursue the type of inward oriented policies pursued by Ghana 

during the 1970-1985 period, a number of negative impacts on health, amenities and 

resource degradation result. The challenge is to pursue policies (often referred to as 

win-win) that encourage economic growth while husbandrying the country's natural 

resources and ameliorating health and amenity impacts on well-being. The environmental 

consequences of the type of policies Ghana pursued during the mentioned earlier years 

are depicted in Figure 2. 

Health effects are divided into two kinds, embodied and disembodied. Embodied 

affects are associated with the consumption of a good or service, such as pesticide 

residues on food. Disembodied effects are akin to skin diseases caused by increased 

radiation from ozone depletion; these effects affect well-being, but they tend to have 

little affect on the demand for goods and services. The empirical evidence of Gertler 

and van der Gaag (1990) suggests for the case of several other countries that health is 

a luxury good. That is, as incomes rise, individuals choose to spend an increasing 

proportion of their nsmg mcome on ensuring higher levels of health. The use of 

distinguishing these two extreme types of effects is that in the presence of economic 

growth, individuals can partially adjust and correct for the market's failure to over 

produce Bad embodied effects on health, while the disembodied effects typically require 

9See Baumal and Oates, "The Theory of Environmental Policy," Cambridge Univ. Press, 
Second Edition, 1988 for a primer on this subject. 
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public intervention. An important implication is that the new sources of income growth 

that come about when countries pursue more efficient economic policies, as Ghana is 

doing, lead individuals to be more concerned about their health . Being more concerned 

about their health means that they are willing to spend more on alleviating those 

environmental externalities that contribute to morbidity and mortality. In this case, 

economic growth is environmentally improving. 

Studies on economic growth and the environment often focus on the level of a 

sustainable use of environmental resources since the environment itself is an input 

used in the production process. In their study, Grossman and Krueger (1991) find that 

economic growth tends to alleviate air pollution problems once a country's per capita 

income reaches about $4,000 to $5,000 U.S. dollars. Shafik and Bandyopadhyay (1992) 

and Anderson (1992), on the other hand, find that some environmental indicators such as 

water and sanitation improve with rising income (due to the mentioned embodied 

effects) , while others such as particulates and sulfur oxides worsen and then improve, 

while still other pollutants such as dissolved oxygen in rivers, municipal solid 

wastes, and carbon emissions steadily worsen with income growth. These patterns 

reflect social choices about environmental quality at different income levels. It is 

unlikely that Ghana will depart from this general pattern. 

The pattern of environmental effects of policies is somewhat less clear in the 

case of amenities and natural resource degradation. In the case of many countries, 

inward-oriented policies increase the population densities on land, causing farming on 

hill sides, shortening of fallow periods, excess consumption of forest lands due to 

grazing, firewood harvesting, and excess state enterprise mining of natural resources 

in order to earn foreign exchange. On the other hand, when reform to open an economy 

to world markets provides incentives to produce traded goods that are natural resource 

based, and property right structures are not in place to appropriately price these 
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resource stocks at their "true" opportunity costs, then excessive exploitation of these 

resources by domestic and international firms often occurs. 

The level and incidence of the environmental impacts of Ghanaian policy reform 

can only be roughly sketched from the available evidence. The TIP expressed concern 

for four sub-sectors, commercial agriculture, mining, fisheries, and forestry. We 

discuss these sectors in more detail in the environmental section of Part I, and omit 

detailed discussion here except to note that it is clear that the incidence of 

environmental degradation will be affected by the new pattern of incentives that reform 

implies for the traded goods sector of the Ghanaian economy. Since Ghana is relatively 

rich in natural resources, it is likely that the country's comparative advantage in 

world markets will be natural resource based. In this case, it is important that a 

mechanism exists to price these resources at an opportunity cost which reflects their 

discounted expected value to current and future generations in order to assure their 

husbandry. Well defined, credible, implementable and enforceable system of property 

rights are, in most circumstances, a mechanism to assure this result. 

But, the predictions of trade theory suggest that not all traded goods sectors of 

the economy are likely to expand, and not all natural resource based factors of 

production are likely to rise in price as reform progresses. Unfortunately, no 

empirical research could be found to help chart which sectors are likely to expand, 

which are likely to contract and what the incidence of environmental impact is likely 

to be. Hence, we suggest: 

A serious ejforr to measure the likely economy-wide impacts of 
reform are critical to provide policy guidance to: (i) 
identify those resource, policy and institutional constraints 
in the economy that are most likely to "run counter" to the 
fundamental forces of supply and demand and hence the most 
efficient allocation of the counuy 's resources, (ii) identify 
those natural resources whose demand is likely to rise and the 
commensurate opportunity costs of these resources to assure 
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their husbandry and long-run stainabi/ity, (iii) identify the 
likely incidence of environmental degradation of reform, and 
(iv) to suggest rhe kinds and levels of environmental policy 
instruments that are "consistent" wirh Ghanaian capacity to 
implement and minimize the externalities that reform can 
induce on the environment. 

Examples of the studies of the nature suggested can be found in publications from the 

World Resources Institute, and from studies of Mexico, Turkey and Morocco at the 

University of Minnesota, among others. 

3. AGRICULTURAL MARKETS 

3. 1. Policy Reforms and Agricultural Markets 

In this section, we first survey the literature on the developments in 

agricultural input and output markets. Second, we discuss several of the direct and 

indirect effects of agricultural marketing reforms on economic performance of the 

sector and conclude by highlighting a number of issues that need further work. 

Before discussing the literature on this subject, let us first outline several of 

the policy issues regarding marketing activities. Some of the policy issues to be 

addressed include (i) low spatial price transmission, (ii) farmers' lack of access to 

new technology, (iii) heavy dependence of government's revenue on cocoa exports, (iv) 

poor quality of agricultural products & low nutritional products, (v) inadequate 

returns to invest in improved technology, (vi) unreliability of local sources of 

agricultural raw materials m terms of quality, quantities, and year round 

availability, (vii) neglecting agricultural R&D, (viii) low agricultural productivity, 

(ix) self-sufficiency in production of cereals and industrial raw materials, (x) 

insufficient flow of institutional credit, (xi) inadequate supply and distribution of 

inputs, and (xii) inadequate storage and marketing facilities such as improving 

information channels. These are the commonly expressed issues upon which this · 
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monograph focused in particular attention. For the review of studies discussing these 

policy issues in detail, see Section 5 of Appendix I. 

Given the above policy issues, we present the studies in the literature in seven 

groups: credit, storage, infrastructure, new technology and extension, privatization, 

market women, and property rights. Each group first outlines the main points discussed 

in the literature and then indicates the areas that need further work. 

With respect to credit facilities, studies mostly focus on the ways to improve 

the existing marketing institutions associated with banking system, credit system, and 

capital markets. The participation of private sector in the financial transactions was 

the main objective in reforming the banking system. The determination of factors 

motivating the private sector to conduct financial transactions in the formal and 

informal financial sectors was the first step in minimizing the financial dualism, 

which was a serious problem that the Ghanaian economy had, since policies for 

increasing the efficiency of financial transactions in the formal market and therefore 

the agricultural productivity through small holders' access to credit and new 

technology are based on those factors. 

Studies exanunzng the major constraints to the sustainable 
agriculrure in Ghana focus mainly on (i) the insufficient flow of 
insriturional credit, (ii) inadequate supply and dis1ribution of 
inpurs, and (iii) inadequate storage and marketing facilities. 
Changes in banking srrucwre and efforts to lower transactions 
cost of loans made !O small holders without subsidizing credit 
rerms are fundamental to increasing the supply of credit. 
Extension, technical informarion on yield response to purchased 
inputs, access to product markets and absence of srate 
enterprises in inpU! markets are needed to encourage the 
development of a private enterprise based input marketing sector. 
Future studies should analyze The direct and indirect effects of 
these measures on farm size, land, labor, and capital markets. 

Agricultural pricing policy in general aims at self-sufficiency 
in production through reforms that improve (i) marketing 
facilities (i.e., storage, processing, rransportation, 
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distribution, and information) and (ii) credit institutions. We 
question the self sufficiency object. Self sufficiency in many 
other African countries has resulted in the taxing of export 
crops to subsidize import competing crops. Even when self 
sufficiency was obtained, resources were not allocated 
efficiently. 

Economic reform will tend to increase the value of sector specific 
resources, such as land, since agriculture is a traded goods 
sector of the economy. Wizen property rights are well defined and 
enforced, these rising values will tend to increase agriculture's 
collateral capacity and hence increase its credit worthiness. 
Institutional changes in property rights and rural capital markets 
are critically important to the efficient utilization of this 
capacity in order to increase capital deepening (investments in 
buildings, equipment, land improving etc.) in agriculture. Future 
research should explore and identify constraints to the efficient 
transformation of property rights and rural credit institutions. 

Since reform will tend to bid up wages, small holders are 
important potential users of new technologies and therefore a 
potentially significant source of technology diffusion and 
efficiency. In designing policies for encouraging the use of new 
technologies, the needs of small holders should be well analyzed 
and evaluated,- otherwise, the scarcity of labor and inefficiency 
in the existing credit institutions may further contribute to a 
duality in agriculture that harms the welfare of small holders. 

Risk diversification efforts of lending institutions were 
practically not feasible due to large farmers' access to exlstzng 
lending institurions and the segregation of small holders from 
intermediary institutions. This segregation caused them to barrow 
from informal markets at a high rates of interest. For the 
security of rural financial markets, and increased participation 
of small holders in financial transactions, authorities should 
design policies thar lower the transactions costs (e.g., costs of 
servicing a large number of small loans as opposed to a small 
number of large loans) of supplying credit to small holders10• 

10'fhe experience of other countries suggests that if property rights are well defined 
and enforced, and rural capital markets are relatively "free" from the lobbying -
political influence of large holders, then dualism in credit markets that discriminate 
against small holders is virtually non-existent. Further, as economy wide reform 
continues to reallocate resources to areas of higher returns, rural labor will tend to 
migrate to towns, villages and cities where employment opportunities are more 
attractive than farming , thus alleviating some of the pressures created by the current 
dualism in agriculture. 
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Research analyzing the above issues include Koo (1973) , Desai (1980), Brown 

(1986), Paul (1990), Srtryker (1990), USDA (1990), Ministry of Agriculture (1990, 

1991), Sarris and Shamas (1991), Feder and Fenny (1991), Borish (1991), Aryeetey and 

Gockel (1991), Dapaah and Oteng (1992), Pearce (1992), USAID (1992a, 1992b, 1993), 

Guinnane & Miller (1993) , World Bank (1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1991a, 1991b, 1993), Harvey 

(1993), and Horatio (1994). Several of these studies note the unique role of women in 

Ghanaian agriculture, and express concern that developing institutions (education, 

extension, banking) to better serve agriculture does not disenfranchise women from 

these critical services. 

The need to privatize public institutions involved in agricultural marketing 

activities receives virtually unanimous support in studies of Ghana's adjustment 

program. Some of the studies discussing the above issues on privatization and 

commercialization of government production and distribution units include U.S. House of 

Representatives (1989), Asiedu (1989), Srtryker (1990), USDA (1990), Ministry of 

Agriculture (1990, 1991), World Bank (1990a, 1990b, 1991b, 1993), Sarris and Shamas 

(1991), Borish (1991), Yudelman, Coulter, Goffin, MsCune, Ocloo (1991), Dapaah and 

Oteng (1992) , Jebuni and Seini (1992), and Horatio (1994). These studies are 

summarized more detail in Section 5 of Appendix I. They focus on the efficiency gains 

that can be obtained from the privatization of the input distribution and importation 

channels for fertilizers and seeds, and of other chemical, biological and mechanical 

technology available in from the world market. The two major gains from privatization 

are: to reduce the government's involvement in economic activity because of its 

inherent inefficiency relative to the efficiency attainable by allowing market forces 

to determine the time - -space and form of those activities to be performed; the second 

is to reduce the government's fiscal burden of carrying out these activities due to the 
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persistence of large budget deficits which eventually become a constraint on the public 

sector's capacity to investment in projects (e.g., extension, education, roads, 

electrification, infrastructure, environmental control and management) where markets 

typically fail to efficiently allocate resources. 

A number of studies suggested that devaluation of the currency and 
removing the public sector from the provision of inputs such as 
fertilizer could be harmful to small holders unless this reform 
was accompanied by ar least an interim subsidy to lower the price 
of fertilizer to small holders. We conjecture thar a subsidy to, 
say lower the price of ferrilizer, is not socially profitable. 
lnsread, rhe resources rhar would be consumed by the subsidy 
should be allocared to augment public invesrments in making higher 
yielding and pesr resistance varieries of seeds available to 
fanners, and invesrmems in roads, infrastructure, pon facilities 
and so on, that serve to provide small holders access to both 
input and ourput markets. If pressures for subsidies of this type 
are strong, then this conjecrure should be further investigated. 

The lack of storage facilities, infrastructure investment, technology, 

transportation, and information were frequently identified as among the various factors 

contributing to agriculture's poor economic performance. Increases in post-harvest 

losses led some to study options for improving storage, processing, and distribution 

systems. Studies emphasizing the urgent need for a new storage policy regarding the 

location of new storage capacity, and the degree of government involvement in the 

provision of this capacity include Brown (1986), Asiedu (1989), World Bank (1990b), 

USDA (1990), World Bank (1990b), and Sarris and Shamas (1991). It should be kept in 

mind that these inefficiencies are the result of past policies that, due to state 

enterprises, provided little incentive for the private sector to invest, for example, 

in storage capacity since the returns to this capacity are determined by the 

seasonality in prices which were largely precluded by price policy. As mentioned, 

government's preoccupation with market interventions precluded it from investing and 
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intervening rn areas where markets fail. Since, as perhaps best pointed out by 

Binswanger (1989a), agriculture's supply response is particularly sensitive to the 

provision of public goods, past policy caused markets to perform inefficiently both as 

a direct effect of intervention, and indirectly because of government's inability to 

provide public goods. The encouraging side of this outcome is that these are now the 

major sources of efficiency gains that are potentially forth coming from the reform 

program. Hence, 

Ghana needs to augment its capacity to research, monitor and 
evaluate the market failure problems faced by its famzers in order 
to identify areas where the provision of public goods (broadly 
defined to include extension, communication, access to new 
technology, infrasrrucrure) are socially profitable. 

Public storage facilities are especially needed in fishery industry due to the 

perishability . nature of these products. The fact that fishery is an important source 

of income for small exporters should be taken into consideration in efforts to make 

market forces effective. This issue is addressed by Annex X in TIP, where it is 

stressed that the smaller exporters are expected to encounter the most difficulties. 

In the fishery industry, the main constraints include the use of old - traditional 

technology - which increases harvest losses and decreases the time that can be 

profitably allocated to harvesting activities. In the case of lobsters, the lack of 

cold stores at the fishing centers and inappropriate packaging tend to lower the value 

of the product. Besides the factors that restrict the supply of sea products, the 

fishing industry suffers especially from inadequate credit facilities and investment 

USADI (199lz). 

Perishability of sea products is a crucial factor that influences 
their supply, preservation, and marketing. The lack of 
regulations governing the supply of the product is another factor 
that causes over-exploi1ation of sea products. 
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On the technology side, transmission of proven technologies and extension 

service, improving coordination efforts with research and extension, supply of inputs, 

credit-access to new technology (with care not to exclude women), and modernization of 

traditional environmentally safe technologies received much discussion in the 

literature. Studies include Panin (1986), Asiedu (1989), USDA (1990), Ministry of 

Agriculture (1990, 1991), Borish (1991), Sarris and Shamas (1991), USAID (1992a, 1992b, 

1993), Dapaah and Oteng (1992), Pearce (1992), World Bank (1990a, 1990b, 1991a, 1991b, 

1992, 1993), and Horatio (1994). Note that these studies did not address the need for 

a farmers' association that can organize collective activity for the provision of new 

technologies, by which the bias in the distribution of government funds available for 

developing new techniques that increase the efficiency of agricultural inputs can be 

reduced. 

Hence, we encourage efforts rhar seek ro organize farmers inro 
organizations, to consider the formarion of cooperarives and, 
essentially, forms of social organizarion that lower the costs of 
coalition formarion so thar farmers can lobby public authoriries 
in the provision of public goods (i.e., an organizarional way to 
speak in a unified voice thar informs public aurhorities of their 
need for public goods, and to prevenr orher, perhaps urban based 
and large-holder inreresrs, from "our-competing" them in the 
provision of rhese goods). 

Women's participation in marketing activities was considered in designing 

policies to improve women's access to resources and markets; however, the women's issue 

was not only the lack of efficient policies that inhibited equal opportunities, but 

also the problem of correcting gender segregation that the Ghanaian society had . Donor 

countries have recently noted that the cultural endowments can be directed to the 

public production activities at least to minimize the inefficiency in government's 

provision of public goods owing to the lack of adequate resources, Smale and Ruttan 

(1994), Temel and Smale (1994). Existing studies in the literature examine (i) the 
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role of women m food production, processing, and marketing; (ii) the segregation of 

women from the production activities; (iii) savings behavior of the lowest-income 

women, (iv) the role of credit expansion in women issues such as welfare improvement, 

(v) self-confidence, health, and nutrition; and (v) the role of home-based technologies 

in women's participation in marketing. Some of the studies reviewed include Amerteifio 

(1985), World Bank (1990b), USDA (1990), Ameyaw (1990), Sarris and Shamas (1991), 

Annorbah-Sarpei, et al. (1992), Ashe, et al. (1992), Dapaah and Oteng (1992), and USAID 

(1989, 1992a, 1992b, 1993). Section 5 of Appendix I discusses these studies more 

detail. 

Policies should be designed (i) to strengthen the savings behavior 
of lowest-income women and seek to integrate them into marketing 
activities, (ii) to explore the areas where women can parricipate 
in production activities, such as in the food processing 
industries, mechanized agriculrnre, and higher education, and 
(iii) to encourage women's participation in marketing activities 
thus helping to connect farmers with central markets. 

In particular, increasing investment m transportation and communication, and 

providing incentives for market women are viewed as keys to establishing an efficient 

cadre of middle-marketing agents that "connect" farmers to central markets, and hence 

increase the efficiency of spatial price transmission. Direct effects of these reforms 

will serve to also improve consumers' welfare through the more efficient supply of the 

key marketing functions of time, space and form. The planned reforms, as noted above, 

are and will likely continue to have indirect effects on marketing process such as 

providing increased incentives to expand storage capacity. Another commonly mentioned 

policy issue was farmers' weak access to new technology which reflects, in part, the 

inattention given by public institutions to utilize and expand upon the services 

provided by the CGIAR system. 
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Evidence cited in the studies suggests that reform is paying high rewards in 

agriculture. The direct effects of reform include increasing crop yields, migration to 

rural areas11 due to increasing productivity of labor, increased access to inputs by 

small holders, reducing the risk of lending, and increasing demand for new technology. 

As mentioned, the indirect affects include increasing need for storage and 

transportation, and encouraging private sector in middlemen activities to link farmers 

and suppliers of inputs. Table I outlines some of the policy issues, reforms to remedy 

them, and their direct and indirect effects on agricultural marketing system. 

In order to present a complete scenario of how agricultural marketing activities 

were influenced by reforms, the main characteristics of output markets in Ghana should 

also be identified. Among the key concerns with the performance of agricultural output 

markets is the view that while responding to the reform, private savings and investment 

is relatively low, and the rate of supply response should likely be higher than it is, 

given strong foreign aid flows, increasing government spending on public goods. 

Reports by USAID (1992a) conjecture that the relatively weak supply response, relative 

to potential, by the private sector is a result of the donor community concentrating on 

rebuilding government institutions rather than private sector development USAID 

(1992a). One of the main reasons for weakness on the supply side is that government 

institutions were not able to create an environment where policy reforms would be 

effective in encouraging private sector investment. For example, with the strategic 

objective of increasing private sector-led export production and investment, the 

government targeted to improve infrastructure needed for export expansion. 

11 It was not clear from the studies reviewed whether migration to rural areas meant to 
rural towns and villages or into farming. An apparent universal law of development is 
that labor leaves agriculture because of the higher rewards to employment in towns and 
villages servicing agriculture, and to major cities that are the center of service 
supply and manufacturing. 
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TABLE I: STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMEl\'T AND .AGRJCULTURAL MARKETING PROCESS: ISSUES IDEl\'TIF7ED IN THE LITERATURE. 

POLICY ISSUES J'OLiCY REFORMS DIRECT EFFECTS INDIRECT EFFECTS 

Low spariaJ price mmsmission # Inaearing invmm<nt in infrastrucrur< such # In<:r<asing conrum=' wdjare through comp<lirion and law<r cast tlin=asing ,._i[rx noroge du< 10 i:ncrtaring supply of food 
as rransponation. communi.carion i!IllC'<4S< spati"1 marka O<C<SS of producers and CONum<tr i!In<:rt:aring fP"C"l'ICll ~in pl'Oloiding siorog< ~ 
flf'rrMdjng ~ ftx mar;/ca"""""" and #/naearing commodiry arbilrog< # :£n<:ourog< formation cf mari<a:r in local WJJage< for input' 07>4 OUtpUIS cf goods and servitts, increas< 
privat< =r ro fiB lh< gap b<twan fa= #SpaMJ sp<eiali:atWn 4' <eonOmia of seal< =~, increase~ on non-food isems, d«rtJJS< S<O.IOllaJirj in quaiizy of tJjas 
and t:<ntTGl mark= 
#EJimjnmjon of dual pricing in transpor:l1Mn 

Fa='~kofacc=1on<W IR<organi:ing aodit instinttions (reforms in # Encowage: b<tru land hwbandry, us< of purchased input; ~ risk of loan i/Land d<groda<ion du< IO f'<dudngfollow p<ricds 
r<chnolog,> financial s<CtOr) 10 pruvid< smaI1 holdc> wish default, in== speciaiUorion; lln=asing crop~ #Encouraging privau '"'°'in middkmci aaivi<ier w link farrncs and supp/W< of input:r 

aodit # /""""1Sing = ro subsidized inpur:r by nnallhold<n # D«r<0t< dualisy among smaI1 and /a1ogefDTm<n 
# E:a<nsion """'"' regarding ,,,. "" of"""' #!><creasing risk of knding du< w divorifying barrow<r: 
r<dlniquer (Farm support services) tllncr<asing /Wnand for ntW t<donology 

Heavy d<p<nd<ncy of 1ax r"""'u< on I ln«ntiv<s for producen of non-rraditional fl New sources for finandng gov<mment infrasrrucrur< ap<ndizurer #A more lnOl:km cocoa markaing l)'Sltm 
cocoo apom export products; #Dil>mi[i<anon of tax base to #Det:r<aMg smuggling ff Privau. secrors invohionmt in mar leering acril>f.ri.er as middk~n in Unlcing /DrmC'S' danand wizh 

properry 1ax, saks uu:, w11ut ad/U.d za.x I Decru:sing risk and variance in foreign uchange ca.min gs ~enuaJ marka suppli.a; 4 Encmtrage local public maimanact of roods, schools and orha injrartructUft!, 
# ln<:r<asing '"'1lS1nission of f"""rabk world pricer for agricultural c;porrs; <i«r<Ot< uk<Iihood of fiscal tkfo:is:s 

Poor qualisy of ogricuilural products l/nsrirurional arrangonena for moniloring # lmpruve saniuvy siandardr, P""'ide ckar pric< signals ro goods /Ugh tkrnond, # Impruve Mabh, tkcr<ase morbidity and infant morta/iJy of •I=< fO<ing di<J and M.aith contingenc;,:r 
d:: low nutri:ional produa:s qualiry srandards; #Encouragt compairicn in increase com~ness wilh imponed agr. produa:r 

proc~ment, procasin~ encourage foreign 
firms 

l~ume r611ms to in1·~ in # D<sign policia (i) 10 r<duce th< corr of new #En.courage: capita! dapmi.ng. Kft of purchased inpua, ·increase rt:IU1'11S 10 14bor # ln<:r<as< food production, place down pr=ur< on food-pritt·inflation, inc<OI< foreign o:diang< 
imp~ l«hnologi r<donology and (ii) link research institurions eamingr; I lnaeme fonnaDon of rurol WDag< input supply industry 

and u~ I.Adopting r<chnolog,> 
produced by CGLAR; foreign capisal 

UnrdiabiJily of local sourcer of # Pruvid< OCCt:SS ro foreign and domestic ti !><crease seasonolUy in processing and value added agriculrurol processing # Encourog< specia1i:ation, <CON>mia of scol<, incr<ase employment in agr. proc=ing sector 
agricultural row materials in turns of markas; allow tonporal pri« vari.arion 10 indusrries, d«reast d.tpmdall:c on imporrs 
qualisy, quantiri<s, 4'. y<ar round provide inc<ntiver for siorog< 
availabiJily 

#/nsufficimr flow of instilurional 11 Reforms in financial mar/ca I.Ace= ro formtJl credit, and rhaefor< to newt~ # Encourog< tkvciopmorl of co""71C'Cia/ agric&<lrur<, in<r<os< mark.a surplus 
crtdir, # PrivatUmion of pu~· dimiburion chonnds # lncrt4sing wdfar< of srnaJJholdc< due w lh<ir acca:r 10 inpuis # D<cr<as< d&<alisy in th< agricultural sector 
#/Mlkquate supply and dimiburion I Incovivt:r lO private sector in ma.rketing # D<crr:ating cart of input:r # lncr<4Se income of own=-cpaaion 
ofinput:r; aaivitier; #Low rransaaiort cart cf pl'Oloiding # Minimiu past horveSt loiser 
llnodequate storog< 4' markcing crediJ 10 ~ encourage nuo1 #Price stabWy 
fodlirks eoop<rativ< aodit unions; #Lower spoziaI 

COSIS, supply injonnarion, ~ srate 
ent.,,,,U. in>Oh><mQll in di=t mlag oaiviric 
# Perrnil stllSOnal prict variation, provide 
rechnical =israntt and short-tum aodit for 
Storage~ #E.uension program to 

infomt, educate farmco on purchased input ust 

and b<tta animal and land husbandry praai«s 

Low agriculnnal produaivity ., 1""""1Sing""'"' odicr incm:iver for tlmprtll'ing income distribution bawem.rurol and urban s= l/n=mc ~ conn«rion, tkmandfor st<Nag< and rransportatWri 
im>cstment in rurol infrasm'crur< I Employrncol goication rhrough increasing produaion in agricuJtllral indusrrit:r I /n=mc dt:mand for labor and dJCefor< migrmion ro villager 
I l=ing agriculrurol tkv<iopfnf:nr bonds 
ti Establish a aodit monitoring 4' auditing 
sysrem; .IPrivi:Wrion of commerdali:arion of 
in.tcnmdiale t~• rron.rfa unia to 
encourage.greater distribution and Lat of 
r«hnolcgier; # lmpruving COOldination '1fom 
wilh research &: eaauion; I Rcrourct 
a/location for th< maintanancc of agric&<lrural 
machine; 
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Public investments in transport that is particularly beneficial to the traded goods 

sectors include investments in the railways and road networks that accelerate the 

marketing of agricultural and manufacturing outputs, Tabatabai (1986), Killick (1978), 

and Bequele (1983). 

Ourput markering reforms aimed ar creating a sirong supply side 
and spatial integrarion of marke1s. World Bank (1990b) emphasizes 
!he need for new roads, 1elecommunicarions, and infonnation 
network ro help sparially inregration of marke1s. Increasing 
inves/nzent in infrastructure served to this objective. 

Inefficiencies in output markets regarding the low speed of price transmission 

across markets are addressed by Alderman (1992). The developments in trade sector, on 

the other hand, are analyzed by Pearce (1992), Chibber and Shafik (1990), Sarris and 

Shamas (1991), Sherbourne (1986), Catsambas and Pigato (1992), Bateman, et al. (1987), 

Boteng, et al. (1987), Yaranis, et al. (1987), Migot, et al. (1990), Abdulai and Egger 

(1992), and Borish, et al. (1991). 

3. 2. Linkages Between Government and Private Marketing Institutions 

In the previous section, we summarized the policy reforms regarding the 

agricultural sector and their implications for agricultural marketing activities, in 

particular agricultural input and output markets. Almost all existing studies that 

this monograph summarized in Appendix I, repeatedly emphasized isolated problems of 

each single marketing agent (farmers, middlemen, government, consumers, producers, and 

world market) relative to the problems originating from the interactions between 

marketing agents. For the purpose of showing possible policy issues that need to be 

addressed in this context we construct Table 2 (see Appendix II for further information 

on why we constructed such a policy matrix and how we use it) to indicate the areas 
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that future studies should focus on. 

The representation in Table 2 is a simple illustration of linkages between 

marketing agents. It allows not only to see the interactions but also to determine the 

direction of interactions between marketing agents. Some of advantages of this 

technique formulizing the binary interactions are (i) it does not require one to have 

any theoretical knowledge and (ii) each system consisting of agents/variables in the 

leading diagonal of Table 2 is a closed system; it means that adding new 

agents/variables to the existing system does not change the fundamental relations 

between them. 

The way we formulize the linkages between marketing agents allows one to design 

policies to suggest their side effects on other marketing agents. This technique helps 

establish a structure for marketing activities. In particular, we establish a 

structure for interactions between marketing institutions/variables and an information 

- auditing issues that might accompany policy reform. By constructing Table 2, we can, 

in principle, determine. the dominanr 11 agent/variables which participate in marketing 

activities. Implications of this determination of dominanr agent/variable are twofold. 

The first is that it allows us to design efficient policies; the second is that it 

provides us with the knowledge of information on the structure of interactions of key 

importance. 

The table suggests that government activities can dominant, or link to and 

influence a broad array of other activities, as can be seen since every cell in the 

fourth row corresponding to government has some factors that influence the rest of the 

marketing system. The economic activities through which government influences farmers 

are (i) providing cheap credit and inputs such as fertilizers and seeds, (ii) 

12See Appendix II where we explain how to determine the dominant variable(s) in a 
system. 
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TABLE 2: POL/Cl' MATRIX OF LINKAGES BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AGE/\7S IN AGRJCULTURAL MARKETING PROCESS: ISSUES IDE/\71F1ED IN THE UTERA1t'11E 

FARMERS I Supply of Jann produca such as I Supp"; of farm produca #Colkctiv< action far impffl'J<d 

llPriwu< ma.i2, ri«, cas:rava, groundnut •«hnolot:I 
#Coopera:i-.>c 

C(l.1) C(J,2) C(l,J) C(l,4) C(l.S) C(l,6) C(l,7) 

#Credil MIDDLEMEN #Supply of farm produca fl R<nr-seelang far subsidUal inpua #Financial markn (I Proct:ssing 

#Transponaticn # R.,,,;Jc; II ll'hoksalu # Providmg inpurs 

#Communication Jae~ #Brol<Lr; t/!Commis!io~n 

#Storage II SpeeulaJor; Ii Processor 

r/I Jn puts i.t. stu!s, ftrrili:L.rs, ~ Manujacrurer 

ogrochcnicaJs, modUnary 
C(2,I) C(2,2) C(2,J) C(2,4) C(2.SJ Cl2,6) C(2.7) 

#Demand far form produca t Demand far goods CONSUMERS #/nco~tax #Formal and informal savings # lnpllt and output markos 

flSupp"; of capital and labor 

C(J,I) · C(J,2) C(J,J) C(J,4) C(3,S) C(3,6) C(3,7) 

#Cr<diz; #Subsidy; #Regulation (I Public goods GOVERNME/\'T I Regulation #Tax # TIOlk policy 

#Tran.rponarion; #Communi.t:ation #Supp"; of imponed produca #Supp"; of impon<d produca #Mon<Jary and fecal policy #Public Uurizutions # Expon markaing 

ti New ttchnology; I Encourage r<llZiJ d<akr:r 10 farm #Tax #Refomu in capita! markel i.t. # Providmg inputs #Cocoa markaing 

# Exzension service associations is:ru<ing agricultural ckv<lopm<lll 

# Inpurs Le. f<niJiurs, seeds bonds 

#Ttv; #Storage; #Human capital 
#Land ltnUrt 

#Land markos and in.rritutions 

(land r<nlol,coraokc farmo:, 

visiting wuzna) 

#Formers' ar.sociation & agr. 

coop<ra:i-.>c IC play cC1117'o/ rok in 

input disrribution · C(4,I) C(.1,2) C(4,3) C(,,4) C(4,S) C(4,6) C(,,7) 

#Lending #Supp"; of <r<dit , R<tum to savings l/111Um<diary inrriruDDnsfor moda FINANCIAL INST1TUTIONS ILooding 

# Luiding to broko:r of finoncing 

C(S,I) C(S,2) C(S,3) C(S,4) C(S,S) C(5,6) C(S,7) 

I Supply of products #Input and output markos #R«lll-<<<king far subsidiwf inputt PRODUCERS 

C(6,I) C(6,2) C(6,3) C(6,4) C(6.5) C(6,6) C(6,7) 

llmpor:s of spar< pans fl Im pons of sugar, ria 11:.S """"1t #Shocks ro work: mar/ca I Shoe/a to world market ll'ORUl MARKET 

#sh<x:ks to world marka 

C(7,1) C(7,2) C(7,J) C(7,4) C(7.5) C(7,6) C(7,7) 
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subsidizing their products, (iii) prov1s10n of storage, transportation, communication, 

and information facilities, (iv) extension services needed for the use of new 

technology, (v) investing on human capital I.e.' education and health, and (vi) 

providing institutions to land markets and farmers with co operatives that helps 

distribute inputs. These factors are located in the cell C(4, 1) in Table 2. Likewise, 

the factors rn the cell C(4,2) are those through which government influences 

middlemen's activities. They are new regulations and distribution of imported 

products. The second important component of marketing is middlemen. They influence 

farmers through the factors in the cell C(2, I) in Table 2 such as (i) providing credit, 

transportation, communication, information, and storage facilities and (ii) input 

supply. On the other hand, private and cooperative farmers (or a possible coalition 

thereof) influence government through the factors in the cell C(l ,4) which we 

abbreviate as the collective action for improved technology. 

Given a structure for inreractions summarized in Table 2, future 
studies should focus on the channels (hence rhe role and influence 
of middle age111s) through which developments in financial and 
world markers affect farmers, since much of Ghana's comparative 
economic adva111age lies in the agricultural sector of the economy. 

By utilizing the same technique, we present Table 3 to establish a structure for 

cereal marketing (maize, rice, sorghum, millet). The same kind of table can be easily 

constructed for each crop. The agents participating in the cereals market are the 

elements in the leading diagonal: private marketing intermediaries (i.e., itinerant 

traders, middle women, market-based traders, and cooperative associations), state 

marketing institutions (Ghana Food Distribution Corporation and Grain Warehousing 

Company), producers, consumers, government, and world market. In the same way as in 

Table 2, we summarize interactions among agents by following "clockwise convention" see 

Appendix II for a diagram explaining this term) . As will be noticed, government is 
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TABLE 3: MARKETING STRUCTURE FOR CEREt1L (Maiu. Ilk<. Sorghum, Mi/kJ) 
Obfecriv<: Improve U.. r:jJU:~ncy of markaing inniturionr ~ d<vdoping al/ 1"' chmactoistics of a ccmpetiliv< mark! 

PRIVATE MARKETING I1'7ERMED1.ARIE.S #Provitk marka infonnaDon fl ProviJk marka infonnatil>n #Exporrs and imporrs of~ 
llrinuant INkkn ll'roi~ storage and mmsporra:ion 
#Middlewomm 
#Marka-lxzs<411tkkn 
#Coopc-arr.. aS$1X.alio'N B(l,l) B(I,2) B(I,3) B(l,4) B(l,S) B(l,6) 

# Provitk 1i«nca ro privtue inserm~dUuies . ST.ATE MARKETING INSTITUTIONS #Supply of suds and inputs #Expom and impora of cereaJs 
#SdJ cera;ls IGhana Food Dimibucion Corporation #Purchase cereals a1. gura'1letd minimum 

#Grain U~rehousing Company priu; #Storage. transporra:ion, quaiity 
conrrol &: exunsion 

B(2.1) B(2,2) #New buying e<nur (L) B(2,4) B(2,S) B(2,6) 
B(2,3) 

#Sdlc=als PRODUCERS #Supply # Exporrs and impons of cU<Dls 

B(3,J) B(3.2) B(3,3) B(3,4) B(3,S) B(3,6) 

CONSUMERS 

I 

B(4,J) B(4,2) B(4,3) B(4,4) B(4,S) 
I 
! B(4,6) 

#Jnstituaonal cr<4il (L) #Fund for storage #Exchange rat< reforms GOVERNMENT #Restrictions on impora 
*Marka in[onnation (L) ID<rign storage policy (L) and U.. policy #Qurantt:ed minimum price I Exchange rate refOrms 
# D«ign storage policy (L) on U.. 10k and funcrion of itinvant IInstinaionaJ credit (L) #Tari/ft 
II Exchange role reforms wo~ntradu *D<rign Storage policy (L) I Subsidy opora ro eNer world market 

B(S,J) B(S,2) # Jnfrarrrucrure r<habililt1Dcn B(S.3) B(S,4) B(S,S). B(S,6) 

., Exporrs and impora of cereals #E:cpora and impora of creais # Expons and imporrs of cer<alr IE:xpotrs and lmpora of tttt4Js WORLD MARKET 

B(6,J) B(6,2) B(6,3) B(6,S) B(6,5) B(6,6) 

We plac< W. partidpan:r in W. marketing in U.. main diagonal. Capital L in bra<:ka in4icau:s W. lack of~ .rervi« or policy. 
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agarn a key or dominant agent in the marketing of cereals; the factors in the cells 

B(5,l), B(5,2), B(5,3) and B(5,6) summarize how government policies influence the rest 

of the cereal marketing system. Furthermore, interactions among private agent, public 

institutions, and producers are the relatively informative about how these three agents 

lead to the whole cereal marketing system. 

In this connection, the effects of policy ref01ms that influence 
these three agents on the rest of the system should be monitored 
for developing a sound marketing structure of cereals. Future 
studies should investigate the transactions costs incurred by 
producers and consumers in the cereal marketing system to identify 
sources of possible inefficiencies in the peiformance of marketing 
functions. The roles of marketing agents participating in export 
and food crops should also be better understood, with particular 
auemion given to the efficiency gains that might be realized 
from the participation of mulrinational jirms 13 • 

3. 3. Cost Structure of Farm Product Marketing 

Interestingly, there are few studies examining the cost structure of farm product 

marketing. Here we present some of the components of cost structure of farm products 

to explore how policy reforms affecting the cost of marketing activities create "narrow 

tunnels" and how these tunnels can be enlarged to increase the flow of goods from 

farmers to consumers. The term "narrow tunnels" refers to marketing channels in which 

the flow of goods move slowly due to increasing cost of marketing. The components of 

marketing cost consist of mainly loading, transportation, jute bag, storage, handling, 

processing, overhead, bank charges, overdraft, and special duties. For the purpose of 

illustration of how the cost structure of farm product marketing changes, we present 

13In the case of multinations, beside efficiency gains from world market linkages, 
another source of possible efficiency gains is the use of futures markets to hedge for 
currency and spot market price fluctuations. Since multinational firms are major 
participants in these markets, evidence from other countries suggests that these gains 
can be passed on to other countries when multinationals participate in their markets. 
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Table 4(a)-4(c) which summanze the cost components determined by Ministry of 

Agriculture (1993). Table 4 indicates the marketing cost structure of ground nut, 

maize, palm oil processing, wheat, sugar, and rice. Each marketing agent bears 

different cost components. For instance, in Table 4(a) farmers bear the cost of 

loading and transportation when they sell their ground nut and maize; assembly traders 

bear the cost of loading, paying marketing tolls, and the costs bagging Gute bags); 

wholesalers bear the cost of loading, transportation, jute bag, storage, and market 

toll; finally retailers bear the cost of transportation, handling, and market toll. 

Table 4(b)-4(c) have the same flow chart to indicate the agent that bears the cost and 

also show the direction of goods. 

Research should focus on !he derermina!ion of cos! facwrs for 
each crop and of each agem rhar bears rhe cos!. An increase in 
rhe cosr of srorage (see Table 4(a)), for example, will lead lo 
wholesalers and rewilers lo bear !his ex1ra cost since they are 
rhe only age/Ifs influenced by rhis increase in cost. Our "narrow 
ru1111el" in this example will be !he channel thar connects 
wholesaler-rerailers wirh consumers. Therefore, policies for 
improving the efficiency slwuld address the cosr srrucrure of 
wholesale a11d retail markers. Research should be designed ro 
derermine rhe real sources of inefficiency so as ro proreC! 
consumers against welfare loss and permit retail market prices to 
be more quickly and efficiently transmi11ed to the ''farm gale. " 

The literature on cost structure of farm product marketing includes Gersovitz 

(1987), Gronau (1991), Ministry of Agriculture ( 1993). · As these studies emphasize, 

increasing maintenance cost of transportation led policy makers to increase the annual 

fee for heavy trucks supposedly damaging the roads the most. Table 4(a)-(c) helps 

clarify the links between agents bearing the increasing cost to identify the impact of 

increasing annual fees for heavy trucks on the cost structure of cereal marketing. The 

effects of increasing cost of transportation are twofold: domestic price effect in 
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TAR/,£ '(a): COST STRUCTURE OF FARM PRODUCT MAllKF.TING FROM FARMERS TO CONSUMERS (Gro1111d11ut and Maiu:) 

FARMERS FARMERS' COST 

ll.oatllng 
I TransportaJion 

ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY TRADERS' COST 

TRADERS I Loadi11& I Mrkl toll 
I Cort of jlllt bag 

W/IOLESALERS W/IOLESALERS' COST 

I Load111~ I Tramporta1km 
#Cost of jute suck 
I Stnra~; I Mrky toll 

RETAILERS RETAILERS' COST 

# Tramportation 
l/landling 
IMrkl toll 

CONSUMERS 

TABLE '(b): COST STRUCTURE OF FARM PRODUCT MARKETING FROM FARMERS TO CONSUMERS (Palm oil pr0<wi11g) 

FARMERS FARMERS' COST 
#Transportation to 1111! miU 

PROCESSORS PROCESSORS' COST 

(Mlddknum) lllandlin~ #Storagt 
I Proccrs/111; I <h·trliead 

W/IOLESALERS Wl/OLESALERS' COST 
I Handlin,; · 
I Tranrportarion 
~Sturax~; IOl•triicad.I 

RETAILERS RETAILERS' COST 
llfa111Jli11g: 

I Tra1upor1a1/011 

I Storage; I 0 1•u/Jcod 

CONSUMERS 

TABLE 4(c): COST STRUCTURE OF FARM PRODUCT MARKETING FROM IMPORTERS TO CONSUMERS (ll11<at, Sugar, Rice) 

IMPORTERS IMPORTERS' COST 
I Bank chargtS; IO>'trdrofl 
ISpeclol dutk.l; l<h•trlitad 

MILLERS (Middlt111<11) MILLERS' COST 

I Tra11Sportalio11 from 
harbor to /<Utory 
I I'rocCJsln& I lla1uf/i11g 
I Storogr.; I Oi•cr/u:ad 

WllOLESALCSRS IVllOLESALERS' COST 

I l/ondlin& # Tran.rportotkm 
I Storag~; I 0l't:r/u:.adr 

llETAILCSRS RCSTAILERS' COST 
I l/011dli11~ I Tramporta1io11 

I Storage; I Ot•trhcodJ 

CONSUMCSRS 



ground nut, maize, palm oil markets and external price effects through the increasing 

cost of exports and imports. 

The social profitability of public investments in road 
improvemems, and the geographic concentration of these 
investments should receive increased attention since these 
networks are critical to information flows, and access to markets 
of virtually all kinds. Moreover, accompanying this concern, 
should be a concern for the reform of local taxing authority so 
that funds for road improvements and management can be 
decentralized. 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The introductory section of this monograph provided a background on 

"environmental concepts" and the general affects of economic activity on the 

environment and natural resources 14 • Here, we narrow our focus, even more detail is 

provided rn Appendix I. The concern with sustaining agricultural productivity has 

increased the awareness of environmental factors as a potential cause of productivity 

decline. In this section we discuss the impacts of the structural adjustment program 

on environmental degradation and attempt to sort out possible consequences on health 

and productivity. 

In order to identify the sources of environmental degradation, we first classify 

the major environmental problems Ghanaian encounter, as identified in the literature, 

into four categories: 

i. deforestation caused by land conversion to agricultural uses, 

14Again, in may be important to note that the degradation of some resources may be 
socially optimal, at least from the welfare perspective of Ghanaina citizens, while 
from the rest of the world's perspective (especially the North), the loss of 
amenities, biodiversity and forested lands may be viewed as undesirable. The challenge 
is to discern the true opportunity costs of natural resources in terms of Ghanaian 
welfare, and if the rest of the world is in "disagreement," then some form of 
compensatory payments from the North to Ghana may be appropriate. 
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inappropriate timber harvesting policies, indiscriminate fuel wood harvesting; 

ii. degradation of soil base and soil loss caused by over-grazing, inappropriate 

soil conservation practices in farming, soil contamination from industrial 

activity, and inappropriate land reclamation following open cast mining; 

m. wa1er pollution caused by industrial and municipal wastes, and agricultural 

activities (chemical inputs, siltation, etc); and 

iv. air pollution caused by the deposition of acidifying and poisonous agents from, 

for example, oil refining and cement-asbestos processing. 

Among some of the common health effects of environmental degradation are (a) 

intestinal and parasitic illnesses due to water pollution and water scarcity; (b) acute 

and chronic health impacts of air pollution, (e.g., excessive urban particulate matter 

levels are responsible for premature deaths of those with congestive disorders and 

chronic coughing; women and children are frequently affected by smoky indoor air 

pollution caused by smoke and fumes from indoor use of biomass fuel; (c) diseases 

spread by unsanitary conditions, such as rotting garbage, inadequate disposal of 

humans , and various other hazardous wastes; (d) reduced nutrition of rui:al poor farming 

on depleted soils. Long-term effects cited by the IBRD (1992) include (a) potential 

loss of new drugs due to loss of biodiversity and (b) possible shifts in vector-borne 

diseases, risks from climatic natural disasters, and diseases attributable to ozone 

depletion due to atmospheric changes. As seen from the above classification, there is 

a variety of sources of environmental degradation that has health implications. 

In order to distinguish the types of health effects from environmental 

degradation that can be partially ameliorated by income growth , Roe and Mohtadi (1992) 

introduce the concept of embodied and disembodied effects and then discuss policy 

instruments by which harmful health effects of degradation might be corrected. Such 

effects as contaminants on food, contaminated drinking water, unsanitary disposable of 
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household wastes and indoor air pollution are classified as embodied because they are 

associated with goods consumed; and effects such as ozone depletion, sulfur dioxide and 

particulate matter from the burning of fossil fuels beyond the control of individuals 

are classified as disembodied since they tend not to be associated with the consumption 

of a particular good. 

Regarding the embodied health effects of environment, numerous studies (Pitt and 

Rosenzweig (1985), Cohen (1988), Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1982), Thomas, Strauss, and 

Henriques (1990a, 1990b), Barrera (1990), Boulier and Paqueo (1988), Rosenzweig and 

Schultz (1982), Behrman and Wolfe (1987b, 1982a), Heller and Drake (1978), and Ana and 

Senaur (1993)) focus on those factors that help reduce the ill health and productivity 

effects of environmental degradation. Some of these factors are mother's schooling, 

the presence of public and quasi-public health facilities, education, and family 

planning. The indirect effect of the environment on health can be viewed as working 

through the following channel: environment first impacts on health, which impacts on 

productivity, which impacts on income, which in turn decreases incentives to mitigate 

health effects because of the "luxury" good nature of health. A growing literature 

related to indirect effects of the environment on health and nutrition and labor 

productivity includes the following; Strauss (1986) estimating the effect of a family's 

average intake of calories on the productivity of on-farm family labor; Deolalikar 

(1988) investigating the impact of nutrition and health on agricultural productivity; 

Behrman and Deolalikar (1989) exploring the labor market effects of health and 

nutrition; and Moock and Leslie (1986) and Jamison (1986) investigating the effect of 

health and nutrition on schooling productivity. These studies suggest that the 

productivity of human capital is sensitive to the provision of public goods beyond just 

education, and include various factors that link health to nutrition and the 

environment. 
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Table 5 summarizes the discussion thus far regarding the direct and indirect 

effects of a specific policy reform on the environment. Our survey of the literature 

on policy reforms that have indirect environmental implications includes the following 

studies. Munasinghe, Cruz, and Warford (1993) explore the links between policy issues 

and indirect environmental effects of policy reforms. These policy reforms can be 

grouped in two categories. The first set of environmental policy reforms links 

agricultural expansion and deforestation to the reduction in taxes and subsidies, 

exchange rate and trade reforms, property rights reform, and poverty and income 

distribution policies. As noted, switching to flexible exchange open economy regime 

promotes the production of traded goods . Hence, reform can lead to increased 

deforestation from timber and forest product exports while creating additional 

employment in the traded goods sector: thus, some sectors of the economy may experience 

increased degradation. 

Furthermore, agricultural intensification in settled lands tends to increase crop 

yields but also increases the possibility of overuse of fertilizers and chemicals while 

the migration of individuals to employment in towns and villages can lower population 

densities on fragile lands. Removing price distortions and permitting world market 

prices to prevail in the domestic economy tends to promote competition and efficiency 

and the adoption of less pollution-prone technologies, but it can also lead to an 

influx of hazardous industries that choose to use the ·country as a "waste sink." 

Changing rules and regulations to promote and ease the entry of foreign companies is an 

indispensable step toward the establishment of a free market mechanism, but safe-guards 

need to be in place to prevent this type of adverse actions. Of course, the 

technologies used by foreign companies will lead to a change in the allocation of 

domestic resources between industries and possibly accelerate the rate at which natural 

capital stock-minerals and timber are exhausted. 
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TABLES: STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND ENVIRONMEJ.T: ISSUES IDENTlFIED IN THE l.ITERATURE 

POLICY ISSUES POLICY REFORMS DIRECT EFFECTS INDIRECT EFFECTS 

Tl'Olk deficit and inc=sing o:zemal <kbt I Flaibk cxt:hang< rat< poky I Promot< apom and l<duc't! imports I lndiret:r qfr:t:a may lead "' "'°"' tkfo=ation for upon. bltt it coukJ also kDd "' subsriturion of I~ w authoriJy"' o:port rommoditia. to low kve1 I Toms of trolk b<n.eoi tnlditional and non·tnJditional uee aopr frx """""1 aopr; #Industrial job ~ may r<du« pr<SSUrf:S on land rcou=:s - moniloring unit goods I Soil D"C>rion and brr of soil fmWy du< w incrtaS<4 culriwzrion of non-aaditional o:port I lncen:ivc to producos of non-trOdiJional cropr for o:pott #Forms of land tenure and th""' of land; #MartaUig and pri<ing agriculnm:l producrs 

Food s<eurity and u,,.,,,ploym<N ll'rivaliu publk input & ourpui distribution channds I Ina=< crop yidds and Obsorb '"""' labor #May m:Juc< migration to~ Jragik area;. HCM<va, thre is pot<Tlrial for Ol'U""' of IAgri<ultural inl~ in smkd lands and r<S<ttkmcll fertili= and choni<xJJs. 
programs for MW areas 
I D<signing ros<arch proj<as on n<W vari<ry of crop$ 

Lack of industrial t:Om~ I R<ducnon of rriffs and sp<d4J inc<nti""' #Promote com~ and industrial~ fl Mort: Of><= may kDd"' adopt more~ eJici~ or ks> pollunon pron<"~· #Promote resource bas~ industrial production by improving the However, is may also kDd "' inflllX of ha:.ardous industric. linkag< b<rw<<n agriculture and industry · 
I Flaibk <Xehang< rat< 

ColJa!"< of ess<nlial o:port infrasmicture I E»<nding crt:dil to o:port industrU:s I Promote export #/ncrearingapon of cocoa and timber had on advase impact on Wen~nt. 

I.cw leV<1 of foreign inv<mn<nt #Chang< in rules and regulolions I Facililale <ntry of foreign Campania IIncr<a<ing th liqudmion .ofnorurol capilDI srockr-rniWais, timbu. 

Lack of cocoa work<r.r during w p<ak I D<sign policia that prrMde shdlu, injrasmiaur<, and publk IConsrrucnon of new buildings, roods, and shdlu: causa INow institutional anangt:m<ntS in land mark= (i.<. rental) and capiuJJ mark<L Increasing land s=on suvicc ~land to be wwl Ui unproductive oaiviria prica due "'"'i«s ptt1VUk:d by th pernmm1 ca'ISos more defrxt:sta:ion and l<:s land wi/1 I>< 
us~ in produaitle octiviries. 

llncr<a<ing populatWn growth & lknsisy I Reform in land tenure system; I Refonn in capUaJ markers #New land mark=; IA«= to <redil; IB=1¢ tl'1wn #New inniMions lhl1t rrkasr th ronmaina in th .,;m,,g land mark<ts. 
prupeny anang<rn<na; #Bring land inlo owi.ronm<Nall-j I lncr=< in w p'*< and inc<ntiv<S for rapid """'"""' &a<; I Sp<<4 up w t:OnV<r.ra:ion of land 
inappropriDl< MS<; I Exi=rbalos ~"Y and Mgkt:t of to agricultural MS<; I~ in soil ferrWty 
<nvironmcltal natainabiliry 

I.cw agricultural produaivfry I Providing t«hnology for inzmriV< agriculture #Increasing agricultural J""duaion; I Demand for credil II> ID<t:rtasing soil ftrtiJQ;y and prcsurt: on for<St 
# Rtfonn in land tenure ~ Le. land tilking buy new t<ehnologr. #En<ouraging "'planting of au crop< #P10lectillg biodiV<nity 
I lncen:ivc for private MD ro <k!ldop ,,.... vari<ry croP, rince tncKt /aim opmtton ~ II> I>< shmecropp<r; 

I lncrt4Se in shardlcldm' accas to tr<dil 

]~Uat< provision of pu/Jlk input 4< #E/iminatt subsidies; ID<plqjm<N of labor in publk S<rVic<; I Efficient a1locarion oi P•blic, goods and inpt1ts benV<m #D<ploym<nl of labor pua pn:ssure on land sin« dep/QJ<d labor migntt<S "' l'llral art:a; output # lncentivt:s "' non·tradirional o:porr uct°' i.<. agri<ultural o:pott rural and urban ..aon I~ in capiuJJ markL: rdtast:s tonsrraints on land tn11rker; #Agriculntral production div<ni[iumon; IRefi>nns in jinanciaJ market; IR<ducnon of incr<asos dut "'smallholder.r' increasing access "' nt:W ~ and inputs gov<mm<nt bon'Owinr; IP.,~ S<CUN apendinir< StTOl<gy (d<v<Iop 
~ rood, support s:ma/1 •cait: inip;on, hdp privat< and odlU 
t:01n11J<Tcial sroroge); #Jdmtify lic<nc<S and kgal rondilions to 
<StDtmh input supply jinns; I Privatize publk mark<ting institutions 

Agricultural markaing of COtxJO and coff« ICrt:alion of a<kquat< transport, in{rasrnlavrt: e<p«ially fe<d<r IPriPatt uctors ~in marlctting aaivily #Crtdit with - inlcat raze mid>' incr<as< ~in ttdinologio us<4 in ,,,,.,.,,.. is dtJminat<d by W pub/k S<CI°' roads, communication faciliDe for th dimnination of marlut <SpteiaJ1y ar middlan<n; #Spatial inttgrmion of mark<ts azracnon 
information; 1 l'romcrion of <tficicu finmlcill/ mar/cm to support due "' th disemination of marlots infonnation 
commodity mark<ts tlvoufli ert:dit o:zension to trolkr.r, rransporrm, 
and whol<Sakn; IEstablishmov of kgal and insrirudoraal 
~for tM nandaTdi::ation ofwdflia and m<aSUrt:S & 
guarantus offr« <ntry inlo markets 
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As the economy becomes more open and fanners have access to 
herbicides and pesticides available on the world mm*et, 
information, controls and training are likely to be required to 

lower the hannful health and pollution effects of these chemicals. 
Policy reform which succeeds in speeding up the free entry of 
foreign companies, almost surely will need to be accompanied by 
laws and regulations which screen the activities and technologies 
of entering firms to assure their compliance with established 
environmemal standards and husband1y of natural resources. 
Furthermore, care must be taken thar environmental safeguards do 
not become protectionist barriers to local industries. 

Among other indirect environmental impacts of policy reforms is the possible loss 

of natural resources subject to open access, such as biodiversity and common lands. 

Providing land titles to farmers may help reduce the damage through the private 

protection of land, i.e. , creditable and enforceable property rights should induce land 

owners to husband land resources to sustain future productivity. 

As mentioned, a common feature of countries experiencing a long and sustained 

period of economic development is the migration from farming to villages and cities 

while those remaining in agriculture deepen their capital investments in land , physical 

and biological capital and human capital. The inward oriented - import substitution 

industrialization policies pursued by countries like Ghana served to not only lower the 

level of per capita incomes overall, but to lock households m agriculture and to 

induce inefficient land relation arrangements (Roe, AJAE, December 1993: 1261-1262). In 

general, and absent high infant mortality rates, low mcome households respond 

rationally to low incomes by having relatively large families . Hence, the past 

policies gave rise to two major types of population pressu~es on resources. One source 

of pressure is the relatively high population densities on cultivatable lands, the 

other is overall population growth rate pressures on resources. Population pressure 

tends to bring land into environmentally inappropriate uses (farming on hillsides and 
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on lands that are fragile to use without capital deepening, thus causing reduced 

vegetative cover, loss of soil fertility and soil erosion) and breaks down communal 

property arrangements. 

Policy reform, well conceived to include an openness to world markets, creation 

of institutions to enforce privately negotiated contracts and property rights, and 

gender equity in education and access to economic opportunities, can, in the longer 

run, be expected to induce a migration from cultivatable areas with high population 

densities to villages and cities. At the same time, households are likely to choose to 

have smaller families but to invest more in each family member (education, health, 

clothing, housing, etc.). 

That the low inherent fertility of many Ghanaian soils is a major problem 

increases the importance of farming systems and new technologies in improving the 

productivity. A proper farming system with a proper technology is the key in saving 

. the land nutrients. In addition to the effects of farming system and technology on 

environment, inputs such as seed, fertilizers, and mechanization directly affect the 

quality of land. 

Low soil fertiliry places more importance on new technology and 
the efficienr use of inpurs, which in rurn places demand on 
agricultural research and ex1ension services 10 assisl farmers in 
sustaining 1he produc1iviry of fragile lands. 

4. 1. Sub-sectoral Analysis of Environmental Degradation 

In the context of sub-sectoral analysis of environmental degradation, and as 

component of the TIP project, Samba (1994) examines the institutions that are involved 

in the implementation of the Environmental Management, Evaluation, and Monitoring 

Program (EMEMP). The need for funds to support field monitoring activities in the 

salt. fishery, forest/furniture. and the NTAE industry is emphasized. The following 
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activities are proposed: (i) baseline data collection and analysis of key environmental 

factors; (ii) preparation of field sheets; (iii) preparation of a database; and (iv) 

assembling of field teams. The Samba report discusses issues of environmental 

management, and recommends various approaches to the potential problems that the 

Ghanaian government is likely to encounter. 

The environmental concerns facing the Shrimp and Prawn industry are discussed in 

Annex X of the TIP. Shrimp, lobster, and prawn have been identified as one of the NTE 

sectors that could benefit from the TIP. In order to increase exports of shrimp, 

lobster, and prawn (product), several options are available: (i) increase the amount of 

product that exporters catch, (ii) increase the proportion of landed product exported, 

(iii) increase the value of the exported product, and (iv) use aquaculture to produce 

more product. As part of the final preparations for the TIP, US AID is required to 

prepare a short overview of the potential long-term environmental impacts related to 

the proposed project goals outlined in items (i)-(iv). 

As discussed in more detail in the Appendix I, this sector faces a number of 

environmental difficulties. They include: externalities from other sectors that can 

threaten the viability of the industry such as effluents from gold processing, and 

human wastes for densely populated coastal areas, problems with enforcing regulations 

on the quantity and age of the shrimp harvested, and in general, the establishing and 

enforcing property rights on what is otherwise and open access resource. Given the 

perishability of the products harvested, the traditional technologies now employed and 

the various environmental and open access externalities the industry faces, in our view 

substantial investments in infrastructure and institutions will be required before this 

sector 1s likely to make any major contribution the the agricultural-fisheries 

component of the economy. 

As emphasized by Adzobu (1993) and the World Bank (1992), efforts should be made 
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at the outset to incorporate the environmental component into the structural adjustment 

program. This is not an easy task since it requires knowledge of the various resource 

processes at the sub-sectoral level and entails the need to define a set of policy 

actions and legal and institutional strengthening activities in order to make Ghana's 

development strategy more environmentally sustainable. One of Ghana's major 

difficulties is the lack of policy and legislative instruments for the management of 

natural resources. It was noted that no comprehensive national policy to influence the 

use and exhaustion of natural resources existed. This indicates that the interactions 

between sub-sectoral production activities which use environment resources as a common 

factor of production, and the identification of the channels through which the 

activities impact the environment is a necessary component of development of a sound 

national environmental policy. In order to help develop such a policy, future studies 

should focus on establishing a structure of sub-sectoral and vertical market linkages 

to environmental and natural resources. It should also be emphasized that the returns 

to environmental resources are broadly based, i.e., they affect the productivity of a 

number of sectors. Hence, the private sector (interest groups and their coalitions) 

need to participate in the design of this policy in order to avoid difficulties of 

enforcement, and to decentralize policy formation and implementation. 

Now we indicate areas that the other studies reviewed in this monograph did not 

address. Table 6 is presented to help delineate the possible factors (that can also be 

considered in designing a national environmental policy) playing a dominant role in 

environmental degradation. In doing so, the focus will be on (i) the sub-sectoral 

environmental impacts of policy reforms, (ii) the main source of environmental 

degradation, (iii) the design of sub-sector specific policies that might be considered 

to control degradation, and (iv) the design of the new institutions that increase the 

information flow in the system. 
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In order to explain how relations among variables can be characterized, we 

construct a policy matrix. whose leading diagonal has ten variables (items): industry. 

mining, energy, agriculture, land cover-use-transformation, ecosystem, socio-economic 

conditions, human settlement, health, and environmental management. Having defined the 

variables along the leading diagonal, we now wish to specify the direct relations 

between each pair of variables. For instance, the factors placed in the cell A( 1,5) in 

Table 6 summarizes the interaction between industry and land cover-use-transformation. 

In other words, the channels through which industry influences land cover-use

transformation are soil and land degradation, discharge of effluents and emissions, 

deforestation, and over extraction of minerals. However. note that there is no channel 

through which the land cover-use-transformation influences industry since the cell 

A(5,1) in Table 6 is empty 15. It is empty simply because no studies, to our knowledge, 

have discussed this particular linkage. Another example is the interaction between 

energy and human settlements. Following a clockwise convention 16 , energy influences 

human settlements by the factors placed 111 the cell A(3,8); similarly, human 

settlements impact on energy production by the factors summarized in the cell A(8,3). 

As noted there are total of ninety interactions (10 rows x 10 Columns less the 10 

diagonal elements). Each cell in the policy matrix indicates the binary interaction 

between the two corresponding and leading diagonal variables. The term "binary 

interaction" refers to the "isolated" influence of one variable on another. 

15Cell A(5, 1) could have an entry of course. Suppose industry was a purchaser of the 
crop grown. Then, industrial discharge that affected the productivity of the crop 
grown would feed back to industry by lowering the supplies of the crop to the industry. 
An "institutional" solution to this problem could be some form of contract for vertical 
integration between producers and processors so that the externality of industrial 
discharge could be internalized into the joint decision making of producers and 
processors through this contract-vertical integration mechanism. 

16See Appendix for a diagram explaining "clockwise convention". 
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TABLE 6: A POLICY MA TFUX OF EM'IRONMEJ..7AL /1'7ERACTIONS AMONG SECTORS: ISSUES /DEJ..7IF1£D IN THE LITERATURE 

fliron &:: 'n.aru1,;J woodlands ~discharge of food pro<:essing I $Ou & land tkgradarion; #air d: wmer pollution ii-industrial 'WaSlet lf>"dl<T 4. air quolUy. 

INDUSTRY srul milling for indumial indusrril'S; ~ orgtznk solid waste II discharge of <ffiu<= & influence wiJdJift cons~n pollutes klaler # $0/i.d Wb..srriaJ wan a; 

fudwood *soil COnlaminario,., emissions; #deforestarion due ll~of #toxic paTricuJa:c:s- &: 

to indJ<stria/ planzotion>; I/ova poirorooaa paniallazes 8'1'"' 
A(/,/) A(/,2) A(I,3) A(l,4) omiaion of""""""' A(l,5) A(l,6) A(/,7) polJut<S air A(J,8) A(J,9) A(/,10) 

MINING II Mal:h of <TOP" & lh><Stock; #soil & land tkgradalion of/land 11-dutto .,_., & air qualiiy; 

# inapp10priatt reclamation caaaer pollution by contaminated ...W valuobk mincols #viruaJ Uvraaion #r<m& 

soil I=; lloptn pit mining cawes WOIU panicuJaz<S & gmes 

A(2,1) A(2,2) A(2,3) soil t=ion; I bkuting A(2,4) A(2,.S) A(2,6) A(2,7) A(2,8) A(2,9) A(2,JO) 

ENERGY #indis<rimiNllt fudwood lfortn 1'<Suvt:r, #foril ,_tlutto lth:rmaJ pollution of 

harves!ing; l/ucrotive mark= /utlr, lti>mnaJ pcllution consrruaion ofwa:u Miler, lair pollution 
for chaTcoa1 and fudwood in of ''"'"'r, I indUt:riminat.t based Clt'TJI SOUTC<S 

urban areas srimulatt han>tsting of futlw<x:>d f./rJdrod=ric) 

A(3,1) A(3,2) A(3,3) A(3,4) deform orion A(3,5) A(3,6) A(3,7) A(3,8) A(3,9) A(3,JO) 

AGRICULTURE #ovugra:ing; #wt offtnili=; I/and tenurt reform #agr. wasu:r Le fen. 

linappropriatt timbu limensM ogri.cu~ &:.~ CO&lSt walO' 

han>ming; le10p ~creases migra:Wn 10 poDution; #Wa>u bom 

rotatjon; I mtchanizalion ttel~ frog;Jt or=; di.starts 
ca.uses cosion 4: suf>.soil #tJc.dcping ntW varitry CTOJI' 

compaction; #uu of new seeds 
& biocidts; ld<forcsu1oon; 

lhi/J side farming; #soil qua1ily 

impacrs vtgaation which 

impacrs th< spttd of <=ion & 

A(4,/) A(4,2) A(4,3) .A(4,4) e10p yitltU A(4,5) A(4,6) A(4,1) A(4,8) A(4,9) A(4,/0) 

#p101ection ofrivm, #crop 10toticn, land suitability, LAND COVER, USE & #mg:,.,, & allocalion of land; turban d.<vdopmoi: #anti-oorion banitn #c:op 10tation decTtasts 

dmns; #product of defortstation; #wa1U t:OIU'uwuion TRANSFORMATION ldqormalion luamponation d...-ptndan<JI ""ferriJi=; 

·~bywood devices i.e. n:sowin lland #land d.tgroda. caia.:r 

poDution from waster; ti soil fmiJity leek of nutrition; #aop 

do liV< stock ho11rh; 

A(.S,I) A(.S,2) A(.S,3) A(.S,4) A(.S,5) A(.S,6) A(.S,7) A(.S,8) #roil fmiJity A(.S,9) A(.S,10) 

EC(ISYSTEM llots of amoiiti<S #qua1i/y of Wa>U #wata bom disaot:r, 
#l?SS of biodi><r. '1/ft:et:r 

A(6,1) .A(6,2) A(6,3) .A(6,4) .A(6,.S) A(6,6) A(6,7) A(6,8) dntg produt:ts A(6,9) A(6,JO) 

#urban growth #deforestation; #human pollution I bush firt:S ld<jortsuWNI .dut l~dutto SOCIO-ECONOMIC #popuktDDn; #rocial, work, 

# PopulaliDn ofrivm; ltkcr=ingfollow poiod to ina<asing population; population incr=e; CONDmONS #inl:om<:; #migro:ion; rommunity&homt 

dut 10 incmuing populalion #migro;rion 101U1'0J areas #inbangrowrh; tnvi1onmtnt; lnnal 

#provision of public ·urban drifl lcl1d poot' 

A(7,1) A(7,2) A(7,3) A(7,4) A(7,.S) A(7,6) A(7,7) good< A(7,8) sanitation A(7,9) A(7,IO) 

IOIC1fY tkmand putt #reformi in land & capital #tonm11ction of new buildings #dmruction of wiJdlife #public soviccr i.e. HUMAN -disposal; 

pr=un on fudwood mark= due to hiifi demand far & 100ds «1nsovation; #infrmtrucrure primaty schools, SETTLEMENT . ldrainog. dtannds; 

resour= land; #rosmlancll program for 111n;g.,,,w,. to tCOlogically ~ \ 
,,.,WllU npply; #pub/ie 

new """' absorb more nna1 labor Jragilt - is reduced by ten; #wa1U &soil 

A(8,1) A(8,2) A(8,3) A(8,4) A(8,.S) ,.,tttlonau A(8,6) A(8,7) A(8,8) ~pro<tet. A(8,9) A(8,JO) 

#productivity of labor #monality, ftnWly HEALTH 

.A(9,J) .A(9,2) A(9,3) .A(9,4) A(9,.S) A(9,6) #wdfare .A(9,7) A(9,8) A(9,9) A(9,IO) 

tlregularion on I design #design po&i<S lldesign po&i<S to promott tdu. lldt:rign po&i<S for nmainobk ldaign po/icier for prot«rion #nonforma/ #armrion servica #preparation of publie ENVIRONMENTAL 

discharging of ndamtirion encouraging smaJJ campaign on bct¢a of crop use of land; #promoaon of agr. of fro gilt t<OS)'Sttmt tduca<ian program for <.nVironmm:aJ f.eDJdi & tdJJc.programs; MGMT. 

wane chem. guide Una mik farmtrt for ptri rotation; #promocion of edu. on = suvica; #siu of public 10 creale awarene:s:r, ~ lrttycling #r<gulazion of sale of 

t'p,,,.·irion of -urbanfudwood . farming syr. ¢productivity; stctor infl= soil fmiJity impart knowkdge. ~ ""1Sl<~gfoods 

sp«ial disposal production I design e:a. =·· for soil ~ 10 migro;rion 10 rural areas; chang. ntgative #pttformantX bonds 

silerfor COnst::TVcri:m proaiJ:es lwtll d<fintd p10peny rip habia 

indwtrial solid If property righa affect soil tTOSion 

want A(JO,J) A(J0,2) A(/0,3) and salinization A(/0,4) A(/0,5) A(/0,6) A(J0,7) A(/0,8) A(J0,9) A(J0, ~0) 
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4. 2. Assessment of Environmental Interactions Between Sub-sectors 

The policy matrix serves to categorize and suggest the cause and affect tendencies 

among the various entries, and to indicate those entries for which some information was 

or was not provided in the literature reviewed. For instance, the empty cells in 

Table 6 suggest that either information is missing, or that insufficient information 

precludes assessment of cause and affect. In other words, Table 6 summarizes the 

results of studies reviewed for this monograph and indicates where the existing studies 

have not addressed the environmental questions (the empty cells). The empty cells 

suggest that: 

In general, information is grossly lacking as to the effect of 
reform on inceJlfives ro increase rhe production of traded goods 
and how the response of ageJlfs ro these incemives will impact 
on environmeJlfal and namral resource use. In particular, 
liule informarion is available on rhe environmental influence 
of indusrry, mining, and energy. Derermining those sub-sectors 
of the economy rhat are likely to be rhe major contributors ro 
environmemal degradation is clearly a prerequisite to sound 
environmental policy. The empry cells in Table 6 suggest those 
areas where informarion is wholly lacking. 

Furrhermore, the lasr column "environmental management" is 
empry. This suggesrs rhar liule information is available on 
rhe srrucrure and re!Jponse of Ghanaian decision makers to 
policy reform on environme111al and narural resource ourcomes. 
Since rhe parricular policies and policy insrrume111s ro address 
undesirable environmemal ol/fcomes in a socially profirable and 
cost-effectiveness way depends, as ir does in all coumries, on 
the capaciry of governmenr agencies and institutions to 
implement, monitor and arrempt compUance, we suggest that 
fature studies seek to idenrify, suggest and prioritize those 
policies and policy instruments that are likely to best meet 
this criterion. 

4. 3. Fishery, Forestry, Salt Mining, and Commercial Agriculture 

This section discusses potential environmental effects of activities m fishery, 

forestry, salt mining, and commercial agriculture sub-sectors. The product exports 
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from these sub-sectors are encouraged by TIP in order to diversify the source of export 

revenue. Possible environmental effects of export incentives outlined in TIP are 

presented and some protective and mitigative measures are proposed to avoid 

environmental side effect of private sector export-led policies. 

lt may bear repeating that while the TIP seeks to accommodate 
and resolve the constraints that retard .furulamental economic 
forces, effectively, permitting markets to function and respond 
to the new incentives, we were unable w firul any economy wide 
studies that actually identify those sectors of the economy 
that are likely to experience growth relative to other sectors, 
nor is there any information on those resources, nawral and 
otherwise, that are likely to b<!Come relatively more scarce. 
Hence, we recommend, as we have elsewhere, that consideration 
be given to beuer understanding these jimdamental forces and 
the directional effects they are likely to have on the economy. 

Fishery 

In spite of significant environmental endowments conducive to shrimp and prawn 

production (approximately 520 km2), Gordon's study 17 of the Ghanaian shrimp and prawn 

industry suggest that the industry is far from the world standards of particularly the 

Asian countries that specialize in this industry. Consequently, significant potential 

may exist to develop the industry, provided that its natural resource base is carefully 

husband and not over exploited as has happened twice in the past. While laws that seek 

to regulate the harvesting of this product exist, Gordon reports that they are seldom 

enforced, that foreign harvesters frequently encroach on coastal areas, and that 

smuggling as a way of avoiding harvesting controls are common. 

The major environmental problem in shrimp farming is the destruction of coastal 

wetland habitat, as has happened in Ecuador. The coastal wetland harbors large numbers 

of birds and other vertebrates. Mangroves and lagoons act as an important breeding 

1'Gordon, Chris, an Overview of the Environmental Impact of the Shrimp and Prawn 
Industry in Ghana, paper is support of the TIP. 
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area for many species of commercially valuable fish, including shrimp and prawn. Two 

additional sources of potential harmful externalities include effluent discharges from 

gold mining and processing, and the disposal of human wastes since the coastal plain is 

the most densely populated area of the country. Effluents containing arsenic and 

cyanide from gold mining and processing in the west of the country flow into the Ankobr 

river and enter the sea in the area of the main shrimping grounds. 

The overall legal policy agenda for these resources are reportedly being 

addressed by the government. However, the enforcement and observance of laws and 

regulations to husband and address the various externalities associated with this 

industry require institutional strengthening and education of the concerned groups. 

This includes public investments in human waste-sanitation facilities, regulation of 

the effluent discharge from gold mining and processing as well as regulation of the 

shrimp-prawn industry. This is a sizable task which will likely make sizable demands 

on fiscal and institution resources , and a task that is likely to require many years to 

implement. 

An imporranr srep in rhis regard may be rhe fostering of shrimp
prawn harvesters and processor's association. Jr is likely that 
for this indusny ro grow and prosper, the indusny will need to 

lobby and inform govemmelll uf the rules, and regulations needed 
ro husband rhe secror's resources, while also serving as a self 
policing mechanism ro "ration" access ro what is orhenvise an 
open access resource. 

Forestry 

Ghanaian forest resources total about over 238,000 km2 (Eastin, Table 1), of which 

about 88,000km2 are classified as the High Forest Zone, and 24,000 km2 are Forest 

Reserves, over 3/5-ths of which are rainforest reserves. The rain forest zone in Ghana 

has decreased from about 88,000 km2 at the beginning of the nineteenth century to about 
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19,000 km2 today due largely to land clearing for commercial agriculture. A recent 

survey of forest resources suggests that the standing volume of merchantable timber in 

Hgana totals 188 million m3 • located almost exclusively within the rain forest zone. 

Ghana's Timber forest has been a source of exports revenues for many years. The 

lack of property rights, replanting regulations, and the presence of entry-exit 

barriers into the timber industry were main problems that Ghanaian forest sector has 

encountered. The timber industry is a very heterogeneous one in terms of firm sizes; 

and also entry and exit barriers within the industry are quite low particularly for the 

smaller, less capital intensive operations. The industry lacks investment in further 

processing facilities and equipment. The Ghanaian government has indicated that the 

export of unprocessed logs will eventually be banned completely. There is currently a 

ban on the export of 18 traditional timber species in log form. The aim of these 

policies is to encourage the further processing of the traditional timber species while 

providing an incentive to develop markets for the lesser-known timber species by 

exporting them in log form. The government has also imposed a 50% forest improvement 

levy on the export of sawn lumber from several traditional specie. 

Most Ghanaian exporters do not have a relationship with the end-user of their 

products. Rather, most timber from Ghana is imported into Europe by agents who then 

distribute these products to end-users. This method of distribution separates the 

producer from the end-user of his product and restricts his access to market 

information, reducing his ability to compete in these markets. As a result, Ghanaian 

producers have been unable to develop a through understanding of market conditions and 

the competitive forces in Europe. This leads to the industry monitored and regulated 

by two public entities (in 1991, the Forest Ordinance Law was passed giving the Forest 

Department the authority to establish forest reserves) to be ineffective in promoting 

the large number of lesser-known/lesser-used species found in the Ghanaian forest and 
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low marketing capability of the industry. 

The efforts to manage forests in Ghana focus on sustainable use of the forest 

resources. TIP aiming at diversifying export base recognizes furniture industry as the 

one having the potential to increase exports. 

However, it is not likely that Ghana can compete in world 
farniture ma1*et. Timber may need to be primary export 
instead. The enny of mulrinarional firms into the domestic 
marker can increase over exploirarion of timber forest. This 
brings abour two issues: (i) prorecring the exisring timber 
foresr by inrroducing a properry rig/us sysrem and (ii) 
replaming limber ar a sustainable level by new enforcement 
mechanisms. To preclude rhe exporr of logs in rhe presence of 
a "wood indusny" rhar cannot compete in world markels will 
tend ro under value the fores! srocks wilh !he poremial of 
lowering incenrives ro husband !hem. 

Timber concession policy is administered by both the Forestry Department and the 

Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources. The process of applying for a concession is 

extremely time consuming. Concession owners pay a variety of royalty and licensing 

fees to operate their concession. The recent study notes that 34 % of timber 

concessions were inactive, 31 % of concessionaires had not renewed their property marks, 

only 14 % of timber mills possessed adequate concession holdings, many concessions had 

been awarded to people who did not possess harvesting equipment and, presumably, little 

harvesting experience. These inefficiencies also serve to under value forest stocks. 

Salt Mining 

Since salt production is a by product of natural process in the coastal and 

riverine lagoons, the direct impacts of salt mining may include the reduction of the 

importance of certain lagoons as sanctuaries for migratory birds. It may also result 

in a permanent imbalance of some natural lagoon ecosystem. The potential impacts of 

the development of the salt industry on the environment with particular reference to 
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the biological value of the coastal wetlands are discussed in TIP. Protective measures 

include restrictions on access to known best sites during the breeding season and 

educating salt pan workers. However, no information is available on the buffer 

capacity of harvesting cites to salt production, nor of course any benefit to cost 

estimates of the costs associated with this industry. 

Commercial Agriculture 

The term "commercial agriculture" is used to refer to the cultivation of kola 

nuts, oil palm products, and rubber which have increasing importance as export 

commodities. It has been observed that many old cocoa farms have been converted to the 

cultivation of the kola tree. Increased production for export is not expected to have 

any adverse environmental impact. Palm oil became an alternative export commodity. It 

grows naturally in the closed forest. Therefore, the cultivation of oil palm could 

result in initial deforestation. Environmental protective measures include monitoring 

new plantations and training of extension agents to respond to the needs of farmers in 

such areas. Proper forest management should also be ensured by increasing the 

efficiency of enforcement mechanism. Again, information rel~ting to current and 

potential production capacities and opportunity costs of alternative uses of resources 

are not available. 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL AND MARKETING IJ\1PLICA TIO NS OF ADJUSTMENT 

The structural adjustment program pursued in Ghana has been outlined in Section 1, 

while the Background Section of this monograph discussed a number of economy-wide 

issues relating to the environment and natural resource use. Here we note that as 

commercial agriculture more fully responds to incentives of economic reform, many 

environmental and natural resource outcomes will be exacerbated. It is for this reason 

that, as mentioned. efforts should be made at the outset to "internalize" the 
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externalities that can become more severe following reform. However, the "best" policy 

instruments to employ to correct for externalities tend to be dependent on culture and 

institutional characteristics of a country , and hence they tend to be country specific. 

That is, for any two countries facing the identically same environmental problem, the 

instruments they find "optimal" to use will likely be different depending upon the 

capacity to implement and enforce policy, as well as the role of interest groups that 

may prefer on set of instruments over another. 

Among the "policy instrument" options are direct regulation, charges, taxes and 

subsidies, market creation, liability instruments, and incentive-based approaches 

Eskeland and Jimenez (1992), World Bank (1992) , and Graham-Tomasi, Mohtadi, and Roe 

(1992). Direct regulation in a "command and control" type of context is normally the 

first step in developing any structure intended to improve environmental integrity. 

Charges, taxes and subsidies allow efficiency and feasibility considerations. 

Liability instruments, on the other hand , are efficient to manage environmental 

resources. All these different policy instruments exist srnce each environmental 

problem has their own unique property that the others do not. 

It is obvious that each macro policy package implies a 
specific pathway through which environment is influenced. In 
order to develop a sound environmemal screening of 
macroeconomic policies, policy designers should address the 
questions of the following kind: what are the implications of 
macroeconomic policies for the resource allocation which 
indirectly influences individuals' health and productivity? 
What are rhe policy insrrumems to deal with the porential 
health-producriviry problems? 

The World Bank ( 1992) recommends, for example, land tenure and capital market 

reforms in order to avoid deforestation and land degradation. Also, the environmental 

effects of mining and industrial sectors should be controlled by environmental quality 
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standards and reclamation guidelines; and water pollution and hazardous chemicals are 

controlled by various sanitary and waste disposal regulations. Under a high growth 

scenario, the above recommendations are augmented in accordance with sectoral targets 

and their indirect effects on environment and resource base of Ghana. 

The direct and indirect effects on the environment of fiscal and monetary measures 

implemented under the structural adjustment program should be analyzed further to 

determine to what extent low interest rates lead to degradation of amenity resources 

through increasing investments in technologies used in the resource extraction, 

including circumstances where they are extracted for the purposes of earning or 

conserving foreign exchange. In general, there is a need for a sound environmental 

screening of macroeconomic policies which are complementary to environmental 

degradation Tomasi, Roe, and Mohtadi (1992) and Binswanger (1989). However, this 

requires knowledge of the magnitude - by sector - of the economy's response to reform 

and the extent to which natural resources are consumed in this response. ' 

Since Ghana is narural resource rich relarive to many orher 
coumries, ir is likely 1/wr narural resources 'rVi!l be 
relarively more impor1am ro irs economic pe1forma11ce in 
general, and irs foreign rrnde pe1formance in parricular. 
Hence, relarive to many orher coumries, environmenral and 
narural resource policy may be relarively more imporram w 
susraining lo11g-1erm economic grow!l1. The experience of 
Indonesia, another nmural resource rich counny, may offer 
some lessons in this regard. 

In order to simplify the complex relations between, market reforms, marketing, and 

the environment, we introduce Table 7 in which the channels through which reforms 

affect marketing and environment are identified. The factors in the cell D(3,3) in 

Table 7 are the main reforms which can be grouped m three categories: liberalization, 

rehabilitation, and privatization. The factors placed in the cell D(3, l) in the same 

table are the reforms that influence environment, and likewise the factors in the cell 
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TABLE 7: A POLJCl' 1,.7ERACTION MATRIX OF AGRJCULTURAL MARKETING AND EM'lRONMD.7: ISSUES IDD.7IflED IN mE LITERATURE 

ENVIRONMD.7 INCLUDES (i) HEALm, (ii) AMENmES, and (iii) NATURAL 
RESOURCES 
A. AMEUORATE 
/. Hu:IJh (morbidity-mcnaliiy}: #Emlxx!id <fleas such as unsanilary waia &food.food 

residua, local air pollutWn, solid and ha:.ardou.r wane · 
2. NaruraJ Resoun:< Degradalion: #High l<v<ls of CO>; NO>; SO:r.:pacapila GNP; 

ITmdoocy to ova= & undc p~ primary 1'<SOflr«f (maalr, fimiJ futls); II.and 
degradation, hill silk fanning 

B. EXACERBATE 
1.H¢Jlh: #Disanbodi<d tffccrs sue/I as swp<nd<d paniculate mane; IRegionoJ .solid and 

ha:mdous""'1• 
2.Narural /lt:SOU1tt Degradalion: (!Decrease husl>andluy of natural resourt:<S when propmy 

rigllts cue ill defi-1; llnc,_ total emimonr of co..; NO>; SOx 
3.Amenitie:r. fl L= of m!nic areas; IL= of wild /if< and other bicdivmiry 
TRADE LIBERALIZA.110N POLICIES INFLUENCE 
I. Hu:IJh through: ltaxc/tariffs on c:r.:porrs/rmporrs having em/xxiid tffe=; #lmanaJ 

nandanls of goods and I= having disembodied <fleas 
2. .Ammitia: ICompqisazory1 pay~n:s 10 encourage. rerource rransfus from rich counlTU:s 

to susra;,, DmDlizi<s & bicdivmiry 
3. Natural Resources: # Taxes/Quanziumve conmils on resources such as fishery, faren, and 

mi.M.raJ &: en.erg; resources D(J,1) 

I Reorgani:ing crtdil institurions to pro>·Uk smaJJ holdc< wizli credil 
#Public sector's suppon 10 private marketing inniturions and a~na 
I Public seer or's oFulturaJ R&:.D acrivirier 
I Ll:rw interest rate providing smaJJ holden 1"ith access 10 new 1echnologf <mcg<s rhe 
extcuion ttrvices on tM USC of MW I~ 
I.Administrative dacntra!Uotion is ~nl in oddrt!S'Sing nudy peopk in local rural aruzs, 
who are po«miaJ danger far fort:SI, fishery resources 

D(l,I} 

IFlcible ethange """ poli(:y; 
I Dtxenrraiizatio of rhe aurhorily to c:r.:pon commodi:ic 
I~ public inpus and ourput disrriburion channdr, that ir, privatiu public marketing 
iNrinl1iDns; 
I R&D on new l>Drioy of crops and incmtiver for private R&D; 
I Reduction of 1ariffe and sp«iaI incOlliver; ., Develop [rnanciaJ market and resrrucrure rhe 
banking Sutor 

fl /Miturional arrongemena such as a well defined prop<ny rigllts syn em; arrangemen:r for 
moniloring qualily nandiuds; 
fl Rehabiliuuion of public seaor such as develop fwlu road, svppon smaJJ scale irrigation. 
help private and otha commccial noroge; 
I Reform in land'°"'"' synem, land tilding 
# EJiminatkm of subsidies; 
I E.Jimma:i<>n of dual pricing in rranspoaation; 
#Public stt1or's itwe:mnoat in infra.rtrumnt such as rransponarion ON! communication; 
I Incenriv<S far producen' of non-l70ditionaJ c:pon producrs 
#Policy insrrumaus 10 arra.in sunaWzbk ~ of orvirorJmCnt, i e. l"l!'gUla.rions, fin.cs, liability 
insrrumen:s, iau:s and subridi.t:s, and inccnti\lt-bascf insm.tmmts 

# R<&pk>jm<nl of civU scrvic< staff 
· #Moneiary and fiscal policy (interen rrues, taxc) 

D(3,J) 
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I Thi! use of rerourct:S such as forest, fisMry, mi.ncaJ & energ; 
IFonign and do~firms' im'Olv~111 in markuing 
ii Feeder road and rransponaricn in~ 
I Supply of commodi.Ms whose production requires cmironmaU as an input 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SYSTDIS 
/. OPEN MARKETING sYSTDI: 

fl MidtfJcnm buy, assemble, and rranspon rhe pn:><lua ro whoksakn 
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D(3 ,2) are the reforms that influence marketing . Similarly, the factors in the cell 

D(2, 1) are the reforms through which marketing activities influence environment; and 

finally the factors in the cell D(l ,2) are the reforms through which environment 

influences marketing. In other words, Table 7 outlines the, channels that connect 

reforms with environment and marketing. Hence, this table establishes the structure of 

reform-marketing-environment nexus. The table suggests several possible interactions 

between the elements of this nexus. For example, one of the possible pathways through 

which privatization in the cell D(3,3) influences environment is that privatization of 

import and distribution channels affects marketing, which subsequently influences 

environment by increasing access to new technology. In the context of export-led 

policies, the challenge is to promote private sector investment without encouraging 

industrial pollution and environmental degradation Gaudet ( 1992). In his study, he 

addresses the environmental and economic sustainability of export-led growth. In this 

respect, the possible negative and positive environmental impacts of the TIP program 

promoting activities within NTE sector by creating enabling environment for the private 

sector export activities should be paid attention to ensure sustainability of export

led economic growth . Contrary to export-led policies, inward-oriented policies aiming 

at protecting domestic industries distort the economy and therefore lead to overuse of 

the environment and natural resource base. Some of health effects of inward-oriented 

policies include: (i) embodied effects are unsanitary water & food, food residues, 

local air pollution, solid and hazardous wastes and (ii) disembodied effects are 

suspended particulate matter, regional solid and hazardous waste. 

effects include loss of scenic areas and wildlife and biodiversity. 

Indirect amenity 

Indirect effects 

of these policies on natural resource include: (i) decreasing husbandry of natural 

resources (land degradation, hill side farming, excessive cropping and grazing), (ii) 

high levels of emissions , and (iii) over extraction of natural resources. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

This monograph focuses on the effects of Ghanaian policy reform on the economy, 

and agricultural production-marketing and the environment in particular. The studies 

reviewed are divided into three parts. The first group of studies discussed, and to a 

lesser degree evaluated, focus on policy reform and their likely consequences. The 

second group focus on different aspects of agricultural production-marketing while the 

third group focus on the environment, with emphasis on the health and productivity 

effects of environmental degradation and their linkage to policy reform. 

Economic Reform 

The consequences of Ghana's pre-1983 policies of import-substitution 

industrialization (ISI) and interventions by state enterprises into activities that are 

typically performed more efficiently by the market brought the economy to a near 

cns1s. Some of general consequences of these policies include: (i) low returns to 

resources in the production of agricultural tradeables, (ii) a concentrated and 

capital-intensive industrial structure, (iii) narrow . marketing margins that tended to 

discourage the private sector from agricultural marketing activities, (iv) rural-to

urban migration, (v) biasedness in the distribution of public goods between urban and 

rural sectors, and (vi) an inefficient industrial structure that also made an 

inefficient use of the country's environmental and natural resources. The distortions 

created in the economy by these policies led to additional government interventions. 

These interventions include subsidies, capital market controls, import quotas and 

numerous non-tariff barriers to foreign trade, and the expansion of state enterprises. 

The challenge facing the reform program is essentially to undo the consequences of 

the previous policies. This is a difficult task because it entails the reallocation of 

resources among sectors of the economy when many forms of capital in plant and 
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equipment are relatively specific to a sector and not easily reallocated to more 

profitable alternatives. Likewise, the human capital of the nation's work force needs 

upgrading and to learn new skills in the production of goods and services of a quality 

and uniformity that make them competitive in world markets. As numerous country case 

studies and their syntheses reveal, and Ghana appears to be no exception, when 

governments pursue these inward-oriented policies, they almost always incur macro 

economic imbalances, and with few exceptions, under invest in the provision of public 

goods, i.e., they fail to intervene in areas where markets are not efficient in 

allocating resources (roads, infrastructure, education, rural electrification, 

agricultural research and extension) . Moreover, they generally fail to develop the 

institutions and agencies necessary to support the efficient functioning of markets, 

such as the development of property rights, an efficient legal system to support the 

commitments made in privately agreed contracts, the development of efficient agencies 

to support well functioning capital markets and an efficient trade and payments regime, 

nor do they tend to develop policy and supporting bureaus to husband environmental and 

natural resources. Finally, the pursuit of reform needs to establish credibility so 

that domestic and foreign entrepreneurs face little risk that the new policy is only 

short lived and likely to return to the "old ways 18 ." 

In this regard, Ghana has some distance left to travel. The TIP and IBRD 

documents note that the country continues to incur a trade imbalance in goods and 

services, an unacceptably high inflation rate, and concern with the capacity of 

domestic savings to meet investment needs commensurate with attaining real rates of per 

capita GNP growth in the neighborhood of 5 percent. The persistence of these macro 

18See the special issue of The North American Journal of Economics and Finance, Ql2 cit 
for the strategies pursued by the Salinas administration to establish credibility in 
Mexico's reform program. 
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economic imbalances suggests that policy induced distortions remam which can threaten 

the credibility of the country's reform program. and its adjustment to a more balanced 

growth path. At this juncture however, the structural causes of these imbalances are 

poorly understood and in need of further study. Our review suggests that the country's 

trade imbalance and persistent inflation rates cannot be explained by the inflow of 

capital alone. Consequently, in real terms, the country's currency appears to be over 

valued which places implicit, but no less real, taxes on the country's capacity to 

compete in world markets. Further, both IBRD and USAID program documents fail, in our 

view, to adequately focus on ways to attract foreign enterprises and capital into the 

domestic economy. As the case of Mexico has clearly demonstrated, foreign capital 

inflows serve to decentralized investment decisions, place the responsibility of 

default on entrepreneurs as opposed to the government, and alleviates pressures for 

increasing domestic savings to finance investment needs commensurate with acceptable 

levels of real growth. 

As we note elsevvhere 111 this monograph, reform, if successful, will drastically 

alter incentives of what, where and when to produce and consume. While it is clear 

that reform will provide increased incentives for the traded goods sector of the 

economy (both for export and import competing goods, factors and services) to expand 

production relative to the home goods sector. it remains unclear which of the traded 

goods sectors , in relative terms, will expand and which will contract, which resources 

(including various human skills) will become relatively more scarce and hence act as a 

constraint to further expansion . Moreover, it is also clear that reform will alter the 

incidence of environmental and natural resource degradation. Since Ghana is relatively 

natural resource rich, a risk exists of over exploitation so that growth cannot be 

sustained without appropriate safe guards. Further. it is likely that the livelihood 

of the low income quartile of the population is more dependent on natural resources 
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than are those in higher income profiles 19 • It is also true m many other countries 

that the environmental impacts on health are more deleterious for low income 

households. An economy-wide analysis20 of these key linkages are required to identify 

and guide domestic and supporting donor policy to deal with these key issues and 

bottlenecks to attainting a more efficient and sustainable growth path. 

Agricultural Marketing 

The studies on the impacts of policy reforms on agricultural marketing focus on 

(i) prevailing marketing channels in input-output markets, (ii) linkages between the 

government and marketing institutions, (iii) spatial location of economic activities, 

(iv) vertical, temporal and spatial price transmission mechanisms, and (v) cost 

structures of farm product marketing. 

The broad domain of the literature on market reforms and marketing seeks to 

address various aspects of the three fundamental functions performed by the market. 

These functions are the provision of time (e.g., storage) , space (geographic location 

of economic activity), and form utility (input-output variety, quality and other user 

attributes) to final consumers. This monograph discusses the nature of the various 

constraints, market imperfections, and the public goods (education, information, 

extension, research to develop and adapt agricultural technology, and market 

infrastructure) needed to accommodate the fundamental economic forces that reform has 

unleashed . 

Studies of output markets and marketing channels for food and cash crops are 

19This result was found for Mexico and Costa Rica. 

2ostudies of this type are now fairly common. They draw upon the so called computable 
general equilibrium methodology, and a number are based on a country's "green 
accounts," i.e., national accounts that take into consideration a country's stock of 
natural resources and their rate of degradation. 
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needed because of their effect on nutrition and well-being of Ghanaians. Since food is 

a wage good21 in Ghana, increases in the productivity of resources employed in food and 

cash crops production and marketing effectively releases resources for the development 

of other sectors of the economy. This is one of the major sources of agriculture's 

contribution to economic growth. Studies of this nature should cover the areas of (a) 

consumers' responses to changing prices of commodities such as estimating the degree to 

which consumers make substitution between commodities and changes in their consumption 

patterns to changes in income, and (b) producers' responses to changing production 

incentives such as removing institutional rigidities that inhibit producers access to 

markets, their ability to respond to market signals, and the sensitivity of supply 

response (and hence factor productivity) to the provision of rural public goods22. 

These two points are important in designing policies to make more efficient the 

transition to an open economy, in particular, to determining the areas where markets 

fail (e.g., credit, education, i 11frastructure, agricultural technology, property 

rights), thus impeding an efficient transition to policy reforms. Some of the policy 

issues implied by (a) and (b) include the deficiencies in marketing institutions such 

as government and private institutions participating in marketing activities and the 

21 Food is typically considered a wage good when food expenditures account for the major 
proportion of disposable household income (therefore, the weight attached to the price 
of food used in the computation of the consumers' price index is large relative to the 
weights attached to the prices of clothing, household durables etc.). In this case, an 
increase in the price of food lowers real wages. Or, real income can be increased by 
increasing the supply of food which, at the margin, increases the incentives for 
individuals to migrate to villages and cities, thus lowering population densities on 
land and encouraging capital deepening in land, equipment and livestock. 

22See Binswanger, QJ2 cit, and Delgado, Christopher L. and John Mellor (1987), and 
Schiff, Maurice ( 1987) for a discussion of the role of public goods for countries in 
the process of reform. 
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rigidities of marketing agents in tackling such problems as storage needs, input supply 

decisions, credit, extension, and the provision of new technologies. 

Prior to 1983, the agricultural sector experienced a serious decline m 

productivity. This experience drew attention to issues regarding the deficiencies m 

input markets and input marketing channels. Studies should be designed to estimate the 

impact of (a) factors influencing farmers' input demand decisions and (b) barriers to 

the adoption of new technologies. The areas to be addressed in this respect cover the 

use of new technology (improved seed varieties, extension service for input-specific 

techniques, improved farming techniques, appropriate use of fertilizes) in food grains, 

dry land and irrigated crops. Not surprisingly, we observe a huge gap in the area of 

(a) and (b). Future studies should be designed to address farm level problems to 

assess the effects of changes in (1) household consumption patterns, (2) farmers' risk 

taking behavior, (3) farmers' income sources, and (4) farmers' attitudes toward 

traditional/modern farming techniques on the decision to adopt and use new techniques 

and purchased inputs. 

Another set of factors that affect agricultural productivity are related to the 

constraints that cause allocative inefficiencies in the supply of inputs. In this 

respect, insights are needed into the effect of changes m (1) financial soundness of 

input suppliers, (2) capital market structures to improve farmers' access to credit, 

and (3) government's investment in rural infrastructure including the provision of 

market information. These studies should particularly address such issues as the 

supply of credit to small holders, changing consumption-production-export taxes on 

producers' choice of technology and the allocation of resources to various crop and 

livestock activities, the need to up-grade and introduce new information and 

communication channels, and the provision of extension and related services. 

Studies on the spatial location of economic activities aim at determining the 
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location of pnmary production by crop-livestock type, product assembly, processing 

activities, distribution, and product-factor input distribution networks that make the 

most efficient use of resources. Spatial location studies are particularly important 

because of the need to develop and sustain rural roads when fiscal resources are 

particularly scarce. For an isolated processing plant site, for instance, the costs of 

collection of inputs from scattered origins to the point of plant location, the costs 

of plant operation, and the costs of plant-to-market transportation are the factors 

that a producer should take into account in evaluating the efficiency of his production 

activities. Given that most of the processing plants are owned by the government, and 

incur relatively high unit processing transportation costs, the relative efficiency of 

these plants in terms of their size, location and market area needs to be scrutinized. 

This type of information is particularly important to the reallocation of resources 

that policy reform is attempting to achieve. These efforts may _also entail cost 

efficiency analyses to evaluate the performance of publicly versus privately-owned 

processing plants to assess the plant capacities and ownership structures that are 

likely to yield low unit operating costs. 

Mention was made of the special role of women in agricultural marketing and 

production activities, and the concern that policy reform and institutional development 

(e.g., of capital markets, credit and coll.ateral requirements) may disenfranchise women 

from equal access to economic opportunities23 . This issue is more than a question of 

fairness; it is a question of how a country can fully employ its resources. The 

literature reviewed provided little insight into how the reforms are affecting women 

23Studies of the "Madam Shara" and her role in marketing activities in Haiti revealed 
that World Bank support for road and transport development during the late 1970s tended 
to focus on institutional arrangements that exclude women because their skills were in 
traditional marketing practices and their collateral capacities were of the form for 
which ownership and property rights were more obscure than for men. These types of 
errors should be avoided . 
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and whether they have equal access to education, training and other forms of human and 

physical capital. 

Environment 

The studies covering environmental impacts of policy reforms address in various 

degrees of completeness (i) the identification of environmental problems resulting from 

some sub-sectoral production activities, (ii) the need for government interventions 

that lead to a more socially optimal allocation and degradation rates of environmental 

and natural resources, (iii) sectoral environmental screenrng of macroeconomic 

policies, and (iv) indirect health and labor productivity effects of reforms as they 

impact on nutrition and environmental impacts (e.g., sanitation, air pollution, 

effluents) on health. 

The environment impacts on well-being through health, amenities and indirectly 

through the quantity and quality of natural resources. The decline in quantity and 

quality of natural resources is affected directly by poor husbandry and over 

exploitation, and indirectly by other externalities as exemplified by effluents from 

gold processing affecting the productivity of coastal resources to produce shrimp and 

prawn. Production activities, that in turn are driven by the "new" incentives of 

Ghana's policy reform program, affect the incidence and level of environmental impacts 

on well-being. In the absence of property rights and policies that appropriately price 

natural resources (and hence husbands them), markets often fail in determining their 

level of use and rate of degradation (either positive or negatively) that is consistent 

with the well-being of current and future generations. Since Ghana is relatively well 

endowed with natural resources, which are a likely source of its comparative advantage 

in world markets, interventions designed to (i) correct for environmental externalities 

that unnecessarily impact on health, amenities, and natural resources and (ii) 
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strengthen contractual processes and prov1s1on of property rights required to attain 

economically and socially viable use of these resources are particularly critical to 

sustained long term economic growth. Studies concerned with environmental and natural 

resources that were reviewed for this monograph tend to focus on such aspects as 

environment linkages to farming systems, farming inputs, population growth, land 

tenure, land use practices, sequencing of macroeconomic policies, property rights, 

privatization, and foreign investment. However, most did not serve as an important 

guide to policy. While these studies describe some of the potential linkages between 

structural adjustment programs and environment-natural resource use, additional work is 

critically needed to achieve a more complete understanding of the environmental 

implications of adjustment policies in Ghana. 

Some of the key points to be addressed m this regard include: 

1. Spatial focus within sectors: An environmental screening of specific macroeconomic 

policies must be conducted to determine those policies that contribute the most to 

environmental degradation, as suggested by the World Bank (1992). The 

determination of those policies that have specific regional environmental effects 

are of crucial importance in designing environmentally safe policies. In the case 

of cocoa, for instance, supply reJponse to changes in cocoa prices needs to be 

analyzed to identify the channels of environmental degradation. In Ghana, we 

observe that favorable changes in the world cocoa prices have negative effects on 

environment through intensive harvesting of cocoa in the forest zones, and a 

potential over exploitation of this resource. 

2. Activity-specific analysis: Identifying technologies and practices employed in 

specific activities (such as gold processing, the harvest of timber, etc) that 

have potential for decreasing their negative environmental impacts in cost 

effective ways is important to the management of natural resources that affect the 
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productivity of other resources (labor, capital). In particular, since the 

activities in sub-sectors of the industrial sector such as m111111g and energy tend 

to be more environmentally harmful, policies should be designed to encourage the 

use of more environmentally friendly technologies. In order to conduct sub

sectoral analysis of environmental impacts, sector specific surveys will likely 

need to be designed to provide data on their potential to be environmentally 

degredating or saving. 

3. The linkages between foreign aid and environment-resource use: Recently, donors 

have placed more emphasis on how the policies and programs they support influence 

environmental outcomes. Foreign aid, in this regard, influences environmental 

policy. Studies should focus on to what extent the foreign aid can be used for an 

environmental screening of domestic policies and how it might provide 

institutional support for implementing and managing environmental policy. 

However, a word of caution may be in order. Care should be exercised that the 

environmental reforms sought by donor countries and agencies reflect the benefit

cost (and hence preferences) of the recipient country, not the benefit-cost (and 

hence preferences) of the donor country unless it is understood that the donor 

country views its support as akin to compensatory payments for the preservation of 

resources (such as amenities and biodiversity) that it values more than the 

recipient country. 

4. Institutional arrangements: Consideration needs to be given to the design of 

policy instruments and the institutions to implement and manage them that are 

"consistent" with the country's cultural and institutional endowments. Policy 

instruments (such as effluent charges, or marketable permits) may be "first best" 

in some countries but not appropriate or efficient in others. 

5. Property rights: Open access to natural resources (e.g., land, forests. fisheries) 
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leads to their degradation and over exploitation in the absence of either formal 

or informal property rights. Studies need to be conducted on how the current 

institutions and legal structures need to be amended and reinforced so that these 

resources are husband in a more economically viable way. 

6. National environmental J2Q1..i0 and foreign enterprise: Future studies should 

investigate (1) whether Ghana's environmental policy induces specialization in 

those commodities which are relatively pollution-intensive in their production, 

(2) whether removal of barriers for foreign investment will have a tendency to 

over exploit natural resources, (3) whether there is a tendency for foreign 

enterprises to locate in Ghana that tend to be environmentally "dirty", and (4) to 

assess the types of special legal and policy provisions that might be enacted to 

balance, in a socially profitable way, the trade offs from the economic gains of 

foreign enterprise to the domestic economy with the environmental costs. 

7. R&D Activities: The linkages between government and universities, and other 

research and information producing institutions-firms, should be strengthened, 

particularly 111 the provision of farming technologies and practices that save on 

the use of environmental resources at little cost to the returns to other variable 

inputs (family labor, purchased inputs). The areas in which universities and 

other research institutions (e.g., the CGIAR system) may help farmers choose more 

efficient farming systems require reg10n specific studies to ascertain the 

potentials of each region and to establish where the gains to new technologies may 

be the highest. 

8. Marketing activities and environment: Interestingly, there is no study 

investigating the linkages and impacts of marketing activities on environment and 

natural resources. Therefore, studies should be designed to identify the nature 

of interactions between marketing activities (the technologies and resources 
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allocated to the production of time, space and form services) and environment 

since increased market access will impact upon what, when and where of production 

and processing activities and the need for public investment in effluent, waste 

discharges and emission controls. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In Ghana, the agricultural sector dominates the whole span of economic activities 

even after market reforms in 1983 . In order to improve the productivity of this 

sector, the authorities took measures aiming at either deepening or diversifying 

specific agricultural activities . The main purposes of these reforms were to open the 

Ghanaian economy to the world market, to bolster the competitiveness, and to increase 

the efficiency of domestic economic activities by introducing new institutions and 

reorganizing the existing ones . Policy reforms regarding the efficient production, 

processing, and marketing of agricultural commodities aimed at increasing productivity 

through the adoption of new technologies, the provision of efficient and reliable 

financial services, and rehabilitation of infrastructure. Other objectives of these 

reforms include raising rural incomes, improving efficiency 111 resource use, promoting 

food security , increasing export revenues, and reducing balance of payments and budget 

deficits. The measures to achieve these objectives included trade liberalization, 

remov111g restrictions on internal trade, disseminating price information, restructuring 

public and banking sectors, encouraging cooperatives to participate in agricultural 

input markets, reducing input subsidies, and simplifying the export licensing system. 

Appendix I surveys the literature on how the aforementioned policy reforms pursued 

rn 1983s impacted the production, processing, and marketing of agricultural commodities 

through changes in the relationship between agents and ·marketing institutions. The 

survey is based on official documents and academic studies on financial markets, input 

and output markets, institutional reforms that help contribute to the efficiency of 

marketing activities , and the effects of fiscal and monetary policy reforms on the 

performance of the agricultural sector and its indirect effects on the environment. It 

also identifies areas that lack additional research. 

Appendix I is divided into six sections. Following introduction and background, 
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Section 3 presents a conceptual framework summanz111g the traditional and neo-classical 

approaches to market performance. Section 4 outlines the overall policy issues that 

structural adjustment program has been designed for. Section 5 analyzes the impacts of 

the adjustment program on the agricultural input and output markets. Finally, Section 

6 outlines the direct and indirect environmental effects of agricultural market 

reforms. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Here we highlight key features of the Ghanaian economy before the market reforms 

in 1983. Conceptual frameworks commonly used in analyzing the performance of 

agricultural marketing system are briefly summarized. Our framework is based on the 

main guidelines of the traditional and neo-classical approaches to market performance 

and market structure. 

2.1. Key Features of the Ghanaian Economy Prior to 1983 

The main features of the Ghanaian economy before 1983 can be summarized as 

follows. First, import-substitution strategy for industrialization involving terminal 

stage processing for a small internal market was implemented. This type of 

industrialization strategy was based on imported inputs. Second, there was a 

substantial state investment and entrepreneurship in industry and large-scale 

agriculture. Third, these investments were financed through increasing foreign 

borrowing. Fourth, not surprisingly, domestic agriculture was neglected and separated 

from industry. Fifth, little attempt was made to develop a complementary export 

strategy or to expand the traditional export base (Tabatabai ( 1986) and Hutchful 

(1985)). Following the import-oriented economic policies adopted before 1983, the 

Ghanaian economy experienced large fiscal deficits which were primarily financed by 
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borrowing from the domestic banking system . This in turn gave nse to high rates of 

inflation and an increasingly over valued exchange rate. Export earnings fell sharply 

and external financing virtually dried up. The government was overwhelmingly 

intervening in the economy through price, distribution, and import controls, and at the 

same time, the public sector was increasingly growing. The main domestic real 

resources to finance this strategy came from mineral and cocoa exports. Therefore, any 

domestic policy changes regarding the prices of these products first influence the 

incentives for the producers and then affects the government revenue and so government 

expenditure, in particular the provision of public services. In addition to the above 

econonuc structure, the Ghanaian economy was dominated by agricultural sector whose 

activities were subject to climatic conditions, such as droughts, and 
. . 

swrngs m 

international commodity prices, particularly for cocoa, which was the main agricultural 

export. 

Ir is i111pom111r rv nvre thcu rhe heavy dependence of the Ghanaian 

economy on exporr revenues from few products nwkes . !he whole 

economy fragile and extremely sensitive rv e:aemal shocks. The 

introduction of non-traditional exporrs discussed more derail in 

rhe TIP is considered as one of 1he altenwtive srrwegies ro 

reduce the risk of jpecia!izing 011/y on one product. 

Furthermore, over valued exchange rare increases 1he premium of 

the black marker, which e1•emtwfly encourages smuggling of the 

main expon producrs and reduces foreign exchange earnings. 

Hence, rhe govermnem turns ro 1he domestic sources of rerenues 

to finance i1s growing expendirures. 

2.1.1. Macroeconomic Policies 

Prior to 1983, large fiscal deficits, financed by borrowing from the domestic 

banking system, led to an acceleration in inflation and an over valued exchange rate. 

Furthermore, government intervention severely distorted economic incentives. These 

developments induced a shift of economic activity to informal markets due to the 
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increasing premwm of the black market, which acts as an implicit tax on exports. By 

1983, Ghana's tax revenue declined substantially to be only 4.6 percent of GDP. 

Ghana' s fiscal policy since 1983 has been directed toward correcting the fiscal 

imbalances by reforming the tax system so as to increase public savings. High rates of 

growth of domestic credit and broad money increased inflation and widened the spread 

between official and parallel market exchange rates. Monetary policies since 1983 have 

initially focused on quantitative credit controls. For most of the period since 1983 

the growth in broad money has remained high and the process in absorbing the excess 

liquidity has been slow. Therefore, inflation has remained at high levels and real 

interest rates have been virtually negative which in turn led to a weak banking system. 

Furthermore, developments in consumer prices appear to be influenced by exogenous 

shocks in the domestic food supply, domestic and external cost-push factors, and 

demand-pull factors (IMF, Occasional Paper No. 86). 

Before 1983, food prices were higher rhan nonfood prices, 

implying rhar rhe domestic terms of trade was in favor of 

agriculrural secrur. After 1983, domestic renns of rrade were 

in favor of 1w11-agriculrural products, whh:h was expected ro 

srimulare rhe pruducrion of non-agrirnltura! products. Ir also 

caused resources ru be a/lucared fur rile pruducriun of 11011-

agriculrural products. In particular, policies rhar encourage 

the producriun in nun-agrirn!tural secrvr favors the urban 

secror in the disrriburion of public goods. 

In an economy where the import-substitution policy is implemented, the increase in 

reserves leads an increase in imports of inputs through which the production in export 

sector increases. However, over valued exchange rate leads to smuggling of export 

products. 

The government revenue depended mostly on the export revenue from regulated cocoa 

and mineral exports. In a regulated market system favorable world market prices may 
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not be passed on to the producer. For cocoa, the marketing board pnces may not 

reflect an improvement in the world market price. The cocoa result also suggests that 

exchange rate depreciation which is not passed on as higher producer prices may 

actually have a contractionary effect on output. Since the liberalization of the 

exchange rate and trade systems are key elements of Ghana's structural adjustment 

program, this suggests the following implication 

The exisrence vf markering board 111011vpv!y does nm jir imv rhe 

/ibera/iwrivn policy package since in a regulated marker 

system jc1mrnble 1Vvrld 11wrker prices may nor be passed on rv 

rhe producer. This cvmrndicriun brings up rhe issue vf a need 

for new insriruriuns vr decemrnlizmivn of existing 

ins! if llf ions. 

2.1.2. Sectoral Developments 

Ghana is well endowed with a broad range of natural resources, such as arable 

land, forests, and sizable deposits of gold, diamonds, bauxite, and manganese, as well 

as a considerable potential for hydroelectric power. The economy has depended to a 

high degree on primary (agricultural as well as mineral) production and . exports. 

Exports of cocoa, gold, and timber still account for the bulk of total merchandise 

exports, with respective shares of 43 percent, 24 percent, and 11 percent. Together 

with forestry and fishing, the agricultural sector employs about two thirds of the 

labor force and accounts for about half of total output. Agricultural production, 

which is primarily small scale, consists mainly of cocoa and staple food crops. Ghana 

ranks among the world's largest producers and exporters of cocoa, even though its 

relative position has recently dropped from a long-held first place to third. 

Transport and trade sectors, which are keys for the marketing of agricultural and 

manufacturing output, significantly contribute to the growth of agricultural sector. 

The resource endowment consists of a wooded svanna and a forest zone occupying roughly 
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one-third of the country. The soils in Ghana are of generally poor quality and easily 

become exhausted. In some areas, growing population density necessitates shortening of 

fallow, leading to a loss of nutrients and possibility of erosion. Subsistence farming 

of maize, cassava, and ground nuts is done in the coastal savanna area. Fishing is an 

important activity in the Volta Lake Region. 

The industrial sector, which accounts for the remaining 14 percent of GDP, is 

relatively diverse and well developed compared with other sub-Saharan African 

countries. Survey results, hov:ever, show that industrial sector suffers from the lack 

of insufficient communications and transport infrastructure. Furthermore, the channels 

through which information flows between the government authorities and businessmen need 

to be improved to help political and economic markets work efficiently. An interesting 

observation about the activities of foreign firms in Ghana is that the rates of profit 

for mixed private, local-foreign and private local firms were higher than those of 

private foreign, mixed-state foreign, and wholly state owned firms. This ranking would 

seem to be explained more by the fact that while foreign firms tended to enjoy tax 

holidays on profits as well as subsidies on rents from the government, the same 

incentives were not generally available to private local firms (Ahiakpor, 1986). After 

1983, activity in the industrial sector is boosted by the removal of price distortions, 

the increased availability of foreign exchange and imported inputs, and foreign 

investment in Ghana's mining sector World Bank (1991). 

Services comprise the second largest sector in the economy, accounting for an 

increasing share in real GDP. The growth of the trade sector contributed to the growth 

of the services sector. The expansion in the share of the services sector emanated 

largely from government services. 
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3. APPROACHES TO EV ALU A TE MARKET PERFORMANCE 

In this section, the main features of traditional and neo-classical approaches to 

market performance are summarized to provide a better picture of marketing process. 

Under the light of lessons learned from traditional and neo-classical approaches, the 

functions of institutions and the roles of "middlemen" in marketing activities are 

described. 

3.1. Traditional Approaches 

The marketing process 1s defined as a senes of actions and events that take place 

in some sequence and some form of coordination. There are three traditional marketing 

approaches: (1) functional approach , (2) institutional approach. and (3) behavioral 

systems approach. The main issue that all these approaches address is determining the 

factors influencing market performance, that is , the degree of efficiency of the market 

participants. The industrial organization paradigm asserts that market structure 

(i .e., number and kind of market participants) strongly influences market conduct 

(i.e., the behavior of market participants in assigning values to products) which 

determines market performance. Given a specific level of technology and specific type 

of infrastructure, efficiency criteria used in measuring market performance are price 

efficiency, technical efficiency, and economic efficiency (the combined influence of 

price and technical efficiencies). Therefore, analyzing the real costs of marketing 

functions which will be summarized below will be best in evaluating market performance. 

"The functional approach" is used in classifying the events and activities that 

occur in the marketing processes. In order to evaluate market performance, this 

approach breaks down the processes into the following functions: (1) exchange functions 

which include buying (assembling) and selling , (2) physical functions which include 

storage, transportation, and processing raw materials into finished products, (3) 
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facilitating functions which include standardization , financing, risk bearing, and 

market intelligence. The buying function can be either the assembling of the raw 

products from the production areas or the assembling of finished products into the 

hands of other middlemen in order to meet the demands of the final consumer. The 

selling function includes activities such as advertising. The physical function 

includes handling, movement, and physical change of the actual commodity itself. The 

storage function is primarily concerned with making goods available at the desired 

time. The transportation function is primarily concerned with making goods available 

at the proper place. The processing function is essentially a form-changing activity. 

The standardization functions deals with the establishment and maintenance of uniform 

measurements while financing function is concerned with the use of money to carry on 

the various aspects of marketing. The marketing intelligence function primarily deals 

with informing sellers and buyers about the availability and efficiency of 

aforementioned functions such as storage availability, an efficient transportation, and 

standardization. There are two important characteristics of these marketing functions. 

First, these functions · affect the cost of marketing and therefore , the value of 

products . For example. processing, transportation, and storage provide form, space, 

and time utility for consumers. Second, the cost of performing a marketing function 

can be reduced by eliminating the middlemen , but the function cannot be eliminated from 

the marketing process. For example, a consumer can eliminate the food retailer by 

purchasing from wholesale food stores. 

The second approach is called the "institutional approach" which focuses attention 

on the "Who". It emphasizes agricultural marketing as a process in which inputs are 

delivered to farmers, output is collected from farmers, and commodities are transformed 

before being delivered to consumers. In other words, it considers the nature and 

character of the various middlemen, related agencies, and marketing organizations. The 
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middlemen playing the role in the marketing process are: (I) merchant middlemen which 

include retailers and wholesalers, (2) agent rniudlemen which include brokers and 

commission men, (3) speculative middlemen, (4) processors and manufacturers, and (5) 

facilitative organizations. This approach is ·helpful in understanding why there are 

specialized middlemen 111 the marketing process. The rational behind the existence of 

the middlemen is that these specialized firms often can perform the marketing functions 

more efficiently than either producers or consumers . 

The third approach is called the "behavioral systems approach" that views a 

marketing firm or an organization of firms as a system of behavior. It attempts to 

understand possible changes m the functional combinations of a marketing process by 

classifying problem solving or decision making behaviors of marketing organizations 

(Sosnick (1964) , Kohls and Uhl (1990), USAID (1991)). Given the above theoretical 

presentation of different approaches to market performance, Figure I helps us see some 

of the more pertinent aspects of this marketing process and Figure 2 shows the 

intermediary functions of . middlemen. 
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Figure 1: Dimensions of the Marketing process 
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Figure 2: Functions of Middlemen 

Source: Kohls and Uhl (1990). 
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3.2. Neo-Classical Approach 

In order to evaluate market performance referring to the real impacts of market 

structure and conduct as measured in terms of variables such as prices, costs, and 

volume of output, neo-classical approach takes into account the fact that pnces are 

interrelated through space by transfer costs, through form by costs of production, and 

through time by the cost of storage. In this approach, the price dimensions of market 

performance refer to price levels and adjustments over time. space, and form. 

Regarding these price dimensions. there are three different markets: (1) markets in 

form, (2) markets in space, and (3) markets in time. Markets in form are related to 

the alternative uses of a raw material. How pricing policy affects the form of a 

product is important in evaluating the sensitivity of the equilibrium form of a raw 

material . Further. just as with spatially separated markets. arbitrage between 

different forms of a raw material is the equilibrium mechanism . Here arbitrage takes 

place in relation to alternative product forms. Markets in space basically deals with 

transfer costs which include not only the cost of transfer from one place to another 

but also the cost of transformation or processing. In this way, arbitrage defined as 

an activity of individuals who buy in one market in expectation of selling in another 

market at a profit is the mechanism that determines optimum locations for processing. 

This is the effective mechanism that brings consistency to market prices through space. 

Markets in time refer to the following cases: (i) there is a time lag between 

production and consumption and (ii) the creation of time utility in bridging this gap 

is a productive activity (storage) that can be accomplished only at a cost 111 terms of 

resources. In addition to the direct costs of storage, changes 111 product 

characteristics during storage must be considered as a cost in terms of depreciated 

product values. The effective mechanism that brings consistency to markets in time is 
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speculation used to describe arbitrage benveen markets in time. Thus, through the 

speculative actions of market participants, prices through time are interrelated by 

storage costs. 

Neo-classical approach emphasizes the interrelationships between institutions and 

agents to define a cvmplere marketing system. In this respect, it is a broader 

approach than the traditional approaches since it treats all the entities in the 

economy as a part of the whole and tries to identify them. 

3.3. Dimensions of Market Strncture 

Market structure refers in a descriptive way to the physical dimensions involved: 

that 1s, the definitions of markets, the number of firms in the market, the 

distribution of firms or plants by various measures of size and concentration, the 

descriptions of products and product differentiation. and the conditions of entry. For 

instance, a market can be structured on the basis of the nature of products. These 

products can be classified as follows: traded, non traded, perishable, and staple 

products . Each of these products reflects a different dimension of the marketing 

system in terms of rebtionships among market participants. Each of these products 

imply (i) a different nwrkering clw1111e! through which products are made available to 

consumers and (ii) different orga11izario11ul acrivities. 

3.4. Classification by Market 

Classification of agricu I tu ral markets on the basis of their structural attributes 

provides a simplified picture of the complex relations between the government policy 

and the nature of markets. In light of this approach, McCalla and Josling (1981) 

classify ( 1) agricultural markets as competitive and noncompetitive and (2) government 

policies as passive and active. They then analyze the impacts of a specific government 
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policy applied in compditive ancl noncompetitive markets for the functions and 

institutions of marketing (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Classification of Agricultural Markets 

Market Structure 

Government Policy Competitive Noncompetitive 

Passive No govt. domination No govt. domination but 
noncompetitive elements 

Active Govt. domination and 
I exist 
Both govt. dominates and 

markets are competi tiveJnoncompetitive elements 
1exist 

Source: McCalla and Josling (1981). 

Moreover, the ownership structure of an organization engaging rn the activities 

and events in the marketing process might be a criterion in classifying the functional 

characteristics of marketing. Ownership-based classification of marketing process is 

as follows: Public ownership, private mvnership. mixed ownership, and cooperative. 

4. STRUCTURAL ADJUSTl\IENT 

4.1. Classification of Key Policy Issues 

The Ghanaian economy which experienced a senous decline in the productivity of 

every sector had to take serious steps towards promoting the productivity through the 

liberalization of markets. The policy reforms included (a) exchange rate reforms and 

(b) reforms in agriculture (export crops, food crops). As in every agrarian economy, 

reforms regarding the ill-developments in agricultural sector were the core of the 

efforts in revitalizing the whole economy. In particular, these reforms include 

raisrng producers' prices, liberalizing marketing and pricing systems (World Bank and 
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the UNDP (1989)). In addition to the declining productivity. other policy issues that 

lead to market reforms include increasing trade deficit and external debt, declining 

food security, increasing unemployment, lack of industrial competitiveness, collapse of 

essential export infrastructure, and low level of foreign investment. Given these 

domestic issues, the Ghanaian economy also deteriorated significantly during the period 

1970-83 due to a combination of adverse external terms of trade shocks and domestic 

economic mismanagement. Between the year 1970 and 1982, real gross domestic product 

declined by 0.5 percent per annum, total export earnings fell from 21 to 4 percent of 

GDP, food availability fell by about 30 percent, and inflation reached triple-digit 

levels. Foreign exchange was insufficient to meet import requirements. Increasing 

number of skilled Ghanaians left the country as the economy imploded. As exports fell, 

so did the government revenues. As the budget deficit widened and inflation 

accelerated, the government responded by rationing the meager supplies of foreign 

exchange to protect official reserves. 

Agriculture, particularly the cocoa sub-sector, was heavily taxed to finance less 

productive public expenditure. Cash crops (cocoa. cotton , tobacco, especially cocoa) 

benefited from the economic recovery program (ERP) at the expense of food crops 

(cereals, roots/tubers) . 

With the above picture of the Ghanaian economy 111 mind, the designers of the ERP 

were aiming at removing the distortions in the economy, rehabilitating the industrial, 

agricultural, and mining sectors, repairing and restoring the infrastructural base of 

the economy, implementing sound fiscal and monetary policies to achieve and sustain 

reasonable economic growth (Srtryker et al. (1990) and UNCED (1991)). In order to 

achieve these objectives, the following package of reforms has been implemented. 

First, fiscal measures were used to restore a balanced budget and increase public 

investment in economic infrastructure and social services. Fiscal discipline was a 
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major component of the stabilization program. This was to be achieved in the short run 

by curtailing the government's resource to the banking system and through large 

expenditure cuts. Second, money supply was tightened to reduce inflation. Third, 

capital controls were reduced to establish market-based pricing and allocation .of 

foreign exchange. Fourth, public sector activities were reduced by corporatization of 

public enterprises and promotion of more efficient public-sector management by reducing 

over staffing. Fifth, export promotion programs based on public investments in 

traditional export sector to increase the country's capacity to earn foreign exchange 

and improve its allocation, cost reducing trade reforms, and exchange rate realignment 

were designed. Finally. attempts were made to reverse the decline in the agricultural 

productivity through restoration of incentives and rehabilitation of the physical 

infrastructure and transport facilities (IMF Occasional Paper 86). 

The program consisted of three phases. The first phase 1s a swbilization phase 

in which prices are realigned to improve production incentives for exportables and move 

towards free market exchange rate regime. The second phase is a relwbilitation phase 

with a concentration on infrastructure and provision of essential inputs to productive 

sectors. The third phase 1s a lib<!raliwriun and gruwr/J plw.ff designed to assure 

sustained economic growth by relaxing trade controls such as removal of quantitative 

import controls, reductions in tariff and ban on food imports (wheat, rice, maize); and 

to reduce government intervention lil the economic · activities such as reducing 

fertilizer subsidy (Tabatabai (1986 )) . All these phases definite! y require 

institutional changes like the abolition of commodity marketing boards and withdrawal 

of government from direct agricultural production. 

The review of the literature regarding the impacts of policy reforms on the 

economic activities includes the following studies. Goldman, Roemer and et al. (1992) 

derive lessons from the experience of the East and Southeast Asian economies and 
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suggest a similar liberalization package to be an essential part of Ghana's development 

strategy. This package should include increasing savings rate, reforming financial 

markets, removing trade barriers and adoption of managed floating foreign exchange 

policy, and adhering to credible government policies. Younger (1993) emphasizes that 

liberalization of exchange rate and reductions in trade restrictions are not consistent 

with a reluctance to open the capital account. He favors a managed floating exchange 

rate policy in which the exchange rates are regularly adjusted on the basis of changes 

in their long-run fundamental determinants . Jebuni, Sowa, and Tutu ( 1991) examine the 

relationship between exchange rate policies and certain macroeconomic aggregates within 

the context of the current economic recovery program. They find that (i) real 

devaluation had an expansionary effect on GDP. (ii) the accompanying capital inflow led 

to an increase in imports, (iii) growth in GDP is positively influenced by imports, and 

(iv) real devaluation had a positive effect on imports and exports. They claim that in 

an import-compressed economy the ensuing inflow of external resources can be expected 

to lead to a positive relationship between imports and devaluation . Also there was a 

significant feedback effect of imports on exports . They also find that domestic prices 

are significant in the export equations when they are used instead of world export 

prices. This suggests that in a regulated market system favorable world market prices 

may not be passed on to the producer. For cocoa, the marketing board prices may not 

reflect an improvement in the world market price. The cocoa result also suggests that 

exchange rate depreciation. which is not passed on as higher producer prices, may 

actually have a contractionary effect on output and government revenue US AID ( 1993). 

In his study on the distribution of total income generated by the reforms implemented 

after 1983, Sarris (1992) measures the changes in the household welfare and finds that 

contrary to popular hypotheses, it is not likely that incomes of the poor in Ghana have 

deteriorated after the Economic Recovery Program (ERP). 
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Kyereme ( 1991) uses time series data and vectorautoregression model to study the 

interrelationship between exchange rate. prices, and output. Impulse responses suggest 

that significant dynamic interrelationships exist between the cedi per dollar rate and 

inflation. Variance decomposition suggests that ( 1) the cedi per dollar exchange rate 

and factors influencing it account for most of its forecast error, followed by real 

output, and the price level, (2) the cedi per dollar rate is the most important 

determinant of price inflation. Productive constraints induce stagnation in domestic 

real output growth. This forces policy makers to depend more and more on imports of 

capital inputs and essential consumer goods . He claims that since the relationship 

between interest rate and money does not work like in a developed country, monetary 

policy relying solely on interest rates may not work . The main reason for this is the 

lack of access of major rural population to bank credit. Most of rural population 

depend upon the informal sector for scarce credit which they obtain at very high 

interest rates . 

Ghartey (l 987) examines whether or not devaluation could be relied upon as a means 

for correcting the balance of payments deficits in Ghana. He performs some estimations 

using data covering the period 1959-76. The major conclusions are: (a) prices do play 

an important role in the determination of volumes of both imports and exports, (b) the 

estimated price elasticities of imports were found to be fairly high, but the price 

elasticities of exports were found to be fairly 10\v, and (c) income is a significant 

explanatory variable 111 both export and import functions. He concludes that 

devaluation policy 1s an effective tool for correcting Ghana's persistent balance of 

payments deficits. Overtaxing cocoa farmers should be avoided since it does not only 

discourage new entrants to the industry, but also discourage those who are already in 

the industry. Ghartey and Rao ( 1990) presents a short-run forecasting model of Ghana. 

The results highlight the fact that relative price and income elasticities of both 
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exports and imports are very low. The estimated price elasticities of all the other 

disaggregated imports are less than unity. This implies that a policy of devaluation 

can not be relied upon to redress the balance of payments problems. 

Islam and Wetzel ( 1987) regard the reduction of public sector deficits as a key 

element of stabilization and adjustment programs. They examine the ways Ghana chose to 

finance its deficits and how these affected the financial side of the economy. They 

find that before implementing reforms in 1983, the government relied mainly on money 

creation for financing, though this was more by default than by choice since external 

lending was unavailable until 1984. This policy led to high inflation (tax on money), 

negative real interest rates , an over valued currency (i .e., high premium in the black 

market which implies high tax on exports), and the emergence of black markets. These 

forces further eroded the tax base and ultimately increased the deficit. They find 

that the fiscal deficit has had only little effect on private consumption, which 

implies that the government did not try to balance its budget through tax increases. 

Public sector investment was substituted for private investment due to increases in 

interest rates. The fiscal deficit had a negative effect on the external side through 

appreciating official real exchange rate which >vorsened the trade balance. Also, the 

black market premium rose. Pinto (l 989) and Sherbourne ( 1986) analyze the implications 

of the unification of black and official exchange markets for the export sector. Since 

the black market premium on foreign exchange is an implicit tax on exporters, 

eliminating the gap between the official and black market exchange rates without nsrng 

taxes or cutting government spending could raise inflation substantially. That 

exchange rate reform is motivated by the allocative goal of stimulating exports through 

real depreciation is equivalent to reducing the premium (i.e., reducing the implicit 

tax on exports) or unification of official and black market exchange rates. 

Unification also has fiscal implications. Since the government is a net buyer of 
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foreign exchange from the private sector, there is a trade off between the premium (tax 

on exports) and inflation (tax on domestic money) in financing the deficit. Therefore, 

unification can raise inflation substantially as the loss revenue due to decreasing gap 

between black market and official market exchange rates is replaced with a higher tax 

on money. Pinto ( 1984) argues that inflation could rise permanent! y and substantially 

as a result of unifying official and black market exchange rates, even if real 

government spending remains constant. The black market foreign exchange premium is an 

important implicit tax on exports, creating a conflict between the fiscal goal of 

financing government spending with a limited menu of tax instruments. 

Catsambas and Pigato ( 1992) analyze the relationship between the fiscal deficit, 

the real interest rate , the real growth rate, and the real exchange rate to find the 

conditions under which Ghana's debt-to-GDP ratio is stabilized. They develop an 

analytical model that takes into account ( 1) the unification of accounts of the 

government and the central bank to ensure that some components are not shifted from one 

to the other and (2) the government's fiscal stance in relation to stabilization 

objectives. Their results show that, in Ghana, average fiscal performance between 1980 

and 1987 was only slightly weaker than it should have been. Projections for 1988-89 

suggest that the government has substantial room for maneuver m its stabilization 

goals. Sherbourne ( 1986) also attributes the large fiscal deficits to the government 

policy of taxing cocoa sector and over valuing exchange rate. This policy eventually 

reduces the government's own revenue while keeping its spending growing. 

Chhibber and Shafik ( 1990) present a model and show that in the presence of an 

active parallel market, official devaluation (reductions in the black market premium or 

reductions in implicit export tax) does not cause inflation because prices have already 

adjusted to the parallel exchange rate . Inflation in Ghana has been primarily a 

monetary phenomenon and the weakness in the financial system in recent years. They 
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also conclude that official devaluation had a positive effect on Ghana's budget. 

Revenue improvements came from three channels: ( 1) the higher grant aid disbursed at a 

more depreciated exchange rate , (2) a reduction in subsidies, and (3) an increase in 

export taxes as cocoa farmers increasingly marketed their output through official 

channels. The devaluation therefore did not produce higher budget deficits. 

In their analysis of consumer prices between 1984 and 1987, Sarris and Shamas 

(1991) show that the rural food terms of trade (the ratio of the rural food price index 

to the rural non-food price index used as a proxy for the price terms of trade for 

rural food producers) dramatically declined after 1984. This development, mainly due 

to sharp increases in the prices of beverages, tobacco, clothing , footwear, fuel, 

power, furniture, and furnishings (mainly imported), is attributed to the 1983 reforms . 

Ahiakpor (1986) argues that ec.i.uaiity of the rates of profit among firms of 

different ownerships is what economic theory of the firm leads us to expect. He tests 

if multinational corporations located in LDCs make more ·profit than do local firms. 

Using the ratio of non-wage value added to the value of total capital as an estimate of 

a firm's rate of profit , he could not confirm the hypothesis that foreign firms in 

Ghana (1970) made excessive profits as compared \Vith four other ownership groups of 

firms. Instead, the general tendency of the data is to rank the rates of profit for 

mixed private, local-foreign and private local firms higher than those of private 

foreign, mixed-state foreign , and wholly state owned firms. This ranking would seem to 

be explained more by the fact that while foreign firms tended to enjoy tax holidays on 

profits as well as subsidies on rents from the government, the same incentives were not 

generally available to private local firms. 

Reductions in rhe subsidies due rv marker reforms induced 

foreign and !urn/ firms rv be more cvmpe1irive. Free enny 

equalized rares of profits across foreign and local firms. 

However, the lack of regulations rhw prurecr e11viro11111emal 
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({/ll<!lliries 111ighr be vne vj;J1e reasons why jiJreig11 jinm (//'f! 

(f{fracred ro Ghana. Jn rhis re::.pecr, ir is wurrhwhile rv 
examine rhe /l(/fl/re of jiJreign firms rhllf srarred rv vpernre in 
Ghana aper I 983. 

Alderman, Canagarajah. and Younger ( 1993) address the problem of over staffing in 

the civil service. The government had the following concerns about the redeployment: 

(1) redeployed workers would present political problems, and (2) they would add 

significantly to the ranks of the unemployed. These two concerns were proven 

unfounded. Most of redeployees chose to migrate from urban to rural areas, and many of 

them are now farming. One of the benefits of the redeployment for the government is 

that it reduced the \vage obligations of the central government. 

Reducrions in rhe size of rhe public secror decre({sed wage 
obligarions of rhe cemra/ gvvemmem. H01vever, redep/vyees 
migrared ro rurnl areas (//Id pw pressure 011 rhe use vf land. 
This pressure possibly led rv dejoreswrivn and reducriun in 
fallow periods and hence reducrion in soil jerriliry. This 
shuws rlwr in designing policies e11viro11111e11w/ issues have been 
ignored. 

5. AGRICULTURAL MARKETS 

5.1. Input Markets 

U.S. House of Representatives ( 1989) states that Ghanaian industrialists indicated 

that the "auction" system for valuing and distributing foreign exchange has enabled 

them to acquire needed foreign inputs and thereby double capacity utilization. Also, 

intensifying food production and developing storage were two issues that need to be 

addressed to mitigate the effects on the economy of uncertainties pertaining to 

conditions and changes in the world pnces. Furthermore, improved cocoa and maize 

processmg and the lack of efficient transportation systems and of other infrastructure 

investments should be addressed. The report also discusses the negative effects of 
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certain structural adjustment policies such as dramatic devaluations, which raised the 

prices of consumer goods and agricultural inputs, and tightened credit restrictions. 

Regarding the latter, there has been a sharp increase in nominal interest rates, a 

decline in the value of real lending by the rural banks away from agricultural 

activities towards trade. The credit squeeze was a maJor obstacle to provision of 

tractor and Bullock services (a cultivation method) and to efforts to encourage 

cooperative storage. Structural adjustment program was partly successful in attempting 

to privatize or restructure the inefficient government fertilizer and seed companies. 

This study stresses the fact that until recently there has been no study to address the 

food production problem as: inadequate supply of productive technologies, weak credit 

systems and insufficient overall credit. lack of storage and effective pnce 

stabilization, the special problems of women i.e . , lack of access to credit and 

extension services, and an absence of local and regional market development. 

Asiedu (1989) examines the importance of macro policy sequencing and harmonization 

of the activities of external aid agencies as they affect the agricultural sector. 

Agricultural policy under the ERP has been one of encouraging and sustaining growth and 

development in both food and cash crop sectors to reverse low productivity levels of 

labor and land. The major policy instruments for achieving these objectives include: 

(a) improved input delivery, (b) price incentives , (c) better marketing and storage 

opportunities (for example, extensive feeder road program which helps open up food and 

cash crop producing areas 111creases farmers' market accessibility), and (d) 

transmission of proven technologies and other extension activities. The author also 

investigates if the sequencing of macro policies in the liberalization package matters 

in increasing productivity levels of labor and land. For example, the objective of 

increasing productivity can be achieved by first the privatization of the importation 

and distribution of agricultural inputs and second increasing farmers' accessibility to 
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credit through the establishment of autonomous rural banks in producing areas. This 

sequence is one of the alternatives that the Ghanaian authorities have. In this 

sequencing, the privatization is used as a source of financing to improve the marketing 

facilities such as transportation, storage, and credit. An alternative sequencing in 

achieving the same goal might be relying upon exchange rate liberalization and a 

complete transmission of favorable world cocoa prices to its producers. This policy 

also requires institutional changes to increase the efficiency of channels through 

which favorable world prices are transmitted. In this scenario, we see that priority 

1s given to price incentives and the source of financing is shifted from the 

privatization to increasing cocoa revenue. Hence, it is very much likely that agents 

in the economy will be affected in a different way through different relationships 

among market participants. 

Sarris and Shamas ( 1991) and Sherbourne ( 1986) focus on agricultural pricing 

policy that aims at reforming prices and restoring production incentives (i.e., restore 

relative price increases for the key export crops such as cocoa, timber, and minerals 

to favor production). The Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board (GCMB) adjusted the price paid 

to cocoa farmers (cotton , tobacco, and coffee prices have also been raised) to 

encourage farmers to increase their production . Ghana agricultural policy aims at (i) 

self-sufficiency in production of cereals, starchy staples and animal protein foods, 

with priority for maize, rice, and cassava, (ii) self sufficiency in production of 

industrial raw materials - cotton, oil-palm, tobacco, ground nut, (iii) increasing 

production of exportable crops - cocoa, pineapple, coffee, shea-nuts, ginger, and kola, 

(iv) improving storage, processing, and distribution systems to minimize post-harvest 

losses, (v) improving existing institutions and facilities, such as the agricultural 

research center, credit institutions, marketing facilities. and (vi) ensuring adequate 

returns to farmers, fishermen, distributors and processors to promote efficient 
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production and processrng, and distribution of agricultural and other food items. 

Se/j:sujficien<-y in pruducrivn vf j(Jvd crops and exporr crops 
and reforming marketing insrirurions are rhe main focus uf rhe 
agriculrurul pricing pulley advprl'd ajier 1983. 

They highlight the major constraints to the long-term development of sustainable 

agriculture: (1) insufficient flow of institutional credit, (2) inadequate supply and 

distribution of inputs, and (3) inadequate storage and marketing facilities. The 

policy measures to remove these constraints are: (a) monetary policy to direct the flow 

of institutional credit to the agricultural sector, (b) modernizing the distribution of 

agricultural inputs and privatizing them so as to ensure efficiency as well as 

accessibility to farmers, (c) the promotion and provision of improved on-farm storage 

facilities for small-scale farmers and improved processing of agricultural produce, (d) 

encouraging farmers at the village level to organize themselves into local cooperatives 

or other groups so as to gain formal recognition and access to institutional credit, 

input supply, and extension services . They discuss the main impacts of structural 

adjustment on long-term development of sustainable agriculture by emphasizing the 

implications of these reforms for farm size and distribution channels of products 

(agriculture is predominantly on a small holder basis although there are some large 

farms and plantations for rubber, oil-palm, coconut and rice), input cost, labor 

market, credit market, and marketing. They also analyze sectoral policies that affect 

small holders through their links with the money economy in the following ways: (i) by 

sale of marketable surplus, (ii) by purchase of agricultural inputs, (iii) by incomes 

generated through the sale of labor to rural or urban areas, and (iv) by purchase of 

consumer goods. Regarding the assessment of the supply and distribution of inputs, 

Borish (1991) examines private sector agricultural input distribution capabilities in 
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Ghana. He focuses on (i) progress made by private sector fertilizer dealers, (ii) the 

role of the government of Ghana in fertilizer distribution, and (iii) recommendations 

to increase private sector participation in agricultural input distribution. He finds 

that private retail fertilizer dealers are directly burdened by (a) poor infrastructure 

and (b) liquidity and marketing constraints, and lack of organization. Furthermore, he 

highlights the following points important 111 increasing the efficiency gain due to 

coordinating public and private sector activities for increasing agricultural 

productivity and value. These include the following (i) increasing tax and other 

incentives for investment 111 rural infrastructure, (ii) 1ssu111g agricultural 

development bonds, (iii) establishing a national credit watch system to protect banks 

and other creditors from bad debt before issuing loans, (iv) forming a private and 

independent movement of farmers' associations, (v) developing privatization and 

commercialization of intermediate technology transfer units to encourage greater 

distribution and use of technologies, and (vi) improving coordination efforts with 

research and extension. 

After 1983, agricultural pnces were in part freely changing. Because of the huge 

difference between official and parallel market rates , the cocoa smuggling was 

increasing, therefore, devaluation reversed negative effects of fixed exchange rate 

policy on cocoa producers . On the other hand, exchange rate alignments and the removal 

of subsidy increased input prices paid by farmers. This increase has been sharp 

between 1983 and 1987 especially for the improved and advanced techniques. The 

seasonal shortages of labor, which is a structural problem resulting from the 

unfavorable and unpredictable climatic conditions, caused increases in wages of hired 

labor, especially small farmers are induced to substitute more family labor for hired 

labor. Nominal returns per-man day of family labor in all traditional technologies and 

all three products (maize, nee , cassava) between 1984 and 1987 decreased as the 
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returns 111 the non-traditional technologies increased. 

Migratio11 of rhe hired labor injlurnces female-headed rural 

small holders which du nur have any :.pare family lubor. These 

small holders suffer from the relwively high cvsr of labor, 

which in Jae! induce them 10 use nv11-rradirivnal rechnologies 

whose producriviry increases. Therefore, rhey will subs1i1we 

expensive Labor wi//1 improved lechniques (induced i1111ova1ion 

hypothesis). Ir is likely to see these small holders leading 

rhe use of improved rechniques. In order ro increase rhe 

adoprion uf 11011-rradirional rechnologies, special arrenrion 

should be paid IV rhe leaders of new rechnology user by 

providing rhe111 credir IV increase accessibiliry IV rhe new 

rechnulogy. As a result, migmrion of hired labor and 

inefficiency of exisring borruiving-le11di11g insriruriuns will 

accelernre rile worsening of small holders' welfare. 

Pearce (1992) addresses (1) the links between product-factor markets (labor, 

capital, and land) and socio-economic infrastructure, (2) marketing institutions that 

are concerned with the supply of inputs and with produce evacuation and scale, (3) 

issues in agricultural production such as population pressure on land availability and 

soil fertility (i.e., reduction of fallow periods which implies reduction in soil 

fertility), mixed cropping, managing the relative price of tradeable and non-tradeable 

commodities to allocate the scarce factors between the two types of commodity 

production, (4) the capital market, credit systems, and institutional changes, (5) 

product markets and marketing institutions, and (6) issues 111 factor markets such as 

increasing labor cost due to the scarcity of labor, the effects of external aid on the 

amount of formal credit for agriculture. Because of the lack of accessibility to 

credit institutions by small holders, they could not benefit from the credit expansion 

between 1983 and 1987 due to external aid . Therefore, small farmers outside the cocoa 

sector suffered from the lack of financial sources to cover the cost of borrowing. The 

only option for these small farmers was the credit obtained from informal credit 

market. Their cost of financing was high due to high interest rates . Monopolistic 
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position of the lender, real risks , and transaction costs were the reasons for this 

high interest rate. He points out an important implication of increasing population 

for new developments in land market. 

Population pressure and scarciry of land cause rhe price of 
land and the number of lam/less people ro go up. Therefore , 
land remal and land sale markers emerge endogenously am/ urge 
an i11sti£Utio11al change in rhe opermion of rnpirnl markers w 
rackle the consrrnims in land renwl and sale markers such as 
carewker farmers and visiring renams. 

In this respect . Koo (1973) and Feder, Feeny (1991), and Guinnane and Miller 

(1993) assert that land reforms will not be successful unless there is an institutional 

change in the operation of capital markets . Binswanger , Deininger, and Feder (1992) 

argue that , given the inverse relationship between farm size and farm productivity, 

redistributive land reform could increase efficiency since market forces would not 

typically generate an ownership structure whereby the large owners will break their 

holdings to sell to small holders. Given the results of these studies, the key issue 

in increasing the agricultural productivity in Ghana is to redistribute large farming 

lands to small holders. 

The objecrive of increasing rhe producriviry <f land requires a 
carejid ranking of crireria which have posirive and negative 
impacrs on rhe land irself In rhe rnse of cassava, for 
example, the governmeJU can provide incemives ro producers of 
recluwlogically improved varieries of cassava seeds rhar save 
land. However, agriculrurnl marker reforms direcrly ajfecr rhe 
supply of agriculrural inpws used in producing technologically 
improved variety of cassava. Therefvre, rhe supply of new 
varieties is ajfecred by developmems in inpur markers. This 
implies that policy reforms should be srarred ji'om rhe sources 
of diswrtions. 

Redisrribwive land rejimns are expected tv increase 
agriculrural producriviry. 
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Given the scarcity of land ({/Id low pruducriviry in agriculrure, 
techniques rhm save land should be developed by public 
agricultural research cemers and the use of inrensive 
agriculture should be encvurnged by rhe authorities. 
Developing new reclzniques brings up rhe is.sue of small holders' 
limired ({CCessibiliry ru rhe 11e1v rec/111i<1ue. 

Regarding the productivity of land, research done by Sirleaf and Nyirjesy (1990) 

emphasize protection of rights-properties as a main criterion in private sector's 

investment decision. In other words, a positive link between property rights and 

investment decisions is investigated. In this connection. the effects of indigenous 

land rights system and land consolidation on productivity in Ghana are investigated. 

In doing this, special emphasis is given to the effect of commercialization and 

population pressure on the property rights system. 

The fact that production in main sectors depends on imported inputs and the 

scarcity of foreign exchange urges the management of input supply let small holders 

have access to limited . resources. Declining imports of fertilizer after 1984 can be 

attributed to the exchange rate devaluation and inadequacy of the resources allocated 

for their import. A devaluation of cedi dramatically increased the cost of imported 

inputs, especially chemical fertilizers, used by farmers. This impacted the output of 

small farmers and drew upon policy makers' attention to the fact that small farmers' 

income would decrease, implying a serious need for a technical package like SG 2000 

aiming at raising small farmers' income Yudelman, Coulter, Goffin, McCune, and Ocloo 

(1991). The ongoing privatization of fertilizer importation and its distribution could 

have serious consequences for rural small-scale producers due to increasing prices. 

Increasing cost uf labor induces producers to save labor 
through the access w labor saving technology which is mainly 
imported. Therefore, high devaluarion will increase rhe burden 
on labor saving rechnology impurras. In parricular, the 
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quesrions rv be addrt!sst!d: ( 1) wlwr a rt! rht! impacrs uf 
devaluarivn upon tht! agriculrura! pruducrivn rhea imensivt!ly 
utilize impvrred ferrilizer? (2) wlwr ({rt! rile t!}fecrs of 
exchange rarivning on the impvrr of jerrilizer? (3) wlwr are 
rhe impacts of fertilizer rarioni11g 011 small sc(l/e producers? 

Jebuni and Seini ( 1992) study the privatization of markets for agricultural 

inputs, especially fertilizer, and the consequent removal of subsidies for these 

inputs. They examine ( l) fertilizer availability and distribution, including trends in 

fertilizer prices and the demand for fertilizer; (2) experiences of the privatization 

program to date; pesticides, seeds, and machinery; and (3) statistical analyses of the 

distributive consequences of privatization. The study found that the benefits of the 

fertilizer subsidy were equally distributed to households across all income levels. 

However, small , low-income farn~ers in more remote areas that were more likely to get 

fertilizer through the official system would stand to lose, in the short-term, from 

privatization, suggesting the need for special programs to compensate them for their 

losses. It was also found, however, that the special programs operated by NGO's to 

distribute low-cost fertilizer and/or provide cheap credit impeded the development of a 

private market, as private traders simply could not compete. The report prepared by 

World Bank (l 990b) on medium term agriculwral development program (MTADP) in Ghana 

emphasizes the importance of private sector activities in agricultural marketing 

process. The main ingredient of MTADP is the greater reliance on the private sector 

for the provision of services and a corresponding reduction of the role of the public 

sector. In marketing activities, the major constraints were lack of suitable storage 

for the various tiers of the marketing chain: on-farm, and local and regional wholesale 

markets, inadequate weighing and grading facilities in agricultural produce markets 

administered by district councils in many rural towns. Under the medium term strategy, 

it is recommended that government of Ghana freezes its storage construction program and 
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prepares a private sector strategy for increasing farm and local level storage. 

Agricultural input marketing involves the buying and selling, transportation and 

storage of items such as seeds, fertilizers, agricultural instruments and equipment, 

pesticides and herbicides. After 1984, the responsibility for providing inputs was 

shifted to Crown Agents which are indirectly financed by the World Bank. Under the 

World Bank-financed reconstruction import credits, the private sector's involvement in 

input supply has become stronger. Nevertheless, under present arrangements the major 

input items - fertilizers and seeds - are largely controlled by the public sector. And 

their supply has proven very unsatisfactory . There are a number of inefficiencies in 

input markets. Four of them are the following ( l) subsidy insulates inputs/commodities 

from market signals and distorts trade. Subsidization of production inputs 

(fertilizers, insecticides, and agricultural machinery and equipment) encourages their 

enhanced use due to lower effective prices and has direct and indirect negative 

environmental effects (Srtryker (1990)). (2) Shortages of manufactured goods (consumer 

goods and inputs to the agricultural sector) that affect agricultural performance are 

the unintended result of development policies giving priority to industrialization. 

(3) Weaknesses in the credit and input delivery system suggest that farm associations 

and cooperatives should actively participate in the creation of a sound banking system 

for credit delivery. In addition to the informal credit network, agricultural credit 

in Ghana was formally provided by commercial banks, the Agricultural Development Bank, 

and the National Investment Bank. The main problem was that input subsidies and cheap 

credit never effectively reached the smaller farmers who were responsible for most of 

the nation's agricultural output due to the lack of high levels of managerial skills. 

Overall, prior to 1983, less than 10 percent of farmers in Ghana received institutional 

credit (Srtryker (1990)). (4) R&D has traditionally been the responsibility of the 

universities in Ghana, however, the researches done by these universities were ignored 
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by the authorities. 

Amarteifio (1985) briefly summarizes the role women play in food production, 

processing, and marketing. Food processing is mainly done by women who have always 

dominated the market economy of Ghana. Several attempts have been made by various 

governments to remove their strong grip from the market economy but all have failed. 

For example, 80% of all traders are women in southern Ghana. Women usually combine the 

functions of farming , food processing and marketing with domestic duties such as 

cooking and child care. Arne yaw ( 1990) examines the characteristics of market women, 

patterns of entrepreneurship, and indigenous food market in Ghana. The paper suggests 

an important conceptual link between rural food production, marketing, and the growth 

of towns. It finds that market women's contribution to the rural economy, especially 

to the food marketing industry. has motivated local women to seek full and part time 

employment in trading . In recent years, a new v.·ave of local young women between 15-25 

years of age (often called business women) have assumed a key role in traveling to 

different locations to bring food crops to the market. Future policies toward women 

must explore areas such as food processing industries, mechanized agriculture, and 

higher education. 

In some small wwns, marker 1vu111e11 as a middlemen connecr jc1r111ers 
and cemrnl markers in small scale {l'(/(le . Al.m, rhey are 
acrively involved in food processing and markering acrivities. 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) classify the distributors of input supply on the basis of 

ownership: private and public sector. Private sector is involved in such activities as 

manufacturing (cutlasses, hoes, some agricultural processing machinery), importing, and 

distributing of inputs . The government institutions are involved rn the same 

activities as private sector, with only one exception : the government has the complete 
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control over the sources of foreign exchange. Because of changes in the system of 

foreign exchange allocation. the private sector involvement in input distribution has 

varied. Prior to the structural _adjustment, private sector's involvement in input 

supply was low since it competed for limited foreign exchange (foreign exchange 

rationing) by which one could make large profits owing to the difference between 

official and parallel market rates. Most of the agricultural inputs were being 

financed by officially released foreign exchange. 

Even rhvugh rhe gvvemme11r was implicitly domi11mi11g i11 inpw 

markers by cumrvlling rlie a//ocarion of j(Jreign exclwnge, 

private secrur (acting mvsrly as midclle111e11) j(JL1nd ir projirab/e 

10 operate in inplll markers ro Jill rhe gaps bNween j(1rmers 

and central markers. 

The policy objective was to privatize major input distribution. The success of 

privatizing the distribution of fertilizers depends on the success of other 

privatization policies since fertilizers require storage and a network of trained 

dealers to handle them. Also there is a risk element as fertilizers have peak demand 

periods and any unsold stock is carried over for at least six months at high interest 

charges. The decision to get into fertilizers depends on the performance of the 

sectors that intensively use it. Price incentives for the sector that use fertilizers 

will increase the demand for it and therefore the distributors will take into account 

this incentive in their decision. 

The success of privmiwrivn vf ferrilizer disrribwivn depends 

on other inji·asrrucrure jaci/iries, fvr example srvrnge, mvsrly 

provided by the governmem. Therej(Jre, rhe privwe and public 

sectors should be working cooperatively IV minimize rhe lvss of 

fertilizer due IV rhe lack of enough srorage faciliries. 

The segregation of women labor from the facilities provided by the government has 
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an important implication for the productivity of agricultural sector. Sarris and 

Shamas ( 1991) address this segregation problem by laying out the losses the Ghanaian 

economy experiences due to the lack of efforts to make women labor as a part of the 

whole. The policy issues to be addressed in this respect include accessibility to 

mechanization, inputs such as fertilizer. land, and credit. Interesting! y, the 

Agricultural Development Bank whose main purpose is to provide credit to needy farmers 

did not do much business with women farmers. This caused women farmers to look for 

credit in informal credit market. Annorbah-Sarpei et al. ( 1992) examined the savings 

patterns of the lowest-income \\omen in Ghana. The study focused on lowest-income women 

in three settlement areas -- a district capital (Offinso), a regional capital (Tamale), 

and the national capital (Accra) -- and collected data on the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of informal (susu) and formal financial systems. The study found that 

the flexible and convenient susu system is the preferred mode of savings among lowest

income women . Major recommendations are to strengthen the susu system and to revise 

the savings and lending procedures of formal financial institutions to suit lowest-

income women's needs and Ii festyles. 

Borh declining economic acrmfles and cu/rural e11dmv111ems rlwr 
influence rhe i11rerre!a1io11ships berwee11 men and 1vu111e11 and 
benveen women and i11sri1wiu11s pushed wo111e11 labor imo areas 
where rare of rerums is low. 111 order rv remedy this 
biasedness inherired in rhe rnlruml e11dow111ems, women form 
groups of j(11mers fur rhe pwpuse of reducing rhe risk of nor 
gerring credir since credir insrirwion jc1vor larger j(11mers. 

5.1.1. Institutions of Agricultural i\larketing System 

Under the light of our criterion in section 3.3.1 that presents a classification 

scheme for markets, we can examine the agricultural marketing institutions under two 

broad categories: public and private institutions. Regarding this classification, 
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Sarris and Shamas (1991) summarize the activities of institutions that play maJor roles 

in agricultural marketing in Ghana. The institutions of markets are classified under 

two groups. The first group is public institutions of marketing which includes Ghana 

Cocoa Marketing Board (GCMB), Ghana Food Distribution Corporation (GFDC), Grains 

Warehousing Company (GWC), Ghana National Procurement Agency (GNPA), and MeatMarketing 

Board (MMB). The main purpose of GCMB is to buy, process, and market cocoa. Direct 

functions of this board include supply of seeds and other inputs, quality control and 

extension. GFDC was established to purchase, export and distribute foods. It was also 

empowered to distribute inputs. Its main function is the purchase of domestic crops 

such as maize, rice, plantain, yam , coco yam, and gari. GWC was formed to store 

cereals such as maize, nee, wheat, and sorghum, but recently entered into grain 

purchasing. GNPA acts as an · importer and wholesaler for a wide range of commodities 

including wheat, rice, sugar, maize, and vegetable oils . Mrvrn is a government 

distributor of meat. The second group of marketing institutions is controlled by the 

private sector. Their main activities include the marketing of food crops, meat, and 

fish. In food crops , there are three main types of middlemen: traders Ci.tinerant), 

market-based, and food contractors . Itinerant traders operate in a geographical area 

by establishing contact and offering services to maintain this relationship. They buy, 

assemble and transport the produce to wholesalers at the consuming centers . The 

market-based traders are wholesalers . They have formed · loosely based associations led 

by "market queens" (the head of an association). Each market queen specializes in a 

commodity and, al though the linkages bet\veen "market queens" are not known to exist, 

she acts as an important link between wholesalers and retailers in an individual 

markets. After itinerant traders transport the procure to wholesalers, a market queen 

regulates supply and demand to ensure certain price levels. The last group , the food 

contractors. supply food to various institutions . 
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Dominant ownership srrucrure 111 markl'ring derer111i11es rhe 
petformcmce of individual crop mt11'ker (for example, in f(Jod 
crop secwr 95 per cenr of rile rrtllie is conrrolled by rhe 
privme secrur and in rile indusrrial and expvrr avp sub
secrors by parnswwl). Hmvev(!J', rhe srrucrure of a market 
itself is i11jlue1u:ed by bvrh rhe gvvemmem policy such as 
saving e11virv11111e11r and rhe narw·e vf the prot!ucr. Fvr example, 
rhe degree of perislwbiliry vf a product affects rhe s/Vrage 
technology mostly proi1ided by rhe govemmem due rv rhe high 
level of invesrmem expemliture rhclf privare secwr is nm 
willing ro make. Therefore, marker srrucrure is emlvgenvusly 
determined by the narure vf rhe producr of inreresr. This 
endogeneiry leads rv prvducr ~pecific gvvemment policies. 

Heavy central decisions usually are very difficult to carry on at local level due 

to central governments' insensitivity to local needs. For this reason, many 

governments put the decentralization efforts into effect to increase the productivity 

at the district level. In their study, Fiadjoe, Green, and at. al. (1992) evaluate the 

impact of administrative decentralization on rural population in Ghana and conclude 

that Ghana's program of decentralization has not gone far enough in delegating true 

authority to rural populations. Due to a lack of resources and authority, district 

governments are currently incapable of delivering goods and services to needy people. 

This chaos virtually disconnects farmers from markds. In order to redress the 

situation, the districts promote local self-governing village institutions. 

The failure of decenrralizarion efforrs leads rhe disrricrs to 
develop Local insrirurivns, therefore, ir is emy w observe 
separared mark('(s which vperare in dijferem srrucwres ·even 
for rhe same producr. 

Many of the problems addressed by reform efforts include the problems that emerge 

due to the inefficient institutional setting. For example, reform efforts m Ghana are 

attempts to reduce overall employment in the state enterprise sector and to restructure 
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work forces at the enterprise level. In order to achieve these goals, attempts are 

made to introduce a more market-oriented discipline into the structure and management 

of the work force in state enterprises. The factors that affect the success of reforms 

are public marketing institutions, rural infrastructure, and the level of private 

sector development. 

Robertson (1987) analyzes the impact of Abusa, a productive relationship, meaning 

"one-third" on the supply of food crops. This specifically denotes a crop-sharing 

arrangement where the supplier of labor and other inputs (the "abusa man") receives 

from his partnership with a farm owner a third of the cocoa produced. Share cropping 

in Ghana is not confined to cocoa. 

5.1.2. Credit Markets 

Many studies have described the institutions comprising the credit system in 

Ghana. They analyze the characteristics of borrowers and outstanding loans at the farm 

lending institutions. Misdirection of loans to non farmers was main difficulties in 

Ghana where a strong informal credit market exists. The impact of reforms was 

negligible on the behavior of private sector that prefers to make transactions in 

informal credit markets. Aryeetey and Gockel (1991) examine the factors that motivate 

the private sector of the Ghanaian economy to conduct financial transactions in the 

informal financial sectors, in spite of the fact that the number of formal financial 

institutions was increasing as well as the financial instruments traded m. 

Expansionary monetary policy and inappropriate fiscal policies as well as repressive 

financial policies, such as controls 111 pncing, distribution and exchange rate 

management might be the reasons why financial-asset holdings declined since the mid-

1970s. Banks responded to the government's financial policies by raising the level of 

securities, which created excess cash holdings that could neither be channeled into 
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productive activity nor used as raw material for the production of credit. The above 

factors led to the emergence of an informal financial sector. 

There are a number of studies that examine the problems of credit institutions in 

Ghana. Some of these studies focus on the reasons why Ghanaian farmers are willing to 

save with formal banking institutions. Others examine such factors as interest on 

savings, deposits, attitudes of bank employees, and confidentiality of bank records to 

account for the savings behavior of farmers. Since the Ghanaian financial system is 

predominantly publicly owned and dominated by a relatively small number of banks, 

restructuring was chosen instead of liquidation . In this respect, more serious 

consideration is given to the Ghanaian commercial banks to design financial packages 

following the "integrated funding approach" to financing agribusiness activities, from 

production to marketing. 

Aryeetey and Gockel (1991) study the effects of financial dualism on the entire 

financial system, for example allocative effects, dynamic effects and the effects on 

macro-management through money creation. It also analyzes the role of the financial 

sector in the mobilization of domestic resources for capital formation in. Ghana. 

Further, the rationale for the existence of an informal financial sector is discussed. 

This is accompanied by an estimation of the size of the market and a detailed 

description of its operations . They discuss the nature of the demand that is common to 

formal and informal sectors and the size of the demand for this non-specific demand 

depends on the degree of complementarity and substitutability between these sectors. 

They propose that demand in the formal market would have a greater proportion of non

specificity in view of the relative ease with which urban dwellers and other users of 

the sector can switch from one to the other. Their estimation shows that the informal 

financial sector serves both as a complement and substitute to formal savings and 

lending facilities. The increased resort to informal markets has taken place in spite 
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of the increase in the number of formal financial institutions, as well as the 

financial instruments traded rn. The declining importance of the formal financial 

sector has the following implications: (1) institutional credit can not go to 

productive private sectors and (2) monetary policy tools of the central bank have been 

made ineffective. Furthermore, Brown ( 1986) investigates the relationship between the 

lack of credit facilities for land development and the nature of property rights. 

Furthermore, he urges credit program to cover input supply, marketing, processing, and 

storage activities as well as consumption and production credits. 

Ashe, Jeffrey, Hirschland, Madeline, et al. (1992) investigate the role of credit 

expansion in such women issues as income increase, self-confidence, health, and 

nutrition. Freedom From Hunger (FFH) has adopted the village bank methodology 

developed by the Foundation for International Community Assistance (FINCA) in Latin 

America to design a credit program for poor rural women in Mali and Ghana. Harvey 

(1993) discusses the problem that the commercial banks face in Ghana where the 

commercial bank sector has deteriorated to the extent where it cannot perform its most 

basic functions: provision of a payments mechanis1i1 and financial intermediation. Even 

more seriously, some commercial bariks have been extremely bad at directing credit to 

those producers who can make efficient use of it. The point is that the reform of 

commercial banks must include reform of their management of lending, as well as the 

writing off of bad debts and recapitalization. The composition of banks is worth to 

analyze since the dominance of foreign banks have implications for the emerging banking 

laws and regulations and the allocation of credit. Since the access to the official 

credit was a problem for a small-scale business, the government created new 100 per 

cent government-owned commercial banks. This was hazardous for the whole system 

because the new banks were pushed into the riskier and more marginal lending business. 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) discuss the links between agricultural credit and access 
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to new technology and institutional changes that make credits available for small 

farmers. 

The supply of new rechnology brings up the problem of a new 
source of credir ro be ex/ended 10 pVlefllial users of the 
1echnology. One of rhe main barriers to technology adoption in 
Ghana is the lack of financial sources and insrirurions !hat 
organize the dis1riburion of credit. 

Creditors were careful about the risk of extending credit to small farmers 

therefore they preferred to extend credit to carefully formed groups of small farmers 

to reduce their risk. In a way, extending credit to individuals were more risky than 

groups, therefore, group lending was applied (Desai, (1980)). 

Credit Rationing is an acf/vlly of a lender ro mm11111ze rhe 
risk. Generally, credit is rationed in the sense thar you 
cannot buy as much credir as you wanr ar rhe given marker 
price. One observes thar banks ny ro expand their credits, 
not by offering more credit ro a parricular applirnm, bur 
nying to auracr more borrowers. The mymmerric infvrmc11ivn 
berween lender and borrower is rhe main reason fur rarioning. 
When 4 bank gives a loan, all ir vbrains is . 
a promise of reimbursemem fi'vm rhe borrower. Bw ir has no 
way of evaluating rhe <Jlwliry of this promise wirh cenainty. 

One of the main problems regarding the prvducriviry of 
agricultural sector was the lack of credit. Small holders held 
!he largest market share and also they were suffering from 
either the lack of financial supporr or the . lack of 
accessibility to improved technology and lender insrirurions. 
They needed credi1 IV help improve rheir markering ac1ivities. 
For example, after the harvest rhey needed credit IO rent 
srorage near !he field to minimize rhe loss of crop or to rent 
a swrage in an urban area IO reduce rhe transportation cost. 
Risk diversijirntivn ejforrs of lending insrirurions were 
practically not possible due to the fact that large farmers 
were the only ones who had access to these lending 
institutions. Therefore, credir rationing was not possible due 
to the segregation of agems who are ought rv be connected to 
each 01her by intermediary institwions. This segregarion 
caused small holders to barrow ji'Vln i11formctl markers ar a high 
rate of interest. 
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Paul (1990) reports the findings of an assessment of the constraints on the 

private sector and the directional changes required for its development in Ghana. The 

most severe constraint on the private sector in Ghana pertains to credit availability 

and allocation to the formal manufacturing sector sector. He emphasizes the fact that 

the first priority structural adjustment program should give is to reform the financial 

institutions and credit policy so as to augment the supply of resources for long term 

investment and production. And small scale industries should be encouraged to 

establish their own association to reveal their preferences to the government, which 

indirectly implies the lack of institutional communication between government and small 

scale industries which are the core of the whole development. 

5.1.3. Infrastructure 

There is a widespread concern that marketing costs are high regardless of the 

distribution efficiency of the various distribution systems (public or private). High 

costs are due to poor transport facilities, poor roads which lead to high transport 

costs and poor storage. Sherbourne ( 1986) emphasizes the fact that reducing incentives 

for cocoa producers decreased the cocoa production and the government revenue. The 

declining government revenue especially deteriorated the infrastructure investments 

(transportation) which causes an even more reduction in government revenue due to the 

fact that low volumes of exports were able to reach the ports. Furthermore, 

deterioration in the transport system has prevented efficient delivery of these inputs 

to the farmers. Therefore, only large farmers who have access to transport benefited 

from these inputs. Manu ( 1992) reviews policies and regulations concerning the 

marketing of food and other consumer items in Ghana for the period 1970-85. He finds 

that the mam problem was the inefficiency of traditional and private distribution 

systems. The effects of government interventions on the pricing and distribution 
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system are also discussed. Brown (Ed.) (1986) emphasizes the importance of "feeder 

road" , any road serving a group of settlements from the trunk or secondary road, in 

rural development. 

Subsidized inputs were not effectively delivered to small 
farmers due to a dereriomring rransponation system. 
Therefore, subsidizing inpurs rogerher wirh a government's 
rransponation service are complemenrary policies. Decreasing 
rhe governmenr revenue wirh subsidized of inpws only benefit 
large farmers who have access rv mmsporr. 

Timing for rhe disrribution of the subsidized inpurs is a viral 
factor in producriviry. The cheaper privare price of 
rransportarion service caused the govemmenr to use private 
rrampon sysrem during the peak season for inpur demands. The 
differenriaring prices are one of the reasons for rhe delay in 
delivering the inpurs w small farmers. Therefore, relying 
only on the privare tran::ipvrrarion sysrem will increase the 
cost of subsidized inpurs, evemual/y rhe whole policy of 
subsidized inpurs will be inejfecrive. 

Gronau (1991) studied how much road damage contributes to road use costs in Ghana 

and how the marginal social costs should be recovered. He finds that to bridge the gap 

between road-user costs and charges, the annual fee for heavy trucks should be raised 

tenfold since fuel taxes alone are not adequate to distinguish fully the large 

difference in road damage costs incurred by heavy trucks and private cars. If raising 

the licensing fee for heavy trucks is not feasible, certainly they should not be 

exempted from import duties. 

Price increases in one of rhe rransporrarion modes (i.e., 
trucks) mighr cause a substirwivn ejfecr in the short run, 
however, in rhe long run we can easily observe a change in 
common mode of transporration like a switch from highway to 

railroads. 

Gersovitz (1987) examines the effect of agricultural production· tax on the rest of 
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the economy. He discusses the effect of agricultural production taxes on the system of 

producer prices, transport logistic, and decisions on investments in transport for 

exports. Marketing boards are the tools for taxing the export crops. They purchase 

crops at depots established near areas of cultivation at prices that yield a profit to 

the board. They also provide transport and processing faCilities. He suggests that if 

the state taxes the crop, then the best policy is to provide a partial subsidy of 

transport. The worst policy is to pay the same price per unit irrespective of depots, 

an implicit l 00 percent subsidy of transport from depot to port (named as pan

territorial pncrng policy). A pure export tax (farmer transports crop to port at own 

cost) is only slightly better. The deadweight loss from pan-territorial pncmg 

increases with the supply elasticity of the· crop. He also examines different patterns 

of depot location. He finds that unless depots are densely spaced, farmers may deliver 

their crops to the depot nearest to them but not nearest to the port. He also finds 

that evacuating crops in an irrational order - from the furthest depots first, and the 

closest depots last - tends to increase post harvest losses and to engender inefficient 

use of and investment in transport. Returns (in terms of producer surplus) to 

transport investments (lower transport cost) are largest under pan-territorial pncmg 

(implicit 100 percent subsidy of transport from depot to port), lower under optimal 

pricing (a partial subsidy of transport), and least under a pure export tax (no 

subsidy). 

5.1.4. Scale and Efficiency 

The relationship between scale of operation and efficiency is an important one in 

determining a firm's performance relative to firms in its size group. Technological 

change and efficiency is related to the supply of new techniques which are products of 

R&D activities. The relationship between the scale of operation of a firm and its 
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tendency towards adopting new technologies is crucial for the prov1s1on of publicly 

produced techniques. Knowing the size of an average firm in an industry is an 

important piece of information for the provider of the new technology in determining 

the optimal techniques that firms will benefit the most. 

From the International Labor Organization (ILO) household survey, it was clear 

that women could benefit from technologies introduced into food processing and home

based industries. Specifically, the following five processing activities were 

selected: fish processing, cassava processing to gari, coconut oil processing, palm oil 

processing, and soap making (Project No. ILO/NETH/80/GHA/1 (1989)). The survey 

investigated existing credit practices because lack of capital often presents an 

obstacle to women who want to adopt new technology. For example, Kokrobite fish 

smokers felt hampered by lack of capital, but the need for capital for buying fish 

overwhelmed that for technical innovation (USAID/Ghana (1992)). 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) discusses the availability of technology and improved 

planting material for forest, transitional and Savannah zones and improved cultivators 

of cassava. In general, the production of inputs takes place in large plants where the 

competitive market structures are such that there are only a few large firms. It is 

these firms, that particularly involve 111 the production of fertilizer and 

agrochemicals, that have made technological improvements in the inputs. 

Panin ( 1986) focuses on the problem of low productivity. In order to increase the 

productivity, the Bullock traction method is analyzed. The Bullock traction technology 

is an innovation considered to be capable of increasing food production in the dry land 

areas, while at the same time raising the productivity of factors of production and the 

income of the peasant farmers. Compared to other forms of innovation, for example, 

tractor mechanization, the Bullock traction technology is a small scale innovation with 

low level investment cost and also this technology can easily be handled by illiterate 
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farmers. This system may be a tentative remedy for the labor shortage that the 

Ghanaian rural economy suffers from. The effects of Bullock traction technology on 

labor can therefore take the form of (1) the reduction of labor input at a given output 

level, (2) the intensification of labor use to raise the output level. The major 

finding of the analysis of the Bullock farming technique is that Bullock farmers are 

better equipped with land and labor capacity. 

In an economy where population pressure on land degradates the 
environment and the shortage of labor becomes a constraint on 
the economy, Bullock technology miglu parria/ly reduce labor 
shorrages ji"om which !he agriculfllral sector suffers. 

The paper also studies micro-economic effects of the use of Bullock traction as a 

technical progress. It discusses micro-economic advantages and disadvantages of the 

Bullock technology. It increases the production through (I) improved soil and seed bed 

preparation, (2) optimum timing for cultivation (land preparation, planting), (3) 

intensification of land use, ( 4) possible changes in crop rotation, (5) expansion of 

cultivated area. On the other hand, the use of the Bullock technology increases the 

demand for a set of new capital inputs , consequently, the Bullock farmer faces a 

greater financial burden. 

5.1.5 Time/Spatial/Quality and Variety 

Alderman and Shively ( 1993) focus on the performance of agricultural markets. 

They are concerned with the impact of economic reform programs on commodity prices. 

They investigate how successful economic reforms have been in improving the performance 

of markets and welfare of consumers. In other words, they investigate how successful 

economic reforms were in getting the prices right or in providing an environment in 

which price information flows freely. Their question is whether or not markets 
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transmit information successfully. They specifically addressed (1) Did the economic 

reforms of the 1980s have a significant impact on the levels of food prices?, (2) Were 

these prices effectively transmitted across regions and commodities?, and (3) Have 

internal patterns of agricultural trade contributed to increased price volatility? 

Songsore ( 1985) emphasizes the organization of marketing within a sub-regional 

framework. It adopts the center-periphery model as the organizing framework for the 

analysis of intra-regional commodity flow relationship between WA and the Northwest. 

This is followed by the analysis of the patterns of marketing for agricultural products 

and manufactured goods. His analysis is a demand-driven analysis since the improvement 

and the use of improved technologies in agriculture is totally a function of the 

aggregate demand generated by the center. One negative effect of creating centers is 

that, in a country which does not have a sufficient level of infrastructure by which 

centers will be connected to each other, trade centers distinct from each other will 

likely cause a huge price differences . This study also recognizes the fact that even 

if inputs were available, many farmers could not invest in them due to the lack of 

financial credit and skilled labor that new technology requires. An interesting issue 

in this center-periphery framework is to analyze the possible marketing structure 

implied by marketing reforms. 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) analyze market performance under "spatial" and "temporal 

dimensions". Spatial integration of marketing system implies the converging prices in 

various geographical regions. In Ghana, the various markets are geographically quite 

close, hence, one would expect that prices in major marketing centers should not move 

independently. To test this hypothesis, monthly wholesale price data in several rural 

producing and urban consuming markets for 1982-1986 (excluding data in 1984) for maize, 

rice, yam and cassava (the most widely consumed staples) are used. The results show 

that markets for staple food crops are not very well integrated spatially. Staple food 
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markets in Ghana exhibit very substantial intra-seasonal pnce variation within each 

marketing season. In particular, the results indicate that for maize in most years the 

prices in the lean season are more than 100 percent higher than prices at harvest time. 

Though no detailed analysis of storage costs was undertaken, from the above analysis it 

appears that in almost all years there is a price incentive to store cereal grains from 

harvest until the lean season. In order to understand the reasons of storing crops, 

they emphasize the difference between storage and interest costs and inflation rate. 

In their example, 20 per cent storage losses, 20 per cent interest rate, and 20 per 

cent inflation and a price difference of 100 per cent between the harvest and lean 

seasons imply a reasonable real profit of 10 percent. 

In general, · a careful examinarion of srorage cosrs, inrerest 
rares and i11jlario11 rares gives a rough idea abol/f rhe 
morivarion behind rhe srorage of swple crops. 

5.2. Output Markets 

5.2.1. Time/Spatial/Form of Market 

Agricultural output marketing include activities of the buying and selling, and 

transportation, storage, grading and sorting, transformation, and packaging. 

Agricultural marketing reforms aim at enhancing agricultural incentives through such 

direct actions as raising producer prices especially for cocoa, liberalizing marketing, 

and pricing systems especial! y for food crops. Pearce ( 1992) focuses on the impacts of 

these reforms on activities in output markets by grouping the crops by the type of 

producers. His classi ti cation includes: (1) market oriented-producers 

(export/industrial and food), (2) subsistence-oriented producers (dry land farming and 

mixed cropping), and (3) producers/laborers (dry land and mixed cropping areas). The 

main agricultural commodities produced by small holders are maize, rice, sorghum and 
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millet among the cereal staples, starchy crops such as cassava, yam, coco yam and 

planting and cocoa as the main non-food commodity and principal export earner. Along 

the line of the widespread belief (see, e.g., Killick, (1978) and Bequele, (1983)) that 

the economic retrogression in Ghana is directly traceable to the decline of the 

agricultural sector, Tabatabai ( 1986) ~xamines the principal causes of the decline of 

the agricultural sector as well as the impact of this decline on people's access to 

food before the ERP. He sees a drought in the mid-1970s and 1982-83, a poor 

transportation network, insufficient fuel, and lack of spare parts as possible reasons 

for the decline of the agricultural sector. After 1983, activity in transport and 

trade sectors, which are key for the marketing of agricultural and manufacturing 

output, became the driving force of growth of agricultural sector. Transport and trade 

activities, which are closely linked to developments in agriculture and manufacturing, 

recorded growth during the period 1984-1992 . Economic activity in the transport sector 

was boosted by rehabilitation programs for the railways and the road network. A poor 

transport system and state-controlled domestic and international trade in foodstuffs 

are common themes. This poor transport system is a main factor that influences prices 

paid by rural consumers. 

The main effims inherited in owpw marker reforms focused on 
rhe need j(Jr :iparial imegrariun uf markers by i11ji·asrrucrure 
in vesrme l1f s (r ra mporwr i un). 

Alderman ( 1992) addresses the problem of stabilizing food pnces between seasons 

and across years. These policies range from income support and employment generation 

programs to improving marketing infrastructure. Another option is the possibility of 

government intervention 111 inter- and intra- year storage. The effectiveness of the 

government interventions to guarantee food security depends on knowing which market 
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channels operate effectively. For example, improving the linkages between the markets 

with food surplus and deficit are important in smoothing the consumption across regions 

and food pnces. Other issue to be addressed in this respect is to improve the 

channels of transmittal of information across commodities and markets such as investing 

on communication channels. Another important aspect of investing on the linkages among 

markets is that the nature of commodities marketed should be known so that priority 

should be given to link market with substitutable goods to increase competitiveness and 

consumers' welfare. 

From an indusrriul organiwrion poim of view, cunsumers' 
welfare and changing marker srrucrure should be addressed in 
the conrext of markering complemellf(IJY goods. For example, the 
two firms producing complemenrwy goods would be better off if 
they operate in the same mai*et since the demand for the 
commodiry produced by a firm creares demand for orher firm's 
ourput. In rhis case, we usually observe horizomal 
inregrarion of firms. 

He empirically shows that long-run pnce transmittal in the maize market is 

compatible with competitive assumptions, a one to one transmittal to other commodities 

is only one of many empirical possibilities consistent with competitive assumptions and 

cross-price response. He also concludes that traders set prices for other coarse 

grains in response to maize price information. 

Timing and srvrage facrurs are viral in rhe case uf sutplus in 
marker A and deficit in marker B. Trampurwrion and 
information channels should be improved ro increase rhe flow of 
commodities between lhe rwo markets. Absolwe liberalization 
of marketing and pricing system wirhow considering the 
deficiencies in the information channels that connec! markels 
to each other will increase £he proftrs from commodiry 
arbitrage. 

World Bank (l 990b) also emphasizes the need for new roads telecommunications, and 
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information network to spatially integrate markets. It is the fact that the biggest 

part of marketing cost comes from transportation inefficiencies. Therefore, policy 

reforms regarding the efficiency of the marketing activities should include policies 

that (i) enable new transport infrastructure, especially feeder roads, and 

communications facilities for the dissemination of the market information vital in 

integrating markets, (ii) promote efficient financial markets to support commodity 

markets, through the increased availability of credit to traders, transporters, and 

wholesalers, and (iii) establish legal and institutional mechanisms for the 

standardization of weights and measures and guarantees of free entry into markets. 

5.3. lmp011s and Exports 

Pearce (1992), Chhibber and Shafik (1990), Sarris and Shamas (1991), Sherbourne 

(1986) Catsambas and Pigato (1992), Bateman, Meeraus, Newberg, Okyere, and O'Mara 

(1987) discuss the reasons why Ghana's cocoa production was declining. They stress the 

negative effect of over valued domestic currency on cocoa exports. By keeping the 

premium of parallel market at a positive level, the cocoa export sector was implicitly 

being taxed. In addition to that, the favorable world prices for cocoa producers were 

not passed due to institutional rigidities. Bateman, Meeraus, Newberg, Okyere, and 

O'Mara suggest shifting tax burden of cocoa producers onto the shoulders of consumers. 

An alternative policy to protect cocoa producers is a variable rate tax on cocoa that 

changes with the world price. Also, the authors discuss that COCOBOD should terminate 

its marketing activities for coffee and all taxes on coffee exports should cease. Even 

with heavy taxation, net revenue from coffee is negative to the government under the 

current arrangement. Stopping coffee taxes would give coffee producers a stronger 

incentive to expand production. Pearce (1992) analyzes market structures of main 

commodities under three groupings: (1) exportables, (2) importables, and (3) non-
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tradeables. No internal market exists for cocoa beans, similarly, no external market 

exists for the starchy staples. Importables mainly include maize and rice. Non

tradeables are the starchy crops such as cassava, yam, coco yam, plantain. 

Agricultural reforms covered the three main policy areas: trade liberalization, 

domestic pnce liberalization (removal of subsidies and price distortions), and 

institutional reform. The first phase consisting of policies such as removal of import 

subsidies and reduction of tariffs addressed the cocoa sector. The second phase 

includes policies such as freeing food crop market through price increases and minimum 

price supports. The products under minimum price support are maize, rice, oil palm, 

cotton and tobacco. Interestingly, the main industrial crops such as oil palm, cotton 

and tobacco were kept partially subsidized. The basic institutional change was that 

cocoa sector was brought under the umbrella of the Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board. 

How did producers of food crops and cash crops respond ro rhese 
reforms? Was rhere a subsrirwiu11 b<!rween the crops? if rhere 
was, ro whar exrem rhe availabiliry and suirabiliry of land 
ajfecred rhis subsrituriun. 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) and Boateng, Ratchford, and Blase (1987) conclude that 

cash crops especially cocoa benefited from the aforementioned reforms at the expense of 

food crops which were the most profitable before 1983. For food crop producers, the 

land availability was not a constraint. However, reduction in bush-fallow period due 

to high population pressure caused the land suitability to be a serious problem, which 

eventually affected the rate of substitution of income sources from food crop to cash 

crop production activities. 

Yaranis, Akiyama, and Thigpen ( 1987) discuss privatization of marketing and the 

adoption of free-market pricing are easier under the caisse system than under 

monopolistic marketing board system (boards act like "buyers of last resort"). A 
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progressive export tax system can ease the transition from a fixed producer pricing 

system to a free-market pricing system. They conclude that the path a country should 

take toward more private sector participation depends heavily on the form of marketing 

and pricing system that exists and the time needed to develop needed skills in the 

private sector. Boateng, Ratchford, and Blase (1987) question the assumptions that in 

a traditional farming system food production is primarily for home consumption and is 

not competitive with export crop (cocoa) production. The analysis indicates why 

farmers were devoting scarce resources, particularly labor, to producing food crops 

which were the most profitable in 1981. Recent research has attributed the decline in 

cocoa production to the price paid to the farmers, the land tenure system, and 

smuggling of cocoa across the borders. Regarding the effect of land tenure system on 

the agricultural productivity in general, Migot, Benneh, and Atsu (1990) found no 

evidence of land tenure insecurity contributing to agricultural inefficiency. Findings 

of the ongoing Bank study on land tenure in Ghana suggest that the issue is not gross 

inequality, but the extent to which indigenous land rights systems may be a constraint 

on agricultural development. The major constraints that the present land tenure system 

imposes on growth are (i) it limits access to credit, (ii) it discourages replanting of 

tree crops because most farm operators tend to be sharecroppers, and (iii) it 

discourages land improvements. The objective of the study by Boateng, Ratchford, and 

Blase (1987) is to gain insight into why cocoa farmers have reduced cocoa production. 

The unique feature of this study is determining the crops that compete with cocoa in 

the traditional farming system and the extent to which competition is determined by 

relative profitability. Furthermore, they analyze the cropping systems to determine 

the most profitable one. Three of the cropping systems are: (1) cocoa inter cropped 

with plantain and coco yam 1s the traditional way of establishing a cocoa farm, (2) 

plantain-coco yam mix 1s one alternative way of utilizing land suitable for cocoa 
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production, and (3) cassava-corn mix . 

Projifabiliry of crops also depends on the cropping system 
used. The cropping systems are the t1st1al alrernarive ways of 
utilizing the same land. Prvjirabifiry an(l/ysis of crvps 
competing with cocoa indicate that, on rhe basis of net present 
value estimares ca/culared for rhe three farming sysrems, (1) 
plamain-coco y(/m mixed is rhe mosr projirnble sysrem, (2) 
followed by rhe cassava-corn mixed sysrem, and (3) cocoa inter 
cropped with planrnin was clearly the leasr prvjirnble. 

Abdulai and Egger (1992) investigate import demand functions of certain food items 

(bovine cattle, wheat and rice) for Ghana. Cocoa export revenue variable has been used 

as a proxy for export earnings in the estimated import demand function (OLS) since it 

accounts for about two-thirds of the country's export earnings. Estimation results 

show that (1) Ghanaian imports of bovine cattle increases significantly when bovine 

import prices fall , when income rises, when domestic production deteriorates and when 

cocoa export revenue increases . This study indicates that (l) the deterioration of the 

cocoa sector also adversely affected imports of bovine cattle, (2) the rice import 

demand response also shows that import prices, 111come, and real exchange rate are 

statistically significant. Before 1980s , imports of rice and wheat increased due to 

over valued Ghanaian currency , after 1980s, rice and wheat imports did not decrease 

even though there was a high devaluation. The reason for this was low world prices for 

rice and wheat. The third result of the estimates for wheat import demand function 

shows that national income does not significantly influence imports of wheat. 

This srudy covers before- and after-reform periods. Therefore, 
we can nvr derive resulrs related to rhe impacr of srrucrural 
adjusrment program on the import demand ji111crions. Using darn 
after 1983 and showing rhclf the cocoa export revenue in rhe 
impon demand jimcrions does nor behave like toral exporr 
earnings will prove rhca reforms (1) decre(lsed the feedback 
effecr of cocoa export vn imports and (2) did help reduce rhe 
risk due IV depending vn revenues 011/y from cocoa exporr. 
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Borish, Grossman and et al (1991) conduct a study to establish a private sector 

strategy for Ghana. Their study includes 75 Ghanaian non traditional export (NTE) 

firms. The study focused on: (1) firm structure; (2) perceptions regarding the policy 

environment and the avenues of future growth; (3) resource constraints; and ( 4) the 

role and effectiveness of supporting institutions, especially the Ghana Export 

Promotion Council (GEPC). Major conclusions are as follows . (1) NTE firms, 

particularly those in the industrial and fish export sectors, tend to employ more 

people than the average Ghanaian enterprise. (2) Firm ownership tends to be local 

(90%), male (93%), and private (99%). Location is rarely outside Greater Accra, and, 

except for industrial exporters , sales are predominantly to domestic markets. (3) 

Though optimistic about the future, most exporters operate at relatively low capacity, 

and production costs are nsmg due to the high cost of raw materials . (4) Most NTE 

firms believe that government policy has had . a positive effect on business and are 

satisfied with export procedures (except for customs). They also view the GEPC as 

helpful for export development, although they believe it must improve its marketing 

assistance programs. (5) NTE firms are generally dissatisfied with Ghana's 

infrastructure; freight and telecommunications services are expensive and inadequate 

land transport constrains exports . However, access to credit. mainly working capital, 

is identified as the primary constraint to expansion. 

Adzobu (1992) and GOG ( 1993) outline main components of Trade and Investment 

Program (TIP) designed to stimulate greater production and marketing of private sector 

non-traditional exports. TIP responds to the need to both increase and diversify 

export growth. The three constraints having the greatest restraining impact on non

traditional export growth are (i) the enabling environment; (ii) the present 

production and marketing capacity and capability of existing export firms; (iii) the 

limited financing available to exporters. Policy reforms to support non-traditional 
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export sector are expected to have some impact on (i) the forms of land tenure; (ii) 

land use; (iii) structures for marketing and pricing agricultural products; (iv) trade 

policy and the terms of trade between agriculture and industry; (v) import pricing, 

subsidies, quotas, tariffs, and other trade policy tools; and (vi) exchange rates. 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The negative impacts on the environment of policy reform to increase market 

efficiency and permit world market prices to prevail in the economy has emerged as a 

major concern in many countries. Include among these concerns are: air and water 

pollution generated by industry and urban developments, wastewater disposal, and the 

degradation of natural resources that can occur when reform out-paces the development 

of property rights and other social structures to ration and appropriately price 

resources prone to open access. In general , possible indirect environmental impacts of 

policy reforms might be summarized as follows: (I) switching to a flexible exchange 

rate regime tends to promote exports relative to imports, therefore , natural resources 

associated with export activities may become over exploited (e .g., cocoa and timber), 

while the creation of more industrial jobs will tend to have the beneficial affect of 

reducing population pressures on land resources, (2) agricultural intensification m 

the production of export crops can increases crop yields , and foreign exchange 

earnings, but it can also rncreases the possibility of the overuse of fertilizers and 

chemicals; resettlement programs for new areas can absorb more rural labor, diminish 

the migration to and population pressures on more ecologically fragile areas, (3) 

reduction of tariffs and special incentives (e.g., import quotas, other non-tariff 

barriers) can promote competition and efficiency, the adoption of less pollution-prone 

technologies in many industries, but it can also lead to an influx from abroad of 

industries with hazardous solid and affluent discharge, and (4) changes in rules and 
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regulations facilitate entry of foreign compa111es, which can increase the rate at which 

natural capital stocks-minerals and timber are exhausted. 

In the following section we summarize the findings of other studies. The focus 

will be on the impacts of these policy reforms on health and morbidity, labor 

productivity, and resource degradation. We classify the effects of environmental 

transformation on human health as embodied and disembodied. Embodied effects are 

directly linked to individual consumption which include the unhealthy residues and 

contaminants on food, contaminated drinking water, unsanitary disposable of household 

wastes, and indoor air pollution caused by the use of wood, straw or dung that is 

commonly used in cooking fires. Disembodied effects come about from the total 

consumption and/or production of goods and services that harms individual health. 

Examples are ozone depletion from the consumption and production of goods and services 

(air conditioning, refrigeration) that use cholotluorocarbons (CFCs), sulfur dioxide 

and particulate matter from the burning of fossil fuels. toxic effects of effluent 

discharges from industrial process that utilize heavy metals and other hazardous 

wastes. The reason fur this distinction is that the embodied effects · tend to 

ameliorate as develop occurs, while the disembodied effects tend to worsen. 

6.1. Resource Degradation 

In their analysis, Sarris and Shamas (1991) discuss the effects of block farming 

technique on the environmental degradation. Block farming is characterized by using 

large contiguous blocks of land. This farming technique is alleged to have two 

advantages over the other techniques. First, it serves as a source of employment. and 

second it introduces new farm technologies to other farmers. Modern and improved 

farming inputs such as seed, fertilizers and chemicals were distributed to farmers. 

However, farmers faced diminishing yields due to losses of soil fertility. and clear 
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felling of forest areas causes an irreversible change in soil structure and fertility. 

Also changing soil nutrition levels due to the overuse of fertilizers and chemicals 

indirectly affects the health of farmers and land productivity (World Bank, (1989, 

199lb, 1992, 1992a, 1992c, 1992d, 1992, 1990a, 1990b), World Health Organization 

(1991), Wachter (1992), Wolfe and Behrman (1982a)). Further, in localized, highly 

populated districts of the more forested and transitional zones, Tabatabai (1986) notes 

that population pressures tend to be increasing, thus contributing to a shortening of 

the bush-fallow period. He points out that population growth has contributed to the 

overall deterioration of the quality of labor and land. As a result, environmental 

degradation has occurred in the forms of reduced vegetative cover, loss of soil 

fertility and soil erosion; both of which tend to increase the land area needed to 

sustain a family. 

Decreasing size of suirab/e land j(Jr cerrain kinds of crops due 
ro environmenrlll degradmiun, and llgricu/rura/ reforms rhea 
make rhose crops more prvjirable will acce/erare rheir 
imensive farming. Given /01v lireracy levels among farmers in 
Ghana, exrension services should be provided ro avoid 
inejjiciem use of improved seeds, ferrilizers and parricufarly 
hazardous chemicals. 

In his report, Adzobu ( 1993) emphasizes the importance of the incorporation of 

environmental considerations into the structural adjustment program. He highlights the 

fact that there is the need for a national environmental policy that requires sub-

sectoral analysis of environmental degradation. In particular, a set of policy 

actions, related investments, and legal and institutional activities for an 

environmentally sustainable growth strategy should be identified. He also recognizes 

that ranking the sectors in terms of priorities for intervention and the associated 

costs imposed on the economy if there is no action is an indispensable step in 
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developing a national policy . For this purpose, he gives an approximate annual costs 

incurred by the Ghanaian economy as a result of environmental degradation. Some of the 

sub-sectors in which costs appear are agriculture (crop, grazing), forestry, tourism, 

hunting, property damage, health, industry, and mining. It is also suggested that land 

tenure system should be reviewed as a first step towards the introduction of land 

reform legislation. On the side of human resource development, non-formal education 

programs should be used to create awareness and change negative attitudes and habits. 

Songsore (1992) provides analytical support for strategies to improve urban 

environments. Some of the problem poor households face are: inadequate and imputable 

water, unsanitary conditions, insect infection, uncollected garbage, food 

contamination, and smoky kitchen . The study emphasizes a critical need for an improved 

understanding of the environmental and institutional dimensions to these problems. 

Kingsbury (1992) discusses different policies to assure people's access to social 

services (health, education , and community development) as a way of mitigating these 

effects. The study concludes that many of the programs are really aimed at alleviating 

poverty and should be designed and evaluated as such. 

The reforms emphasized rile importance of fr{111.)purrarion and 
com111unicario11 nenvurks jiJr rile agrirnlrurnl markering process. 
Ghanaian feeder ruad consrrucriun was accelerared which 
impacted negatively 011 rhe envirunmem. Any favorable change 
in rhe world prices of cocoa dereriorares the qualiry of 
environment through increasing supply uf cocoa which is 
intensively harvesred in the forest zones (Conservation 
Moniroring Cenrer (1988)). Also, rile indusrrial planrarions 
rend w destroy the fvresr zone, in particular the narura/ 
foresr base. 

Sub-Saharan Africa's demographic, agricultural, and environmental problems are 

closely linked. Key elements of this "nexus" are found in traditional crop production 

and livestock husbandry methods , land tenure systems and land use practices, the 
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responsibilities of women for rural food production and household maintenance, and 

traditional methods of utilizing dry land and forest resources. Traditional land use 

and forest exploitation practices have become direct causes of environmental 

degradation and resource depletion . Rapidly increasing poor rural populations degrade 

and mine natural resources to ensure day-to-day survival. Furthermore, continuing 

rapid population growth ties up scarce resources in order to meet current survival and 

consumption needs (World Bank (1992)) as opposed to the making of environmental and 

natural resource investments (e.g., through better husbandry) for future 

sustainability. Among many other factors affecting the environmental degradation, poor 

rural infrastructure. and lack of private investment 111 agricultural marketing and 

processing are felt to be important. The inappropriate price, exchange rate, and 

fiscal policies pursued by the government have reduced the profitability. In societies 

where women participate in farm production and marketing activities, the World Bank 

suggests that reforms to overcome the problems of agricultural stagnation and 

environmental degradation must be particularly oriented toward women. The bank 

suggests a hierarchy of measures to deal with the environmental effects of economic 

reform: (a) market reform, associated especially with increases in energy pnces, (b) 

economic and industrial restructuring, (c) specific environmental policies, and (d) 

targeted environmental expenditures in sectors where the other measures are not 

effective. 

Prudencio, Orkwor, and Kissiedu (1992) study how farmers' cassava variety 

selection criteria is affected by various environmental and socio-economic conditions. 

Cassava is important to counter downward cycles rn farm food supplies. The 

characteristics of the cassava varieties depend mainly on production objectives which 

are mostly dictated by environmental and socio-economic conditions . Good ground 

storability is the main criterion used in choosing a cassava variety. This 
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characteristic 1s important to farmers m low population density areas of the humid 

forest zones because of the need to compete effectively with weeds. The authors 

classify the food security characteristics of cassava into three parts: (1) to bridge 

seasonal food gaps (if this is the objective, then selection criteria should follow the 

following order, early maturity, good ground storability, high yield, pest 

disease/drought resistance) and (2) to backstop food reserves (good ground storability, 

pest disease/drought resistance, high yield, early maturity). There are various kinds 

of cassava each of which has different effects on soil durability which is a serious 

consideration in designing environmental policies. Therefore, if our objective is to 

save the environmental assets, then we have to develop other selection criteria that 

save environmental assets. The following are some of the environmental and socio

economic factors that influence cassava variety set characteristics: (a) climate, (b) 

length of the hungry season, (c) environmental risk (ground storability), (d) 

population density (the higher the population density, the lower the age of harvest, 

namely, increasing early maturing), and (e) market accessibility (the higher the market 

accessibility, the greater the proportion of early maturing varieties, the lower the 

ground stability). Given these factors potential pressure on the environment, improved 

cassava varieties designed for especially to save environment contribute to slowing 

down the environmental degradation. 

Sarris and Shamas (1991) emphasize the environ1i1ental implications of current 

cultivation practices in Ghana. For example, shifting cultivation (e.g . , bush fallow) 

helps to decrease land degradation. Problems of environmental degradation became 

apparent when the bush follow cycle is altered, either by shortening the regeneration 

phase or by changes in land clearing methods. Fertilizer application can alleviate the 

reduction in crop yields associated with reduced soil fertility from continuous 

cropping. The report prepared by World Bank (I 990b) emphasizes the need for further 
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work on development of rotations suitable for savanna soils and more particularly. for 

use in the forest zone. Perennial crops are more able to tolerate the low fertility of 

many soils of the forest zone because their greater root network enables the plant to 

tap reserves of nutrients not available to annual crops. By stabilizing the soil 

surface, tree crops do much to reduce the degradation of soil's physical properties. 

Furthermore, the report emphasizes that a high priority must be given to completing the 

necessary climatic analyses to develop techniques of moisture conservation. 

The ERP has revitalized agricultural production, but evidence also suggests that 

the program increased the exploitation of forest resources, especially for timber. The 

main form of the environmental degradation was the depletion of the forest resources 

through logging, fires, fuel wood extraction, charcoal production. Unsustainable 

agricultural practices have also contributed to land degradation, desertification and 

the loss of biological diversity. However, price liberalization . is preferred to the 

subsidization program pursued prior to reform. Input subsidies were found to distort 

relative output prices and induce environmental stress through reduced production 
-

diversity ( e.g., the emphasis placed on cocoa production which accounts for two-third 

of total export revenue). Also, relative output subsidies tend to create incentives 

for a higher spatial concentration of speci fie crops. 

Unfortunate, the linkages between market reforms that encouraged foreign 

investment and their affects on environmental and natural resources have not been 

investigated. Removal of foreign investment barriers will likely affect plant-

location, and the nature and level of production with numerous environmental 

implications. Studies focusing on environmentally induced industrial relocation 

questions include those of Markusen, Morey, and Olewiler ( 199 I), Horstmann and Markusen 

(1990), Tobey (1990), Walter (1982), Leonard and Duerksen (1980), and Duerksen (1983). 

Some find evidence supporting the view that "dirty" industries tend to move to 
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countries with less ridged environmental policies. while others find that environmental 

standards appear to be only a minor consideration in foreign investors' decisions to 

relocate or invest. Since reform is expected to attract foreign capital to Ghana, 

studies should be undertaken to help develop and guide policy that seeks to monitor, 

measure and evaluate the environmental affects of capital inflows. 

Agricultural sector productivity can be increased through improved literacy of 

producers. Greater literacy also improves husbandry of environmental and natural 

resources. The need for both the development of environmentally safe techniques and 

extension services on the efficient use of these techniques is emphasized by the Bank. 

Findings of the World Bank (l 990b) and Dapath and Oteng ( 1991) show that agricultural 

research suffers from the lack of R&D funding activities and from not taking advantage 

of the considerable body of information and expertise available in the Ghanaian 

Universities. Priorities should be given to such research activities as developing and 

adaptation improved planting materials and techniques for maintenance of soil 

fertility. The country should increase its capacity to draw upon the knowledge and 

expertise available at many of the International Centers organized under the CGIAR. 

Furthermore, the linkages between Universities and government institutions should be 

strengthened to enable a wide use of existing techniques by farmers. The Bank sees the 

linkages between research and extension workers as a vital step in efficient 

production, and tries to replace the present informal links by formal institutional 

arrangements to (i) provide research workers with information concerning the immediate 

needs of farmers and (ii) enable research staff to participate 111 the periodic 

training. The husbandry of soil and other natural resources should receive particular 

attention. 

Yudelman, Coulter, Goffin, McCune, and Ocloo (1991) emphasize the importance of 

the resource base consisting mainly of rainfall and soils for the agricultural 
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productivity. The low inherent fertility of many Ghanaian soils is a major problem. 

Therefore farming systems and new technologies to increase soil productivity should 

receive particular attention. In addition to the effects of farming systems and 

technology on environment, inputs such as seed , fertilizers, and mechanization directly 

affect the quality of land. Since the fertility of many Ghanaian soils is fragile 

relative to heavier clay based soils in many other regions of the world, soil husbandry 

through the judicious use of purchased inputs, crop rotations and so on must be based 

upon as effective agricultural research and extension services. The "social 

profitability" of these services will almost surely rise as policy reforms lead to a 

more efficient allocation of the country's resources . 

The World Bank ( 1992) investigates some of the key issues in the relationship 

between growth and environmental integrity. A key premise of this study is that growth 

is neither inherently bad nor inherently good for environmental quality. Issues 

investigated include: (a) potential for achieving an environmentally friendly growth 

strategy; (b) key environmental problems in Ghana and how they relate to the sectoral 

distribution and timing of grO\vth; and (c) the role of supportive and mitigative 

policies for promoting environmental integrity. The general issue relates to the type 

of technology used within each sector since a high priority in any environmentally 

friendly growth strategy is to identify and implement environmentally appropriate 

technologies. As a main component of growth strategy, Ghana's trade and investment 

program (TIP) is not expected to have a direct significant impact on threatened or 

endangered species or critical habitat, but the overall objective to provide the 

support for a rapid expansion of non-traditional exports, is liable to have long-term 

impacts (positive or negative) on the natural resource base. The principal objective 

of TIP is to stimulate greater production and marketing of a number of non-traditional 

export commodities such as pineapples, salt, prawns and shrimps, furniture and other 
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wood products. This program indirectly impacts forestry, in particular commercial 

agriculture which has long-term effect on soil fertility and soil erosion due to 

increased cultivation of non-traditional crops for exports Adzobu (1992: 1993). 

6.2. Environment, Health, and Productivity 

In this section, we explore the relations between the environmental degradation, 

human health and labor productivity by examllllllg patterns of environmental 

transformation in Ghana. Since empirical evidence supports the notion that human 

health as a "luxury good" - for which households' demand increases in greater 

proportion to income growth - implies that the environmental impacts on health in Ghana 

will become increasingly important as policy reforms lead to higher growth in incomes. 

Here we address the questions of (i) the choice of the appropriate instrument that 

helps mitigate the impacts of the environmental degradation on human health and 

therefore labor productivity and (ii) hov.· macro economic policies affect environment, 

health, and labor productivity. 

The World Bank ( 1992) classifies environmental degradation in Ghana as: (i) 

deforestation caused by land conversion to agricultural uses, inappropriate timber 

harvesting policies, indiscriminate fuel wood harvesting; (ii) degradation or complete 

soil loss caused by over-grazlllg. inappropriate soil conservation practices in fanning, 

soil contamination from industrial activity, inappropriate reclamation after open cast 

mining; (iii) water pollution caused by domestic and industrial wastes, domestic and 

municipal wastes, and agricultural wastes; and (iv) air pollution caused by the 

deposition of acidifying or poisonous agents such as oil refinery and cement-asbestos 

product plants. Among some of the common health effects of the above types of 

environmental degradation are 

L illnesses due to water pollution and water scarcity; 
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II. acute and chronic health impacts of air pollution; for example, premature 

deaths among children and adults suffering from lunge ailments that are 

exacerbated by high levels of suspended urban particulate matter; This includes 

women and children in poor rural areas that are affected by smoky indoor air 

pollution such as smoke and fumes from indoor use of biomass fuel (wood, straw, 

and dung); 

m. diseases spread by garbage, and unsanitary disposal of wastes, and 

iv. reduced nutrition for low income farmers living on depleted soils. 

These observations suggest that environmental impacts of carbon em1ss1ons that 

stem from the burning of biomass. industrial based air pollution , and land degradation 

on health are particularly deleterious since the resulting impaired health will further 

lower human productivity and hence income. These health-productivity effects of 

degradation are expected to be more pronounced in low income regions of the country 

where people are less well nourished . The World Development Report (1992) notes that 

in poor countries , diarrhea type diseases that result from contaminated water kill 

about 2 million children and cause about 900 million episodes of illness each year. 

Not surprisingly, access to clean water and to adequate sanitation are 

environmental problems that tend to be partially internalized by individuals as their 

rncomes grow. In the case of water, private benefits to supplies of potable water is 

high while the social costs of provision tend to be fairly low (Shafik and 

Bandyopadhyay 1992). Therefore, individuals are willing to spe1~d a greater proportion 

of their rising incomes on securing better quality water. In fact, this difference 

between private benefit and social cost of provision of clean water induces individuals 

to internalize the quality of water they use . Nevertheless, the government involvement 

is required to provide water quality standards and the infrastructure needed in 

comm uni ties and areas of high population density. 
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The literature supporting environment-health linkages is fairly vast. In their 

study, Grossman and Krueger (1991) find that economic growth tends to alleviate air 

pollution problems once a country's per capita income reaches about $4,000 to $5,000 

U.S. dollars. Shafik and Bandyopadhyay (1992) and Anderson (1992), on the other hand, 

find that some environmental indicators (e.g., water and sanitation) improve with 

rising income, while others such as particulates and sulfur oxides worsen and then 

improve later. However, some pollutants, such as dissolved oxygen in rivers, municipal 

solid wastes, and carbon emissions steadily worsen with income growth. These patterns 

reflect social choices about environmental quality at different income levels. They 

find that most environmental indicators initially deteriorate with rising incomes. with 

the exception of access to safe \Vater and urban sanitation. 

Recent studies of the affect of the environment on health show that the mother 

plays the central role . How well a mother mitigates the affects of health borne 

environmental factors depends strongly on her schooling. For example, Pitt and 

Rosenzweig ( 1985) find that the incidence of illness in a household is strongly 

associated with the average per capita consumption of nine nutrients. the source of 

drinking water, and the ages and levels of schooling of the husband and the wife. The 

same kind of analysis for Ghana important to determining the income loss due to 

environmental factors affecting health, and indirectly, labor productivity. 

Cohen ( 1988) es ti mates the reduced form demand relation for recent child illness 

for 600 urban Sudanese children under five. He finds maternal schooling as well as 

piped water and housing as a significant factor affecting child illness. Rosenzweig 

and Wolpin ( 1982) study the joint effects of governmental health, education, and family 

planning programs on fertility, child mortality, and schooling. The results suggest 

that reductions in the costs of medical services , contraceptives and schooling, and the 

improvement of water quality are mutually reinforcing alternative~ for implementing the 
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joint policy goals of reduced population growth and increased human capital formation. 

Thomas, Strauss, and Henriques (1990a, 1990b), Barrera (1990), Boulier and Paqueo 

(1988) and Rosenzweig and Schultz (1982) reach the same conclusion that the education 

of a mother is strongly and positively correlated with the survival rate of her 

children. In addition, Rosenzweig and Schultz confirm that in urban areas the 

availability of medical services, family planning activities, transportation 

infrastructure and climate, in addition to mother's education are associated with child 

mortality ratios and fertility within a birth cohort of mothers. Behrman and Wolfe 

(1987b, 1982a) also confirm that a mother's education affects positively her own and 

her children's health and nutrition in developing countries. In still another study, 

Ana and Senaur (1993) find that the health in Brazil is strongly associated with piped 

water, control of human wastes, electricity, and paved streets as a general indicator 

of infrastructure. However, controlling for these factors, they find that urbanization 

has a negative effect due to density of population and communicable diseases. 

Preschoolers are found to be healthier when household capital in the form of water and 

sanitation facilities represented by water filters and toilets, and refrigerators are 

present. 

The indirect effect of environmental degradation on health also occurs by first 

impacting on health, which impacts on productivity, which impacts on income which in 

turn decreases incentives to mitigate health effects. A growing literature related to 

this indirect effect of the environment on health and nutrition and labor productivity 

includes the following studies. Strauss ( 1986) estimates the effect of a family's 

average intake of calories per adult consumer equivalent on the productivity of on-farm 

family labor in Sierra Leonean agriculture. He finds a link between agricultural labor 

productivity and calorie consumption per consumer-equivalent. Deolalikar (1988) 

investigates the impact of nutrition and health on the agricultural productivity of a 
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sample in rural south India. The results show significant effects of weight-for

height, but not calorie intake, on wages. Behrman and Deolalikar ( 1989) explore the 

labor market effects of health and nutrition in south India. They find that there are 

nutrient and health (weight-for-height) effects only for males. 

Health and nutrition may influence the productivity of students just as it may 

affect labor productivity. Some of the past studies on this issue claim a significant 

effect of health and nutrition on schooling productivity. Moock and Leslie (1986) and 

Jamison (1986) are some of these studies. 

A summary of this evidence suggests that higher levels of human capital are 

associated with higher levels of productivity and hence higher wages and well being, 

but there tends to be a "circular linkage," or an interaction among typical and 

environmental resources that impacts on the productivity of each. Access to education, 

the productivity of other resources (land, physical capital), and numerous 

environmental factors that contribute to morbidity also affect the level and 

productivity of human capital, which in turn affects how these resources are husband. 

Markets alone typically under supply: education, agricultural technologies, market 

information, roads and infrastructure, and environmental public goods such as 

sanitation and property rights to resources subject to open access (e.g., forests and 

other untitled lands, and vanous biological resources). Judicious public 

interventions to correct for these failures tends to yield high social returns because 

of the direct impact on productivity (e.g., education that increases skills and 

cognitive ability and hence access to higher skilled jobs), and the indirect impact on 

other resources through the mentioned "circular linkages." 
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6.3. Policy Instruments 

In the above section. we have discussed possible health and productivity effects 

of resource and environmental degradation. Now, for policy makers the question is to 

choose the appropriate policy instrument to reduce degradation of resources and 

environment without decreasing productivity . Let us first introduce the policy 

instruments which have been developed to promote sustainable resource development and 

environmental integrity. These include: 

I. direct regulation (emission guiddines and fines, v.·ater quality standards and 

fines); 

11. charges, taxes and subsidies (license fees, land taxes, input taxes, production 

or export taxes. pollution charges) ; 

u1. market creation (auction of leases, taradeable permits. property right reforms); 

and 

iv. liability instruments (strict liabilitv laws, performance bonds. insurance). 

(Eskeland and Jimenez (1992). \Vorld Bank (1992). and Graham-Tomasi. f\1ohtadi, and 

Roe (1992>) 

All have their ad,·antages and di sad\ antages. Market creation is the most 

efficient but it is difficult to implement. Direct regulation in a "command and 

control" type of context is normally the first step in developing any structure 

intended to improve environmental integrity. Charges, taxes and subsidies allow 

efficiency and feasibility considerations. Liability instruments, on the other hand, 

are efficient to manage environmental resources. With the nature of these policy 

instruments, policy makers should have enough information on the nature of 

environmental and resource degradation to choose the appropriate instrument. Namely, 

the choice of the instrument is objective-based, implying that the choice of the 
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instrument is a function of objectives of policy makers. For example, economic 

instruments can be effective tools for environmental management if Ghana promotes a 

high growth strategy. World Bank ( 1992) recommends the following economic instruments 

outlined in environmental action plan of Ghana for assisting m environmental 

protection. Land tenure reform, that brings about the reform in capital market, is 

recommended to avoid deforestation and land degradation. The effects of mining and 

industrial sectors on environment are tried to be controlled by environmental quality 

standards and reclamation guidelines. Water pollution and hazardous chemicals are 

controlled by regulations. Under a high growth scenario, the above recommendations are 

needed to be augmented in accordance with sectoral targets and their indirect effects 

on environment and resource base of Ghana. The recommended augmentations for 

controlling the use of forests and land, reducing air and water pollution caused by 

mining and industry, water pollution, hazardous chemicals are respectively collective 

structures, performance bonds and recycling incentives, pollution charges and tradeable 

permits, and recycling incentives. 

In order to evaluate the indirect effects of the structural adjustment program 

pursued in Ghana on environment and natural resource degradation, the relationship 

between trade patterns and the environment needs to be made clear. It is obvious that 

the trade pattern will affect the resource allocation between polluting and 

nonpolluting industries; therefore, the nature of health problems that Ghana faces will 

be changing in response to the changing importance of trade and non-trade sectors in 

the economy. The strongest linkage between trade liberalization and the effect of the 

environmental degradation on health comes through with an increasing electricity demand 

since many pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, and 

carbon dioxide are by products of electricity production. In this respect. 

international trade has two implications for embodied and disembodied effects of the 
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APPENDIX II 

A METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYZING SUB-SECTORAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ADJUSTMENT 



environmental degradation. On the one hand, it provides access to the new technology 

that makes new products available to domestic consumers. By this new product, one can 

expect a decrease in the ill health effect of indoor air pollution. On the other hand, 

it induces changes in the allocation of resources among potential pollution generating 

industries and in the technologies used to produce goods and services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Appendix II is to introduce a systems methodology to analyze sub

sectoral environmental impacts of structural adjustment program pursued in Ghana. The 

general approach has been developed by Hudson (1992) and modified to economic modeling 

by Temel, Hudson, and Roe (1994). Because the approach is based on an interaction 

matrix encompassing all relevant variables and interactions, it is potentially 

applicable to all systems. The advantage of this approach in complementing the 

existing ones is that it (i) utilizes all the existing information relevant to the 

system under study which is commensurate with the objective, (ii) imposes no 

theoretical restrictions on the relations among the variables in the system, and (iii) 

can treat any sub-system as an individual system. This methodology therefore encompass 

all possible relational pathways that operate in the real system. 

The key point to make in introducing this approach is that we wish to apply this 

modeling approach to environmental impact analysis . By using this approach, all 

different interaction pathways between sub-sectors whose production impacts the 

environment will be studied. Here, we concentrate on the description and 

interpretation of a structure of productive units in the Ghanaian economy to show that 

sub-sectoral analysis of environmental degradation, as emphasized by World Bank (1992) 

and Adzobu (1993), can easily be studied by utilizing the systems approach. We will 

identify relevant variables, interactions, the flow pathways and hence lead towards a 

predictive capability via model dynamics. However, we will restrict our attention in 

the paper to the structure of the model. 

In his report, Adzobu (1993) emphasizes an urgent need for a comprehensive 

technique to rank the sectors in terms of priorities for intervention and the 

associated costs imposed on the economy if there is no action. Along the same line of 

concerns about sub-sectoral contributions to environmental degradation, we modify the 
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systems approach to address the issues including 

1. the determination of dominant sub-sectors which are potential sources of the 

environmental degradation and of income loss through the impacts of degradation 

on health and productivity; 

11. the determination of cost of no action (i.e., no intervention); 

ui. developing appropriate institutional arrangements to control income loss; and 

iv. developing an environmental monitoring and auditing unit that will generate 

information on how sub-sectors impact the environment. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS IN ICONIC FORM 

In order to explain how all relations among all variables in the model can be 

characterized, we first present the basic concepts which will be utilized in this 

paper. The term "iconic form" refers to the matrix icons used as presentational and 

functional devices. We assume a clockwise convention of interaction, 

Clockwise Convention 

Subject A Influence 
Box ii __ ____.. of A on B 

Box ij 

l 1 
Influence SubjectB 

of B on A --- Box jj 
Box j i 
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so that the influence of, for example, A on B will be through the factors placed in the 

Box ij; likewise, the influence of B on A will be through the factors placed in Box ji. 

2. 1. Variables Impacting Environment 

In our sub-sectoral analysis of environmental degradation, there are mainly ten 

sub-sectors that influence environment directly/indirectly. These are industry (I), 

mining (M), energy (E), agriculture (A), land (L), ecosystem (ES), socio-economic 

conditions (EC), human settlement (HS), health (H), and environmental management unit 

(EM). We place them in the leading diagonal of Table 6 and explore the interactions 

among them in off-diagonal cells 

I I 
M 

E 
I A i 

L I 
ES 

EC 

HS 

H 

i I EM 

The influence of, for example, "mining" on "health" will be through the factors 

placed in the cell A(2,9) in Table 6. Since these influences are not the same, the 

activity interaction matrix (Table 6) is not symmetric; the way m which mining 

influence health is not the same as the way in which health considerations of 

government influence mining activities. In Table 6 there are a total of ninety 

interactions. Some of these are as follows . The influence of agricultural production 
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activities on land cover-use-transformation will be through factors located at the cell 

A(4,5) in Table 6; likewise , the influence of land cover-use-transformation on 

agriculture will be through the factors in the cell A(5,4) in Table 6. 

Having defined the variables along the leading diagonal, we now wish to specify 

all direct relations between each pair of variables. In the variable interaction 

matrix Table 6, as noted there are ninety interactions. Each cell in Table 6 indicates 

the binary interaction between the two corresponding leading diagonal variables. The 

term "binary interaction" refers to the "isolated" influence of one variable on 

another. 

2. 2. Assessment of Sub-sectoral Environmental Impacts 

To begin this section , we introduce further concepts used with the specific model. 

In particular, the significance of each variable is determined by using a cause-effect 

diagram that provides us with a clear illustration of relative importance of variables 

in the model. This diagram is crucial since it shows those variables dominating the 

whole system and those dominated by the system. Here is the procedure to construct a 

cause-effect diagram. 

I F(l,M) F(l,E) F(I ,A) F(l,L) F(l,ES) F(l,EC) F(l,HS) F(l,H) F(l,EM) 

F(M,I) M 

F(E,I) E 

F(A,I) A ' 

F(L,I) L 

F(ES,I) ES 

F(EC,I) EC 

F(HS,I) !HS 

F(H,I) ! 
H 

F(EM,I) 
; 

I I EM i 
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To assess the structure of the model we use cause and effect co-ordinates defined 

10 

as follows. C = ~ F(l ,j) is the total effect of industry (I) on the rest of the system 

j= I 

consisting of j =I,M,E,A,L.ES,EC,HS,H,EM. This is because of the clockwise convention, 

with the row elements containing the "cause" interactions. It indicates how strongly 

10 

industry affects the rest of the variable.s in the system. E = [ FU ,I) is the total 

j= I 

effect of other variables on industry. It indicates how industry is affected by the 

system through the elements in the column representing the "effect" interaction. 

We now plot the (C.E) co-ordinate values for a variable in a Cause-Effect diagram 

shown below. The diagram has four illustrative points P1 
•••• ,P

4 to indicate key areas 

of the diagram. Note that the 45° line indicates when the Cause= Effect. 

Effect 

1 

(E) 

I 
in~ri:using 

suborJi11a.:)· 

~ ~in<.:r<.:a•!ng 1 n 1 !,,! r a .• : l 1 u 11 

pl p2 
i11<.:r~using 
d um i 11a11 <.: ~ 

Cause (C) 

A variable position rn the p1 reg10n implies that it is not very interactive with 

the rest of the variables. both cause and effect being low. A position in the region 
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of p2 shows that it dominates the system since its effect on other variables is much 

greater than other variables' influence on it (i.e., C > > E). A position in the region 

of p3 means that it is influenced by the rest of the variables more that it influences 

them (i.e., C < < E). A position in the region of p4 means that it is very interactive 

with the rest of the variables. 

Since every point on the 45° line corresponds to C=E, this implies that a variable 

is plotted in this position influenced by all variables in the system as much as it 

influences them. The variable position represented by point P4 is the most interactive 

region in the system: its effect on the rest of the system is neutral (Note that when 

there is complete interaction, or saturation, C = E). 

So, for a general matrix structure, we plot the variables on the C-E diagram in 

order to provide an initial assessment of the variables' significance in the matrix 

structure. · 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have described a methodology using any number or variables and 

their binary interactions in order to explore the sub-sectoral sources of environmental 

degradation in Ghana. We also indicated how the relations can be established and the 

way in which the structure of each variable can be identified. In particular, we have 

demonstrated how a systems methodology can be applied for constructing a sound 

environmemal screening of policy reforms implemented in Ghana after 1983. The 

emphasis has been on the generation and structure of the model itself using interaction 

matrices to comprehensively identify all the interactions between variables. 

We can also establish an information structure which defines the swre of 

infonnarion each variable is in. Thus, the location of each variable in the 

Infonnarion Diagram, which summarizes how much information is known about the "cause" 
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(i.e., source) and "effect" (i.e., sink) of the relevant variable, is determined. This 

allows us to analyze the significance of variables as a function of state of 

information. 

The systems approach presented here has potential application for modeling all 

environmental process - because it formalizes, through the interaction matrix, the 

identification of relevant variables and associated interactions and hence the 

structure of any process. 
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